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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Satellite Mission Scheduling problem with Dynamic Tasking (SMS-DT)
involves scheduling tasks to be performed by a satellite, where new task
requests can arrive at any time, non-deterministically, and must be scheduled
in real-time. In this project, we focus on satellite data collection systems,
such as those involved in remote sensing. Here, a task involves taking a
picture of a certain location (target) on the Earth’s surface. Performing a task
involves moving a camera into position, and then taking the picture. Both of
these operations take time, and since there are typically many task requests,
not all requests can be serviced. Moreover, the time required to move the
camera between two successive targets depends on the relative positions of
the targets. Thus, the order in which tasks are performed greatly influences
the efficiency of the schedule. This report investigates algorithmic approaches
for determining an optimal or near-optimal sequence of tasks, allocated to a
satellite payload over time, with dynamic tasking considerations. A detailed
description of this problem is given in Section 1.2.

The SMS-DT is, both practically and theoretically, an extremely difficult
optimization problem. Even without the dynamic tasking considerations, the
(static) Satellite Mission Scheduling problem (SMS) is an NP-hard combi-
natorial optimization problem. NP-hard problems are intractable to solve
exactly (except for small problem sizes), so must be tackled with heuristic
techniques. Many such heuristic approaches have been studied in the lit-
erature, but the best choice of method is highly problem dependent; what
works well for one class of problems may perform poorly for another. In
short, the algorithmic approach must be carefully designed to exploit any
known structure of the problem at hand.
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By adding the dynamic tasking requirements, this NP-hard combinatorial
optimization problem becomes even more complex because it also involves
optimization under uncertainty. In particular, scheduling decisions have to
be made before all information is known. Therefore the schedule needs to
be flexible enough to accomodate dynamic task requests when they become
known.

1.1 Clinic Initiatives

The twenty-one students in the clinic were divided into five teams, each of
which developed different approaches for tackling the SMS and SMS-DT.

The first team performed an extensive literature review of satellite schedul-
ing and combinatorial optimization problems. This search culminated in dis-
covering the Prize Collecting Travelling Salesman Problem with Time Win-
dows, which was introduced by Bar-Yehuda in 2003 [7]. This problem very
closely resembles the SMS. In addition to this problem, many other related
problems were identified and summarized. In addition, this team developed
a greedy dynamic insertion algorithm to accomodate dynamic task requests.
The results of this project are summarized in Chapter 2.

Two teams investigated algorithms based on genetic algorithms. Genetic
algorithms are a metaheurstic that has been used in multiple previous stud-
ies addressing various satellite task scheduling problems and other related
scheduling problems. Applying genetic algorithms to the SMS and SMS-DT
is a nontrivial task. The efforts of these two teams are described in chapters
3 and 4.

Another team of students explored the use of integer programming tech-
niques to solve the SMS. Integer programming formulations allow the prob-
lem to be modeled precisely as an optimization problem, and for small in-
stances to be solved exactly using state-of-the-art branch and bound solvers.
This project is described in Chapter 5.

This team also developed a novel heuristic for solving the SMS, which they
call the Top Priority Path Dependent Scheduling Algorithm. This algorithm
constructs a schedule by adding tasks in order of priority, provided they are
sufficiently close to the path traversed by the existing schedule. This closeness
criterion is based on a novel concept called the Deviation Threshold. This
algorithm is described in Sections 5.4.2–5.4.4.

The last team developed heuristic based on graph theory that builds a
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library of partial schedules, with the goal of using these partial schedules
to adjust the schedule when a dynamic task is received. This algorithm is
described in Chapter 6.

These five projects led to many new ideas for tackling the SMS and SMS-
DT. These ideas are summarized in Chapter 7.

1.2 Problem Description

1.2.1 Satellite Mission Scheduling

A satellite mission schedule is a time ordered sequence of activities (scheduled
tasks or subtasks) to be performed by the payload of a satellite. In this
project, we focus on satellite data collection systems, such as those involved
in remote sensing. Here, a task essentially involves taking a picture of a
certain location (target) on the Earth’s surface. For each scheduled activity,
a start time and duration is specified in the schedule. To be practical, the
schedule must satisfy the following constraints:

• Each activity must be scheduled within its effective time window. The
effective time window specifies the earliest time the task can be started,
and the latest time the task can be completed, as specified by the
customer requesting the task.

• Line of sight visibility must be maintained between the satellite and
the target throughout the duration of the task. For simplicity, this
constraint is incorporated into the effective time window constraint de-
scribed above. That is, we assume that line of sight visibility is satisfied
throughout the effective time window. This is no loss of generality since
if the target is not visible for part of the effective time windowthen the
effective time window can be shrunken to exclude this part.

• The duration of an activity must be sufficiently long to ensure sufficent
quality of the data collection. The quality of a data collection depends
on many factors, which will be discussed below; but for simplicity, we
assume that required data quality can be translated into a the minimum
required duration, which represented as a function of the start time.

• Scheduled activities cannot conflict. That is, if two tasks require the
same satellite resource (e.g. camera), they cannot be scheduled to use
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that resource simultaneously. For this project, we assume that all tasks
are serviced by a single camera, which can collect data from only one
target at a time. Thus, one task must be completed before another task
is begun. Moreover, there must be sufficient time between two tasks to
allow the camera to be moved into position to initiate the next task.

There are many other physical and engineering constraints that must
also be satisfied. For example, there must be sufficient on-board (in-memory)
storage for the collected data, prior to downlink. These additional constraints
are ignored in this study, since they have little impact on the central decision
making process.

Data Collection Quality

Each task request specifies a minimum quality that must be achieved by the
data collection. This quality depends on many factors such as duration of the
activity; target size; environmental conditions at the target (e.g. cloud cover);
and the physical position and orientation of the satellite with respect to the
target. For simplicity, we assume that environmental conditions at the target
do not change (so are known a priori). With this assumption, it is possible
to calculate the minimum duration needed to achieve the desired quality as
a function of start time. In particular, there is a one to one correspondence
between time and the position of the satellite (since the satellite orbit is
assumed to be fixed). Thus, the start time of an activity can be used to
calculate the position of the satellite; and this in turn can be used to calculate
the required duration. We assume that all of these calculations are performed
in advance, so that the required duration of each activity is specified in the
task request as a function of start time.

Task Priority

The SMS problem is priority based: a lower priority task should not adversely
impact a higher priority task. A lower priority activity could cause a higher
priority activity to move to less desireable time on the schedule, but cannot
bump the higher priority activity off of the schedule. However, a higher
priority activity could bump a lower priority activity off of the schedule in
order for it to get on the schedule. A priority of 0 (zero) is highest and a
priority of 999 is lowest. Given a choice, it is preferable to complete a task
as early as possible.

4



Simple vs. Monitor Tasks

There are two types of task requests: simple and monitoring tasks. A simple
task is a request to a perform a single data collection operation within a speci-
fied time window. Such a task request is defined by specifying a start and end
time, along with the required duration. A monitoring task involves repeated
collections of the same target at specified time intervals. Each collection is
called a subtask. A monitoring tasks is defined by specifying a minimum and
maximum number of revisits, an effective time window (in which all subtasks
must be performed), and required durations for each subtask. If less than
the minimum number of revisits is completed, the monitoring task is consid-
ered incomplete. In contrast, if more than the maximum number of revisits
occurs, there is no added benefit.

Time windows

In addition to the effective time window, each simple task requests is as-
signed a preferred time window. Whenever possible, tasks should be sched-
uled during their preferred time window. However, it is acceptable (but less
desireable) to service a task outside of the preferred time window, as long as
it is still in the effective time window.

1.2.2 Static vs. Dynamic Task Requests

In some systems, a standing set of tasks is known a priori and the scheduling
system checks the set for what is due and schedules those tasks. Additional
tasks can be added to this set but only after a lengthy (human) decision
making process. In either case, these task requests are available prior to
making the scheduling decisions, and are assumed to be fixed for the duration
of the schedule. As such, these are referred to as static task requests.

In contrast, dynamic tasking refers to a user or group that is pre-adjudicated
to submit tasking requests on the fly. These dynamic task requests are typi-
cally ad hoc (on demand) and would not necessarily be entered into the set
of standing tasks. Dynamic re-tasking refers to systems that quickly analyze
collected data and create a new task request based on the collected data.
This could be the case in a target tracking system that locates a mobile tar-
get and quickly re-tasks itself to maintain the track of its position over time.
In either case, dynamic tasking and re-tasking systems increase the number
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of tasking requests to the scheduling algorithm.

1.2.3 Targeting and Slew Times

Depending on the design of the satellite and its payload, aiming the camera
at a target is accomplished either by rotating the satellite itself (along one
or two axes), by moving the camera on the satellite, or both. Conceptually,
these operations can be combined into a single operation, which we refer to
as slewing.

The time required to “slew” the camera into position depends on the
angles that the satellite and camera need to be rotated. These angles can be
calculated from the latitude and longitude of the target and the altitude and
position of the satellite.

In general, the slew time required between two consecutive tasks is mono-
tonic in the distance between the two targets. That is, the farther two objects
are apart, the longer it will take to position the camera between tasks. It
is also reasonable to assume that the slew time obeys the triangle inequality.
That is, if we let S(a, b) represent the slew time between two targets a and b,
then for any three targets a, b and c, we assume that S(a, b)+S(b, c) ≥ S(a, c).

For simplicity, we assume that the slew times between any pair of targets
are precalculated. (Thus, we have available a matrix S of slew times, where
Sij represents the slew time between tasks i and j).

1.2.4 SMS and SMS-DT

In general, there are many more task requests than the satellite system can
satisfy. So decisions must be made as to which tasks will be scheduled.
The Satellite Mission Scheduling Problem (SMS) is to determine a missions
schedule which optimizes (or nearly optimizes) some measure of schedule
quality. The SMS-DT generalizes the SMS by accomodating dynamic task
requests. In this problem, the scheduling algorithm should create an initial
schedule before attempting to schedule dynamic tasking requests.

Schedule Quality

In order to judge the success of a task scheduler, it is necessary to develop a
scoring system that can measure the quality of a scheduler. Such a scoring
system should involve a reward factor for the number of tasks completed,
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relative to task priority, as well as a linear penalization for tasks that are
completed outside of the preferred window, but still within the effective win-
dow. Monitoring tasks need special scoring rules; if less than the minimum
revisits are made, then the task should make no contribution to the overall
score, and a bonus should be given for every revisit more than the minimum
but not greater than the maximum.

The quality of the schedule was measured differently by different student
teams. But all of them take into account the following criteria:

• The schedule should accomodate as many tasks as possible, while hon-
oring the priority levels assigned to the tasks. This means that it is
always preferable to schedule the higher priority task whenver two tasks
conflict.

• Whenever possible, static tasks should be scheduled during their pre-
ferred time window.

• Subtasks within a monitoring task should be as evenly spaced as pos-
sible.

1.2.5 Additional Assumptions

In addition to all of the assumptions described above, some additional as-
sumptions were made to further simplify the problem. These include:

• The satellite possesses a single camera that can collect images of only
one target at a time.

• The satellite is in a fixed position during the scheduling interval, so that
duration times and slew times are independent of the start times of each
activity. (This is a reasonable assumption for high altitude orbits, but
is a poor approximation for low altitude orbits).
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Chapter 2

Group 1: Literature Review
and Greedy Dynamic Insertion
Algorithm

By Erin Egan, Derek Svigel, and Daniel Zeiger

2.1 Abstract

This report is an investigation to find solutions to the oversubscribed satellite
scheduling problem using techniques and methods applied to the Traveling
Salesman Problem (TSP). The Satellite Mission Scheduling Problem with
Dynamic Tasking (SMS-DT) is a combinatorial optimization problem just as
the TSP, thus through literature review, we intend to find applicable TSPs
with known algorithmic solutions to better enable us to a find nearly optimal
solution to the SMS-DT. We will compare and contrast applicable TSPs
with our SMS-DT in hopes of highlighting similarities and differences that
may be beneficial to solving the oversubscribed satellite scheduling problem.
In addition, we explore the implementation of a Greedy dynamic insertion
algorithm. Two methods of this Greedy insertion are discussed, in which
both run in polynomial time.
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2.2 Introduction

The Satellite Mission Scheduling Problem with Dynamic Tasking (SMS-DT)
requires scheduling tasks for a single satellite, in which there are more task
requests than can be completed [10]. This problem is known to be NP-
hard, meaning its computational complexity grows rapidly and its exponen-
tial growth as the number of imagery requests, or tasks, increases [57]. With
increased demand and limited resources, it becomes quite challenging to op-
timally schedule as many tasks as possible. Several factors come into play
when deciding which tasks to schedule and selection requirements must be
specified to aid in decision making. These decision factors range from prior-
ity to start and end times and add many layers of complexity to the already
daunting task at hand [10].

Obviously, the satellite scheduling problem is difficult, so why tackle such
a challenging problem? The answer: the need is great and there is a lot of
room for improvement. Satellite scheduling is applicable to many areas of
scheduling not just for military or civilian use of satellite resources, but also
flight simulator and airport arrival and departure management [10]. The
current methods of satellite scheduling only arrive at near optimal solutions
with a given run time. We will thoroughly explore the literature and identify
algorithms or problem descriptions that would best match the SMS-DT in
hopes of improving and executing faster solutions.

In addition to the challenges of schedule development,schedule adjustment
also possesses its own level of difficulty. Immediate task requests appear as a
satellite is executing a static schedule. How is this dynamic task scheduled in
real time while reducing the effects downstream on the existing schedule? We
approach this problem using a Greedy algorithm with promising, polynomial
time results.

In the following sections, a thorough literature review of appropriate com-
binatorial optimization problems, especially TSPs and their near optimal
schedule solutions will be explored. Different TSPs will be compared and
contrasted among themselves, as well as to their relevance to the SMS-DT
problem. We will highlight the most promising TSPs and solutions and use
these to spark development for future hybrid algorithms. Then, the dynamic
task insertion methods and results will be discussed.
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2.3 Literature Review

We are going to take a look at several problems that appear to resemble our
satellite scheduling problem. These are the Knapsack Problem, the Vehicle
Routing Problem (VRP), and the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), all
known combinatorial optimization problems.

First we will look at the knapsack problem and discuss how it applies to
our problem as well as potential problems with this approach. We will look at
vehicle routing and see how it compares with the traveling salesman problem.
Then we will look at a basic traveling salesman problem and methods for
solving it. Next we will branch off into some different versions of TSP, more
specifically, TSP with Time Windows and the Prize-Collecting TSP, and a
combination of the two. We will then show how it is similar to our problem
and talk about some ways we may or may not want to use them.

2.3.1 The Basic Knapsack Problem

The knapsack problem arises when you have a set number of items, each
with a particular size and each with a particular value, but you only have
a limited amount of space in which to pack them. There is no particular
order that the items must be placed in the knapsack. Each item must be put
entirely in the knapsack or not included at all. Objects cannot be broken
up arbitrarily, this is often referred to as the 0/1 knapsack problem [77]. A
wide range of approaches have been taken for solving the knapsack problem,
including dynamic programming, tabu search, greedy algorithms, and many
hybrid approaches.

This appears similar to our scheduling problem for several reasons. First
each item, or tasks, has a particular size. For us, this could be the duration
of task completion (5 sec). Second, each item has a particular value, this
would be the priority rating of each task. Third, our scheduling window for
the schedule would represent the knapsack that the items had to be fit into,
whose finite size is one hour for our problem.

We were very excited to take this approach to solving the problem but
as we tried to develop an algorithm, some small details came up and caused
us big problems. To start, we can not freely place tasks anywhere in the
scheduling window. Each task has a particular time window that it has to be
performed in. This complicates the original knapsack problem because you
now have another variable, the time windows.
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Looking at scheduling using Knapsack with time windows, we considered
scheduling according to time windows. But, if one task had a large time
window, you could have a large amount of time wasted because the windows
could not overlap. At this time it became clear to us that it was necessary
for time windows to overlap in many instances. We would have to schedule
tasks according to the time required to perform it plus the time required
for slewing between locations, while considering its time window. So now
another variable has been added to the problem, we now needed to calculate
slew times between each consecutive job. This becomes extremely timely
because 90 percent of all jobs will go unscheduled. This means for every
job scheduled, there will be about 9 other jobs in the same time frame that
will not get scheduled, and we do not know which one will get scheduled
until you perform slewing calculations to see which ones are feasible. As a
result we would need to perform all possible slewing combinations in order to
pick the best one that is feasible. Furthermore, because of the nature of the
overlapping, we may end up with, for example, four tasks that get scheduled
that all have the same 30 second time window, and we would want a shortest
path solution between those four tasks and the knapsack problem does not
do a good job at that.

Adding on to the above problems are the monitoring tasks. It would be
difficult to find the most efficient way to schedule monitoring tasks, especially
because the satellite problem is oversubscribed.

After seeing all these details come out we realized how unlikely it is that
the knapsack problem approach would really work. With all the slew time
calculations and overlapping time window constraints, the time required to
solve the algorithm would probably be very long, making the algorithm un-
desirable.

2.3.2 Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP)

The vehicle routing problem involves a store that delivers a product to cus-
tomers. You usually have multiple vehicles and each vehicle can carry a
certain amount of product. Each customer has a time window that they
must be visited in, and at the end of the day the vehicles return to the store
or ’depot’.

This problem is similar tot he satellite scheduling problem in the manner
that each customer has a time window they must be visited in, just as in our
tasks. There are also some versions of the problem that gives a priority to
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certain customers, which is even more similar to our problem. But, there are
certain factors that must be changed in order for us to use this approach in
finding a solution to the satellite scheduling problem. There is no need for
our satellite to return to the original starting point, or depot, at any time.
Next, there is only one vehicle, or satellite, in our problem so the vehicle
value is set to one. And, vehicle capacity is the one hour scheduling window.

When we look at all components of the problem, and knowing that the
VRP is a combination of the Knapsack Problem and the TSP, we found it
more valuable to address the TSP portion of this problem. So at this point,
we can just look at the traveling salesman problem and tackle both of these
problems with one approach.

2.3.3 The Basic Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP)

The Traveling Salesman Problem is famous for being easy to explain but
hard to solve. It goes like this: given a collection of cities and the cost of
travel between each pair of them, find the cheapest way of visiting all of the
cities and returning to your starting point.

The problem grows exponentially large as each new city is added. The
formula for possible number of tours is given by (n − 1)!/2, where n is the
number of cities. This is one reason it is so difficult to find an optimal
solution to a large TSP. As a result, many approaches have been used to
solve TSP, including branch and bound, genetic algorithms, insertion, and
dynamic programming and tabu search. These are often well-designed heuris-
tic algorithms that have been shown empirically to find ”near-optimal” tours
to many TSP problems. Research by Johnson (1990), and Junger, Reinelt
and Rinaldi (1994) describes algorithms that find solutions to extremely large
TSPs containing tens of thousands, or even millions of variables to within
2% of optimality in very reasonable times [47].

The basic TSP is like our problem, in that, we need to visit as many
tasks as possible in a given amount of time. When solving the TSP, by
minimizing traveling costs you are also minimizing time because traveling
costs are minimized by reducing the amount of time you spend traveling.

Many different types of algorithms have been applied to the TSP, genetic
algorithms have had a lot of success. However, most come up with a quick
solution but differ on how optimal their solution is. The most successful
solution to TSPs so far is a program known as Concorde. Concorde is a
computer code for the symmetric TSP and some related network optimiza-
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tion problems. Concorde’s TSP solver has been used to obtain the optimal
solutions to 106 of the 110 TSPLIB instances. TSPLIB is a library of sample
instances for the TSP (and related problems) from various sources and of
various types and sizes. The largest TSPLIB problem solved by Concorde
had 15,112 cities [21].

2.3.4 TSP with Time Windows (TSPTW)

TSP with time windows is very similar except that now each city has a specific
time window in which you must visit it. This complicates the problem much
more because now it may or may not be physically possible to reach all cities
in their time window.

The algorithmic approach will have to adapt so that it is not necessary to
visit all locations. The algorithm is now not guided so much by the shortest
path problem, but guided by time window constraints, and attempting to
find the shortest path problem within those constraints.

This problem has been solved by several approaches. Balas and Simonetti
in 2001 proposed a special dynamic programming approach which gave an
optimal solution under specific conditions. In 1998 Pesant, et al. solved the
TSPTW by enriching a simple Constraint Programming model with redun-
dant constraints. These additional constraints used arc-elimination and time
window reduction algorithms previously proposed in Langevin, et al. (1993)
and Desrochers, et al. (1992) [33].

2.3.5 The Prize-Collecting TSP (PCTSP)

The PCTSP is again similar to the basic TSP with the exception that each
city has a different reward for visiting that city and your goal is to maximize
your reward total while minimizing traveling costs.

To reach a maximum reward total, the algorithmic approach to this prob-
lem would attempt to find a balance between the size of the reward and the
time it takes to slue to it. This would be the heart of the algorithm, for there
are no time window constraints.

Similar to the above problems many heuristics and metaheuristics includ-
ing Tabu search, greedy insertion, deterministic annealing, and many others
have been applied to this problem successfully.
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2.3.6 Prize Collecting TSP with Time Windows (PCT-
SPTW)

This is a combination of the above two problems. It consists of a collection
of cities where each city is assigned a specific value as well as a specific time
window in which the city can be visited. The goal is to maximize profits.

The algorithmic approach to this particular version is actually a complex
combination of the above two approaches. It would attempt to find a bal-
ance between prize sizes and slew time required, while working within the
constraints of time windows and still attempting to find the shortest path
problem within these constraints.

The earliest works of this that we could find are in 2003 by a team of math-
ematicians. They take the approach of reduction using a max-monotone-tour.
They present an O(logn)approximation algorithm for this case, where n is
the number of jobs. By using dynamic programming, they attempted to re-
duce the zig-zag of completing tasks off the set path between two scheduled
tasks [7].

2.3.7 Applying TSP to Satellite Scheduling

TSP is very similar to the problem of satellite scheduling. First of all, each
job is weighted in our problem by priority. This is similar to the weighting of
the prize received by the traveling salesman for showing up to each location.
Second, the TSP attempts to minimize traveling costs. In our problem we
are trying to minimize slew time in an effort to fit in as many jobs as possible.
These are essentially the same thing because to minimize traveling costs you
must minimize traveling time so this is equivalent to minimizing slew time
for our satellite. Third, the time window constraints on the TSP are identical
to the time window constraints for our problem. Another plus to taking the
TSP approach is that we can relax the depot condition. In other words,
it is not necessary that the salesman returns to his starting city, or in our
case, it is not necessary that we return to the original job [31]. Also, it is an
attractive feature to us that it is not necessary for all jobs to be completed,
as this can be a hard thing to get around using some other algorithms. Many
TSP versions are time constrained similar to our satellite problem. Since our
problem is constrained to one hour we can simply set up the TSP in the same
way, and it becomes the exact problem that we are trying to solve. We feel
that TSP is a parallel problem to ours, and we think it offers much insight
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into how to go about solving it.

2.4 Dynamic Task Scheduling

Dynamic tasks are tasks that must be inserted into an existing, and po-
tentially, running schedule. Dynamic tasks are typically high priority and
require real time scheduling capabilities by the satellite’s software. Knowing
that Greedy algorithms have short run times and would be most capable of
scheduling a dynamic task, two members of our group focused on the im-
plementation of Greedy dynamic task insertion into a static schedule. In
the following sections, both approaches and their results of a polynomial run
time will be explained.

2.4.1 Generating Schedules and Dynamic Task Data

Before implementation of a Greedy insertion algorithm can be executed, a
schedule must be generated. Through Gary Smith, sets of task data were gen-
erated and available for use. Specific task data criteria vital to this scheduling
process include: Task ID, Preferred End, Preferred Start, Priority, Latitude,
and Longitude. We began by attempting to schedule 40 static tasks. We
first sorted the tasks by preferred start time, effective time window was not
taken into consideration. After this first sorting process, we noticed a large
cluster of static tasks beginning at the start of the time window, specifically
14400 seconds. We then sorted this subset of tasks by priority to ensure that
the highest priority tasks were scheduled early in the scheduling window. We
then calculated the slew time between tasks plus their duration to develop
start and end times for each task in the schedule.

After running the simplified scheduler, the schedule is composed of n tasks
by 10 columns, reading: Task ID, Preferred End, Preferred Start, Priority,
Latitude, Longitude, Time Window, Slew, Schedule Start and Schedule End,
respectively.

The dynamic task data was not altered and order of computer genera-
tion remain unchanged. Because the simulation of the dynamic tasks was
randomized, reordering the dynamic tasks was unnecessary.

In addition to these 40 task sets, sets of 100 and 150 scheduled and
dynamic tasks were generated.
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2.4.2 Dynamic Task Implementation Using Only Pri-
ority

Now, with generated schedule and dynamic task data, an algorithm to replace
the static with the dynamic needs to be created. In this algorithm we first
labeled, in this case, our result from the data conversion called schedule40
= S and the same for D = dynamic44. This becomes the sets in which we
reference. So what we wanted to accomplish is that for every dynamic task
the program would reference the static schedule to see where the dynamic
time window falls. Then we wanted the algorithm to see if either an end time
or start time of any static task falls into the time window of the dynamic
task. In this case we assume that there has to be a start or end in the time
window because we assume the schedule is optimal. There is always going to
be a static task(s) inside the dynamic time window. So this algorithm takes
the first dynamic task and cross-references its time window with the whole
static schedule. If a static start or end time falls into the window then the
algorithm checks the priority of the static task(s) verses the dynamic task.
If there is only one static task in the dynamic window then, if the priority of
the dynamic is a higher priority or a lower number than the static task, the
dynamic will replace the static task. However, if it is not a lower number the
dynamic task gets thrown out. If there happens to be more than one static
task in the dynamic window then all the static tasks have to be a higher
number for the dynamic task to replace them. If only one static task has a
higher priority the swap cannot take place and the dynamic gets thrown out.
Now, if a dynamic replaces the static then there is a check that is performed
to verify that the slew times post and pre dynamic tasks are feasible. You
may be able to put the new task into the time window but the slew time
might be too great to actually take the picture. In this case, the original
static task will be put back to its original place in the schedule.

We first began by using 40 static tasks scheduled and 40 dynamic tasks.
On average, based on just this method we were able to replace 21 static
tasks with the dynamic tasks. Allowing for 52.5% of dynamic tasks to be
scheduled.

We also put a timer into the algorithm to graph the time it takes to run
the program based on the number of dynamic tasks to be inserted. That
graph looks like this:
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Figure 4.1: Run Time versus Dynamic Tasks (Schedule of 40, Dynamic 40)

As you can see, to implement these dynamic tasks it takes less than
hundredths of a second, which is key to our problem because run time needs
to be as minimal as possible to remain dynamic. We then upped the number
of static tasks to 100, then again to 150, while keeping the dynamic tasks at
40. The graphs below show the run time:

Our conclusions about this algorithm are very promising. On the plus
side we were able to replace a static with a dynamic task. This process could
be done in a very quick run time, which like previously stated, is a must
for this problem. Now for the down side, the first is that in this algorithm
we were not able to run it with the slew check, therefore the dynamic tasks
may have been placed into the schedule when they were not really feasible.
The second is that if the dynamic replaces two static tasks, the one dynamic
leaves a lot of idle time before and after that dynamic task. This means that
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Figure 4.2: Run Time versus Dynamic Tasks (Schedule of 100, Dynamic 40)

if the schedule is optimal to begin with it will not be after a few dynamic
switches. By running this algorithm, we were able to see that priority is a
good way to implement the dynamic tasks, but by doing this we have found
that it should not be the only way that it should be done. A combination of
the time window insertion and the priority insertion should be used because
by doing this you obtain the best of both worlds, this can be seen in the
following sections.

2.4.3 Time Window Greedy Dynamic Task Insertion

For the Time Window Greedy Dynamic Task Insertion, we chose to insert
dynamic tasks based on available time within the dynamic task’s preferred
time window. In this algorithm, we searched the static schedule for all tasks
intersecting the dynamic tasks time window. We then searched this space
to find slack time within the schedule that would allow for the insertion of
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Figure 4.3: Run Time versus Dynamic Tasks (Schedule of 150, Dynamic 40)

a dynamic task. A dynamic task could only be feasibly scheduled if the
slew from the previous task to the dynamic task, the duration, and the
slew to the beginning of the next static task was less than the start time of
that following static task. If no window was available for the dynamic task’s
insertion, it would not be scheduled. The lowest percentage of dynamic tasks
scheduled occurred in the schedule of length 150, when attempting to insert
150 dynamic tasks. Schedulability was at 56%. Below is a table illustrating
the percentages of dynamic tasks scheduled in varying schedule lengths.

Notice that as the schedule becomes more dense, insertion percentage
of the 40 dynamic tasks remains relatively the same, but as the number
of dynamic tasks increase, the percentage of scheduability declines. Also
note the run time for this algorithm is linear. This can be seen below in
the graph depicting run time versus dynamic tasks to schedule. This is
obviously exciting because a dynamic task could be inserted in real time,
but the burning question if how many high priority tasks were completed in
the final schedule?
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2.4.4 Time Window Greedy Dynamic Task Insertion
with Priority Bumping

The drawback in the Time Window Greedy Dynamic Task Insertion program
is that dynamic task priority is unaccounted for. In the Time Window Greedy
Dynamic Task Insertion with Priority Bumping program, we wish to increase
the number of high priority dynamic tasks inserted into the static schedule
by ”bumping” lower priority tasks out of the schedule and filling that time
window with the high priority, unscheduled dynamic task.

We begin by executing the Time Window Greedy Dynamic Task Insertion
program, but expand upon it by listing those dynamic tasks, unscheduled.
We then look at the time windows of those unscheduled dynamic tasks. By
searching the scheduled tasks within the unscheduled task’s preferred time
window, we then can find the lowest priority task and compare that to the
unscheduled dynamic task. If the scheduled task has a higher priority than
the dynamic task, the dynamic task remains unscheduled. The algorithm
ends with this statement, as the search space will only contain scheduled
tasks with higher priorities than the one compared to the dynamic task.
Now, if the scheduled task has a lower priority than the dynamic task, the
dynamic task will be inserted into the scheduled task’s time slot, provided
the slewing between the previous and latter task does not change the start
time of the next task. The scheduled task, replaced by the dynamic task, is
then ”bumped” from the schedule and never completed.

This algorithm also ran in linear time, as seen by the graph below, but was
only able to schedule a small portion of the unscheduled dynamic tasks. (See
table.) I believe that scheduling the unscheduled dynamic tasks is priority
dependent. The data set of dynamic tasks did not have a high proportion of
high priority tasks. I believe that with a high priority data set, the percentage
of dynamic task insertion would grow.

2.5 Further Research

If we had had more time, we would have liked to more thoroughly explore
several areas of this project. Specifically, we would have liked to implement
an algorithm using concepts from the Prize-Collecting Traveling Salesman
with Time Windows. I think that this problem title could lead us in some
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Figure 4.4: Run Time versus Dynamic Time Window Greedy Task Insertion
with Priority Bumping
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new, very exciting directions in terms of schedule formulation. In regards to
the dynamic tasking, I would like to run the Time Window Greedy Dynamic
Task Insertion with Priority Bumping program on a high priority dynamic
task data set. I think that this would really show the effectiveness of this
algorithm more clearly. I would also like to take the Time Window Greedy
Dynamic Task Insertion with Priority Bumping program further to include
reduced slewing time between tasks and trying to reschedule ”bumped” tasks
back into the schedule. Another area of research would be to test the effec-
tiveness of the order: time window, then priority. Specifically, priority, then
time window; and this permutation with reduced slew time between tasks.

2.6 Conclusion

After a thorough literature review of the Knapsack Problem, VRP, and TSP,
we found many components to these problems to be very similar tot he
satellite scheduling problem. But, we also found many problem details that
could not be classified as a condition under some problem titles. We had
more success comparing the SMS-DT with the variation of the TSP, then
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any other problem class, specifically the Prize-Collecting Traveling Salesman
with Time Windows.

We also found that priority insertion of dynamic tasks is a good decision
factor for scheduling dynamic tasks. This was most noticeably seen int he
Time Window Greedy Dynamic Task Insertion with Priority Bumping. Al-
though the increase in percentage of high priority tasks did not significantly
increase, due to a lower priority dynamic task data set, I believe with a
more realistic dynamic data set, the high priority completion would increase
significantly.
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2.7 Appendices

2.7.1 Appendix A

Run Time versus Dynamic Task Insertion with Priority Bumping
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Figure 7.5: Run Time versus Dynamic Tasks (Schedule of 150, Dynamic 150)
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Figure 7.6: Run Time versus Dynamic Tasks (Schedule of 150, Dynamic 100)
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Chapter 3

Group 2: Genetic Algorithm
Approach 1

By Gary Olson, Michelle Berryman, Megan Sanders, Mike Pfaff, Steve
Hostetler

3.1 Abstract

There is a current need for improvement in the development of robust satellite
imaging algorithms. In particular, an optimal schedule must be developed
for an oversubscribed satellite of weighted static tasks and incoming dynamic
tasks that are all subject to time window constraints. However, recent algo-
rithms have only been able to successfully schedule approximately one-tenth
of all requested tasks. Therefore, this paper will focus upon using genetic
algorithms to evolve robust satellite schedules capable of handling dynamic
tasks and improving upon current scheduling algorithms. We will present our
genetic algorithm approach and several novel ideas for solving this problem.

3.2 Introduction

The problem of satellite mission scheduling in general involves maximizing
the density of tasks assigned within a given time interval. Raytheon’s satel-
lite scheduling problem with dynamic-tasking requires the ability to assign
in-coming, high-priority tasks to a standing schedule in real time. The com-
pletion of a task consists of the satellite rotating, aiming at, and taking a
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photograph of a specific target on the Earth’s surface. Requests for pho-
tographs of particular targets are initiated by Raytheon customers.

Each task has associated variables, such as latitude and longitude of the tar-
get, priority level of the request (typically dependent upon the importance
of the customer), preferred and effective time intervals for task completion,
and duration of time required to photograph the target. The scheduling and
subsequent completion of a task is highly dependent upon its corresponding
priority level, which ranges from 0 (highest consideration) to 999 (lowest con-
sideration). The latitude and longitude of a target can influence its chances
of being included in an initial schedule, but once included, these variables in-
struct the satellite where to slew from one target to the next. The preferred
time interval for task completion dictates a window of time in which the
task should be scheduled. The preferred time interval for task completion is
nested within the effective time interval for task completion. The latter is a
wider interval of time indicating the margins of time allowable for completion
outside of the preferred interval. Tasks fall in one of two categories: simple
and monitoring. A monitoring task will have associated with it a minimum
and maximum number of times a target must be revisited for photographing.
A simple task is merely a single photo request of a target.

Because the number of tasks needing completion exhausts the time available,
this problem is over-subscribed, and therefore, the objective is to complete
as many tasks as possible, knowing that not all tasks can be addressed. It is
also of utmost importance that the completion of higher priority tasks take
precedence over that of lower priority tasks. The goal is to have as little travel
time between tasks as possible. But there exist a multitude of constraints that
the satellite faces, such as its orbit position relative to a target (referred to as
the ”window of opportunity”), other visibility obstacles like cloud coverings
or lack of sunlight, and physical limitations in terms of slew speed, energy,
memory and temporal resources. The scheduling is further restricted by each
task’s preferred time interval for completion.

Of particular interest is the desire to accommodate dynamic requests into an
existing initial schedule. Dynamic requests are new tasks with high priority
that need to be squeezed into a schedule currently being executed. This effort
also requires a re-tasking, or correcting, of the schedule in order to reduce
idle time between the completion of a dynamic task, and resumption of the
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initial schedule.

The problem’s intricacies have been simplified by the supposition that our
satellite is at the point in its elliptical orbit in which it is the furthest from
the earth. This assumption allows us to consider the satellite stationary and
able to view an immense number of targets of varying priority, location, and
preferred time window. The total time period for which an initial schedule
is generated is for an hour long window - the relative time that the satellite
would be at the far end of it’s elliptical orbit. We also make the adjustment
that tasks will vary in priority from 0 (highest) to only 99, as opposed to 999.
The aim is to generate an initial schedule for the satellite which maximizes the
number and priority of tasks scheduled, while ensuring that each scheduled
task is completed within its preferred time window. The desired result is a
densely-packed initial schedule having minimal slew time between targets,
and exhibiting an ability to adapt to and recover from dynamic requests.

Judging the success of the schedule will involve a scoring system which pro-
vides rewards based on the priority of tasks completed, and linearly penalizes
when tasks are completed outside of their preferred due date.

In this paper we develop genetic algorithm that evolve near-optimal solutions
or sequences of tasks for the oversubscribed satellite system described above.
Section 2 begins with a background discussion of genetic algorithms, appli-
cations of genetic algorithms, and motivation for the creation of a genetic
algorithm for the problem at hand. In section 3 we will describe in detail the
genetic operators we used along with the genetic implementation and evolu-
tion of solutions for the satellite scheduling problem. Section 4 details four
different schedule builders we have developed for this problem and provides
insight into a fifth scheduler which could improve our GA implementation.
Section 5 discusses an idea for developing a double chromosome GA method
and also details methods to incorporate dynamic tasks into our schedules.
Section 6 describes a novel approach which could be useful for the problem
along with future work and ideas.
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3.3 Background

3.3.1 Genetic Algorithms

Inspired by Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution, genetic algorithms (GA’s)
are heuristic optimization methods developed in an attempt to model the
biological phenomenon of “survival of the fittest”.

In recent years, the use of genetic algorithms for combinatorial optimization
problems has grown at an increasing rate. Mathematicians are currently
applying this technique to a variety of optimization problems, some of which
will be discussed in the next section. According to Briggs et al. [29] GA’s
begin with a population of candidate solutions and then let the population
evolve to higher levels of fitness (accuracy or desirability) using processes
similar to those found in biological systems. There are two main biological
components needed to understand the structure of a GA; molecular and
population genetics. The following definitions will provide insight into the
biological structure of GA’s:

• Chromosomes: where the genetic code for plants and animals reside and
can be found in every cell of an organism (e.g. a human cell contains
23 chromosome pairs and a potato contains 24 pairs).

• Genes: the individual segment within a long chromosome chain.

• Alleles: a trait or controlling gene that can occur in two or more vari-
ations (e.g. hair or eye color).

• Mutation: an allele that is randomly changed by another allele for the
same trait.

• Crossover: selected parents are being paired up as they are selected to
create offspring.

– Single-point: crossover occurs at a randomly determined point
identical in the parental string.

– Multiple-point: crossover produces greater changes in the popu-
lation members from generation to generation and may allow for
a quicker search of the solution space.
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– Problem specific: crossover methods take advantage of knowledge
of the problem and exploit certain problem characteristics to more
efficiently search the solution space (e.g. satellite imaging).

• Selection: the process for filtering individuals by allowing some to sur-
vive and others to die.

• Fitness: the likelihood an individual has offspring whom survive in
future generations.

• String: chromosome composition.

The vocabulary above helps translate genetic algorithms from biological con-
cepts into various disciplines and projects outside of the biological world. As
an example, the satellite imaging problem can be categorized based on the
given criteria and variables. For the oversubscribed satellite problem, each
gene was represented as a task (based on high, medium, and low priority).
In addition, each chromosome is a collection of tasks and an allele is a task
constraint (such as time windows, slew time, location, etc).

3.3.2 Literature Results

This section details three different applications of genetic algorithms to prob-
lems similar to the Raytheon problem. Classical vehicle routing problems will
first be defined, followed by a comparison between each application and the
satellite imaging problem.

• Definition of the Vehicle Routing Problem

The vehicle routing problem (VRP) is a challenging combinatorial op-
timization problem in which one or more objectives must be met for
a given fleet of vehicles, a common depot, and the delivery and/or
pickup of consumer goods to/from customers. The objectives could
include minimizing number of vehicles used, minimizing total distance
traveled, or minimizing total time traveled. A classic VRP itinerary
must be designed in a way that services each customer once by one
vehicle while ensuring the itinerary starts and ends at the same depot.
However, some VRPs must consider constraints such as, time windows
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in which each delivery must be made, restrictions on the routes, traf-
fic conditions, limits on the hours a driver can work, and so on. The
most relevant constraint similar to our problem is that of time windows.
A time window constraint for a VRP is the preferred start time and
preferred end time that a customer wishes to have a good delivered.
This is identical to our preferred start time and end time for picture re-
quests. The pickup and delivery problem with time windows (PDPTW)
is a generalization of the VRPTW and has the same characteristics of
the VRPTW. Therefore, we felt that a comparison of the VRP and
VRPTW with satellite imaging problem is of most importance since
this is the basis of our inspiration for developing a GA.

• An Evolutionary Algorithm for the Vehicle Routing Problem

Most of the previous attempts of GA’s for the vehicle routing problem
(VRP) created procedures that weakened the genetic transmission of
information from parents to offspring. Therefore, Prins [74] proposes
a GA without trip delimiters and is hybridized with a local search
procedure. This method allows a chromosome to be converted into
an optimal VRP solution at any time, avoids repair procedures and
enables the use of standard crossovers. Given the proposed algorithm,
there are many similarities and differences between a satellite imaging
problem and vehicle routing problem.

The only analogous similarity that can be found in this algorithm and
the GA that will be implemented in the Raytheon problem is that the
goal of the VRP was to minimize the total cost of the trips which can
be considered as trying to minimize the total amount of slew time in
the satellite problem. Another comparison came from an extension of
another objective function which is the constraint of limited vehicles.
In other words, both problems (VRP and the satellite problem) have to
deal with trying to find a resource-constrained shortest path issue. The
last similarity is the fact that neither problem has a need to distinguish
a first and last trip/schedule because of the ordering of trips/schedules.

On the other hand there are many differences between the two prob-
lems. The most noticeable difference is the sample size of customers
or tasks. In VRP there are roughly 50-500 customers that must be
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dealt with when creating trips. However, the Raytheon problem is
dealing with 25,000 tasks within a given day. Once again, Prins intro-
duces an expansion of another objective function that contrasts with
the Raytheon problem. Prins has the ability to use multiple vehicles
for the execution of trips where we are only able to use one satellite.
Another distinction is the type of crossover and mutation used in the
vehicle routing problem. A classical order crossover and a local search
as a mutation operator were performed on the VRP while a problem-
specific crossover and a simple move or swap of the tasks are being
performed in our GA. The problem-specific crossover will be the same
as Laura Barbulescu’s technique which was presented at a UCD semi-
nar. This will be explained further in section 3.

Overall, this hybrid GA algorithm would be more difficult to implement
in the Raytheon problem based on the differences and the fact that
Prins objective was to create an algorithm that efficiently cuts the
amount of cost for trips even if the execution time of the algorithm is
sacrificed. Prins, himself, even noted that there is a need for improving
the execution time in order to compete with the other tabu search
algorithms and to lower the amount of CPU time (currently 95%) that
is being utilized.

• A Parallel Hybrid Genetic Algorithm for Vehicle Routing with
Time Windows

The first genetic algorithm that was developed for a vehicle routing
problem with time windows (VRPTW) was a hybridized GA with a
greedy heuristic. The genetic algorithm searches for a good ordering
of customers, while the greedy heuristic constructs a feasible solution.
However, Berger wanted to take a different hybridized approach which
focuses on the simultaneous evolution of two populations. The goal of
the first population is for the individuals to minimize their total dis-
tance traveled through evolution, while the second tries to minimize
temporal constraint violations in order to generate feasible solutions.
The number of tours imposed on solution individuals in Pop1 (popu-
lation 1) and Pop2 (population 2) are Rmin and Rmin-1, respectively.
Rmin is the number of routes found in the best feasible solution ob-
tained so far. As a new feasible solution emerges from Pop2, Pop1 is
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replaced by Pop2, Rmin is updated and, Pop2 is mutated considering a
revised number of tours Rmin-1, using a mutation operator [14]. This
procedure is followed by a reordering of the customers to further im-
prove the new best solution and various methods of genetic operators
explained in [14].

The parallel version helps reduce computational costs and run-time of a
computer. The proposed parallel procedure is based on a master-slave
message-passing paradigm. The purpose of the master component is
to control the execution of the algorithm, regulate the genetic oper-
ations and the parent selection while the slave executes reproduction
and mutation operators. The populations evolve concurrently and the
execution stops after a pre-determined run-time period.

There are many similarities and differences between the vehicle routing
problem with time windows and the satellite imaging problem. The
most obvious similarity is the research objective that the author wishes
to accomplish, which can be achieved with a genetic algorithm. The
customers are representative of the requests that a satellite receives and
they provide time windows in which the task must be completed. The
goal is to minimize the number of tours or routes and the total distance
traveled. This is similar to minimizing the amount of slew time for a
satellite imaging problem.

The most compelling difference between the parallel hybrid genetic
algorithm (PHGA) and our GA is the evolution objective of the popu-
lations. The PHGA is starting with two different populations, one that
minimizes total distance traveled and the other minimizing temporal
constraint violations, in which they evolve first before they are allowed
to evolve with each other. Our group is focusing on evolving one pop-
ulation based on priority or completion order, but would like to build
up to the use of a two chromosome method.

Another difference is that a VRPTW is cyclic where our problem is
acyclic. The proposed PHGA has potential for being a more optimal
solution because the best populations are evolving with each other and
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forming better solutions. However, the report seemed to lack convinc-
ing remarks about the results of PHGA’s efficiency level and recom-
mendations for improvement. Also, the amount of data tested does
not compare to the amount of tasks Raytheon is given in a day. There-
fore, there is no indication this method will work for a larger sample.

Overall, this technique provides a new approach to the satellite imaging
problem based on the choice of evolving populations. In other words,
if we were to evolve a population whose objective is to minimize slew
time and another population that focuses on maximizing the number
of tasks scheduled based on priority, then we would have a superior
solution to those that already exist.

• Grouping of Genetic Algorithms for Pickup and Delivery with
Time Windows

By using the grouping genetic algorithm on the pickup and delivery
problem with time windows (PDPTW), [71] has become the first to
implement such a method. The encoding requires that each gene be
represented as a group of requests instead of a single request. The
objective of this method is to optimize more efficient offspring that are
of greater fitness than the genes of a single request. Pankratz creates
an initial population that is generated with the use of an embedded
insertion heuristic, which is the examination of all feasible insertions in
all existing routes of current solution with the consideration of priority,
capacity, and time constraints.

Population management follows the steady-state approach with the ex-
clusion of duplicates. This approach ensures the survival of the best
solution and least amount of duplicates since each newly generated pair
of offspring is inserted immediately into the current population where
it replaces the worst two individuals. The genetic operators are chosen
in a strategic fashion in which the crossover operator is only applied to
each selected pair of parent chromosomes and the mutation operator
is applied to each offspring. Both operators are given a probability pa-
rameter in which Pmut is for mutation and Pcross is for the crossover.
If chosen correctly, these probabilities make sure that the children are
not clones of their parents and that they do not leave the mutation
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operator unchanged. Other than some of the standard similarities and
differences provided in the above analysis, there are only a few com-
parisons that can be made.

The first resemblance of PDPTW and the satellite problem is the is-
sue of priority and time window constraints. In both cases, either one
of these issues can cause an infeasible solution set, especially dealing
with dynamic tasks in the Raytheon problem. Therefore, both prob-
lems have developed a method that ensures the feasibility of generated
solutions. Another similarity is the stages in which both problems deal
with an “embedded solution heuristic” as described by [71]. However,
this method will be performed in our scheduler, which will be explained
in further detail in section 4. For each task to be inserted in PDPTW,
all feasible insertions must be examined in all existing routes of the
current solution. All of the possible insertion positions and the nodes
are tested for priority, capacity, and time constraints. With the satel-
lite problem, we will only be testing for priority and time constraints,
such as preferred start and preferred end.

Overall, the fact that Pankratz chose to use JAVA for his programming
is very beneficial to Raytheon if they wanted to pursue this avenue.
However, there are many improvements that need to be done in order
for this to be a valid tool. For instance, it should be tested on a larger
scale and in the real-world to further improve the execution time and
optimal results.

3.3.3 Motivating the Creation of GA’s

According to current literature on satellite imaging algorithms, GA’s are the
most efficient solution techniques for creating optimal schedules. Several
properties of GA’s make them advantageous over other common optimiza-
tion techniques. One main advantage to using GA’s is that they search the
solution space well, and are less likely to get stuck at local optima. With our
particular GA implementation we are dealing with a permutation space for
all task requests in a given time window. Therefore, it is important for our
algorithm to be able to search the space well.
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In addition, GA’s have a very flexible implementation and are problem adap-
tive. This will enable us to construct our algorithms according to the par-
ticular satellite we are dealing with. In addition, the GA parameters can be
tweaked and changed to help with the search for a near optimal solution.
Genetic Algorithms are also trivial to parallelize. This allows computations
to be divided among different computers and run simultaneously. Finally,
GA’s evolve robust solutions and provide an idea of how good solutions are
made. When we arrive at a near optimal solution, our GA’s can be exploited
to store good solutions from previous generations that helped lead to the
optimal. These good solutions could potentially be utilized in our efforts to
handle dynamic tasks.

Common algorithms other than GA’s applied to satellite scheduling include
the following:

• Greedy Algorithm
A greedy algorithm either schedules tasks with the earliest due date
or the highest priority immediately, while minimizing the length of the
partial schedule at each step.

• Local Search
A local search algorithm randomly examines the surrounding neighbors
of the current solution for the first neighbor that has either a lower
number or an equal number of discarded tasks. If found, this neighbor
is accepted.

• Random Sampling
A random sampling is a random selection of tasks given a fitness and
put into a schedule.

• Tabu Search
A tabu search is a memory-based search strategy that guides the local
search method in a way that does not allow it to revisit points in the
space that have already been visited.

• Gooley’s Algorithm
Gooley’s algorithm uses the domain (AFSCN) specific heuristics to
construct an initial schedule and then repairs it to fit in more requests
[12].
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The greedy algorithm used in [12] was the most inadequate and was even
out performed by random sampling. Genitor [12], a problem specific genetic
algorithm used in the Air Force Satellite Control Network (AFSCN), created
by Colorado State University, was the most efficient. The fact that a genetic
algorithm can identify and exploit patterns in data while approximating po-
sitions of critical tasks allows for more optimal solutions. For instance, if
given enough time, we could implement a case-based or data-based genetic
algorithm that would take previous results and utilize them as an initial set
of information instead of having to start from scratch. This is similar to
the Case Injected Genetic Algorithms for Traveling Salesman Problem [64]
in which the authors performed this same idea and found that their results
did better than any of the other approaches that start from scratch.

3.4 Genetic Algorithm Representation

To use GA’s for the Satellite Scheduling Problem, we must first represent
the problem in biological terms. The genes of our chromosomes will be
represented by the task requests for a given time window. Likewise, the
chromosomes will represent permutations of all task requests for a given time
window. It is important to note that each chromosome is just a permutation
of task requests, and does not represent a solution or schedule to the problem.
In order to arrive at solutions or schedules to the problem, we will introduce
the use of a schedule builder.

Before GA’s can be implemented, our chromosomes (permutations of task
requests), must be converted to actual satellite schedules. A separate sched-
ule builder will be used to determine what genes (task requests) from each
permutation can be scheduled. The schedule builder will output a schedule
or solution which details a feasible schedule for the given chromosome. This
solution produced by the scheduler will then be scored by a fitness function.
Schedule builders will be discussed in more detail in section 4.

3.4.1 Fitness Function

The fitness function for the GA will determine the score or quality of each
chromosome. After the chromosome has been run through the schedule
builder and a solution obtained, this solution will be the input for our fitness
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function. For our GA, we considered two separate fitness functions:

1. 2 ·
∑

(100 − ai) + 1.5 ·
∑

(100 − aj) +
∑

(100 − ak)

ai =Priority 0 − 33 Tasks,
aj =Priority 34 − 66 Tasks,
ak =Priority 67 − 99 Tasks

2.
∑

(100 − al + 250) +
∑

(100 − am) − w · (x)

al =Priority 0 − 9 Tasks,
am =Priority 10 − 99 Tasks
x =Number of Seconds Outside Preferred Time Window
w =Constant

The first fitness function above was chosen for implementation in our GA
while the second function was developed as a better alternative to incorporate
into our future model. The first function is a weighted sum of priorities for
the scheduled tasks. Since priority 0 tasks are of highest priority, using the
factor (100−priority) will ensure higher priority tasks are scored better than
others. Also, all tasks of priority 0 − 33 will have their fitness doubled to
reward the scheduling of high priority tasks. In addition, priority 34−66 tasks
will have their priority multiplied by a factor of 1.5 to reflect an incentive for
scheduling these tasks over the lowest priority 67 − 99 tasks.

The second fitness function is a weighted sum of priorities with a linear
penalty assessed for tasks completed outside of the preferred time window.
This function only rewards the scheduling of tasks with 0−9 priorities. Each
of these highest priority tasks is given an additional 250 point boost for being
scheduled. This weighted sum ensures the requirement that higher priority
tasks should always be scheduled before lower priority requests. In addition,
a linear penalty is assigned for tasks completed outside of the preferred time
window. Incorporating this penalty into the fitness function will help drive
the GA’s toward solutions in which the majority of tasks are completed
within their preferred windows.

3.4.2 Selection Techniques

Given an initial population of chromosomes, we must develop a method for
selecting parents from the population to mate and reproduce. Roulette wheel
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selection is one common technique used in GA implementations that will
also work well for the satellite scheduling problem. The first step in the
selection process is to run all of our chromosomes from the initial population
through our schedule builder. The schedule builder will produce a solution
of scheduled task requests corresponding to each chromosome. This schedule
will then be input to our fitness function and scored appropriately. After all
of the chromosomes have been scheduled and scored, the sum of all of the
individual fitnesses is calculated. This will represent the total fitness for the
population.

Once the total fitness has been found, a relative fitness is calculated for each
of the chromosomes in the population. The relative fitness is found by taking
the fitness for each individual chromosome and dividing by the total fitness
for the population. The relative fitnesses for the entire population will sum
to one. After the relative fitness has been calculated for each chromosome,
a roulette wheel can be constructed reflecting the relationship between the
relative fitness of each chromosome and the total fitness of the entire pop-
ulation. The wheel will be divided into n portions where n represents the
number of chromosomes in the population. Each portion then represents
a chromosome, and the size of each piece correlates to each chromosomes
relative fitness, denoted Ri for i ∈ (1,length of population).

Selection Example

A small example will help illustrate the concept of roulette wheel selection.
Consider the following four chromosomes which represent random permuta-
tions of task requests for a given time window.

Chromosome 1= (T1 T8 T4 T2 T7 T3 T6 T5)
Chromosome 2= (T4 T1 T8 T3 T5 T7 T6 T2)
Chromosome 3= (T7 T1 T5 T8 T6 T2 T4 T3)
Chromosome 4= (T2 T3 T6 T4 T1 T8 T5 T7)

The Task Requests T1 through T8 for the given time window have the fol-
lowing associated priorities:
These four chromosomes are first put through a schedule builder and the
following schedules are produced.
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Priority T1=3 Priority T2=56 Priority T3=0 Priority T4=12
Priority T5=9 Priority T6=32 Priority T7=45 Priority T8=1

Schedule 1= (T8 T4 T7 T3 T6)
Schedule 2= (T8 T3 T7 T6)
Schedule 3= (T1 T5 T6 T4 T3)
Schedule 4= (T2 T6 T8 T7)

These schedules will now be used in conjunction with our first fitness function
to determine the fitness for each of our initial four chromosomes.

Chromosome 1 Fitness=793.5 Chromosome 3 Fitness=888
Chromosome 2 Fitness=616.5 Chromosome 4 Fitness=483

The total fitness is now calculated as the sum of the individual fitnesses for
chromosomes 1 through 4.

Total Fitness=793.5+616.5+888+483=2780

Now that the total fitness has been calculated, relative fitnesses can be de-
termined for each of the four chromosomes. They are as follows:

Relative Fitness Chromosome 1=.285
Relative Fitness Chromosome 2=.222
Relative Fitness Chromosome 3=.319
Relative Fitness Chromosome 4=.174

These relative fitnesses can now be used to construct the roulette selection
wheel for this initial population.
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In order to select parents for reproduction, a random number, δ ∈ [0, 1) will
be chosen. This number will first be compared to the chromosome with the
highest relative fitness. Therefore, if δ ≤ 0.319, choose chromosome 3 as
a parent. If δ > 0.319, compute the sum of the relative fitnesses for the
two highest scoring chromosomes, i.e. chromosomes 1 and 3. R1 + R3 =
0.604. Now, if 0.319 < δ ≤ 0.604, choose chromosome 1 as the parent.
Continuing in this manner, chromosome 2 is the next highest, so if 0.604 <
δ ≤ 0.826, choose chromosome 2 as the parent. Finally, if 0.826 < δ < 1,
choose chromosome 4, the chromosome with the lowest relative fitness.

Suppose δ1 = .134 and δ2 = .356. The first random number indicates that
chromosome 3 will be parent one and the second random number indicates
that chromosome 1 will be parent two. Now that two parents have been cho-
sen from the initial population, a method must be developed for transferring
genetic information from the two parents to the offspring.

3.4.3 Crossover Techniques

After parents have been chosen from the initial population of chromosomes,
it must first be determined whether these two parents can mate and pro-
duce offspring. This is determined by setting a crossover probability for
the chromosomes in the population. In our implementation, we set the
crossover probability at 0.95. This value was chosen to allow the majority of
chromosomes in the population to mate and pass on their genetic informa-
tion to their offspring. After two parents are chosen, if a random number,
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α ∈ [0, 1) < 0.95, then the parents will successfully mate and children will
be generated.

Once two parents have been deemed successful mates, a crossover procedure
is applied to transfer genetic information from the parents to their offspring.
The most common crossover technique for GA’s is implemented by exchang-
ing substrings of each parent after a randomly selected crossover point. This
can be illustrated with the two parents selected from the example in section
3.2.1. First, select a random gene in the chromosome string, say gene 5, and
separate both parent chromosomes at this gene (separation is indicated with
a colon).

Parent 1 = Chromosome 3 = (T7 T1 T5 T8 T6: T2 T4 T3)
Parent 2 = Chromosome 1 = (T1 T8 T4 T2 T7: T3 T6 T5)

Two offspring, child 1 and child 2, will be produced from the crossover of
these two chromosomes. Child 1 is generated by using the first 5 genes from
Parent 1 and the last three genes from Parent 2. Similarly child 2 is generated
by inheriting the first 5 genes from parent 2 and the last three genes from
parent 1.

Child 1 = (T7 T1 T5 T8 T6 T3 T6 T5)
Child 2 = (T1 T8 T4 T2 T7 T2 T4 T3)

In most GA’s this crossover operator tends to enable the evolutionary pro-
cess to move toward promising regions of the search space. However, this
particular crossover has been shown to produce problems for our satellite
scheduling problem. Because our chromosomes form a permutation space,
this crossover produces infeasible solutions. For example, in Child 1, Task 5
and Task 6 both appear twice, thus producing an infeasible permutation of
the task request data. Likewise, in Child 2, Task 2 and Task 4 are both re-
peated and thus form an infeasible chromosome. Therefore, we must choose
a different crossover operator.
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Syswerda’s Crossover Operation

The selection of a crossover operator for our GA involved several difficulties.
Most common crossover operators used for GA’s produced infeasible per-
mutations of the task request data much like the crossover described above.
However, in a seminar for the Spring 2005 Math Clinic, Laura Barbulescu
[12] of Colorado School of Mines suggested a crossover operator well suited
for our problem. The technique used is Syswerda’s crossover operation, and
is ensured to preserve feasibility in the chromosome permutations.

Syswerda’s crossover operation can be illustrated with the two parents chosen
in example 3.2.1. For the crossover, first pick a random number of gene
positions in the two parent chromosomes. For our example, we will choose
two random positions in the parent chromosomes, gene 3 and gene 6 (denote
the chosen genes with *).

Parent 1 = Chromosome 3 =(T7 T1 *T5* T8 T6 *T2* T4 T3)
Parent 2 = Chromosome 1 =(T1 T8 *T4* T2 T7 *T3* T6 T5)

Syswerda’s crossover will allow the parent chromosomes to mate and produce
one child as their offspring. The first genetic information to be transferred to
the child comes from parent 2. The genes in parent 2 occupying the random
positions chosen for the crossover automatically are inherited by the child.

Parent 1 = (T7 T1 *T5* T8 T6 *T2* T4 T3)
Parent 2 = (T1 T8 *T4* T2 T7 *T3* T6 T5)
Child 1 = ( T4 T3 )

After this genetic information is transferred from parent 2, the rest of the
child’s genes are inherited from parent 1. Starting with gene 1 in parent 1, if
that gene has not already been scheduled, transfer its genetic information to
the first available position in the child. Continue filling in the child’s missing
genetic information in this manner. If a gene in parent 1 has already appeared
in the child, skip it and move to the next gene in parent 1. Applying this
procedure to our example problem, we obtain the following results:
Notice that this crossover procedure always produces feasible permutations
as offspring and is therefore applicable to our GA’s. In our implementation,
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Parent 1 = (T7 T1 *T5* T8 T6 *T2* T4 T3)
Parent 2 = (T1 T8 *T4* T2 T7 *T3* T6 T5)
Child 1 = (T7 T1 T4 T5 T8 T3 T6 T2)

we chose to use 4 random genes for this crossover. Variations of this number
could improve our GA’s and is a topic for future work.

3.4.4 Mutation Techniques

After two chromosomes have been selected as parents and the crossover has
been performed, mutation may occur. With a low probability, p = 0.05, the
genetic information passed from the parents to the offspring may be altered.
There are two ways in which this may occur:

1. Random Swap of Genes

2. Neighbor Swap

A neighbor swap mutation is replicated by choosing a random gene from the
offspring chromosome and exchanging that gene with the gene immediately
following it in the chromosome. This relates to a switch in positions of two
task requests in our permutation.

A random swap of genes mutation occurs when two random genes in the
chromosome are chosen and switched. To replicate mutation in our GA’s, a
random number, r ∈ (0, 1] is chosen. If r < 0.05 then a mutation will occur.
Our genetic algorithms utilize the random swap mutation and the genetic
information for two randomly chosen genes in the offspring is switched.

3.4.5 Evolving Populations and Stopping Criteria

The previous sections have described the particular fitness function, selec-
tion procedure, crossover and mutation operators used throughout our GA
procedure. It is now important to detail the actual evolution of our solutions.

We begin with an initial population of chromosomes based on random permu-
tations of the task request data for a given time window. Each chromosome
is then run through the scheduler of choice (four different schedulers will be
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described in section 4). The schedule builder provides a solution for the chro-
mosome in the form of a satellite schedule. Each chromosomes corresponding
schedule is then input into the weighted sum of priorities fitness function and
scored. After all chromosomes have been scored, a total fitness is calculated
which describes the fitness of the entire population.

Once the entire population has been scored, relative fitnesses are determined
for each chromosome. The chromosome with the highest relative fitness is
stored in a new population list. In addition, the roulette wheel selection
procedure is used to pick two potential parents. If these parents have a suc-
cessful crossover, they will mate according to Syswerda’s crossover procedure,
possibly mutate, and produce an offspring. This offspring will then be stored
in a new population. The procedure will then be repeated 19 times, so the
schedule will have a total of 20 new chromosomes. This evolution of GA’s is
known as a generational approach.

Now that we have a complete new population (20 chromosomes), we will
repeat the procedure. So again, each of the new chromosomes will be sched-
uled and then scored and the chromosome with the highest relative fitness
will always be carried over to the next population of solutions.

We always ensure that the highest scoring chromosome is retained in the
new population. This is done for two separate reasons. The first is that
by carrying over the highest scoring chromosome, we are always assured of
having a high scoring or good solution as a possible parent for selection and
mating. Also, we can put a special flag on each of these chromosomes that
gets carried over because of its high score. These chromosomes should be
stored because they represent good solutions that were produced along the
way to our best solution. Therefore, rather than our GA producing just
one solution, we can actually produce several good solutions which may be
utilized in future permutations or with dynamic tasking.

We also developed three separate stopping criteria which should be used in
different scenarios. They are as follows:

1. Reach a Maximum Number of Generations

2. Exceed a Maximum Computer Run Time
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3. Reach a ’Standard’ Fitness Function

In our genetic algorithms, we set two criteria and ran the algorithm until
one of the two was reached. The maximum number of generations was set
at 75 and the maximum computer run time was set at 12 hours. We did
not set a standard fitness function for our GA’s but this stopping criteria
would be of importance to detect solutions which converge quickly, or in
fewer generations.

3.4.6 Double Chromosome Method

In addition to the GA’s we implemented, we would also like to attempt
building a double chromosome method approach much like that developed
by Berger [14]. For our double chromosome method, we will use two dif-
ferent sets of generational algorithms to evolve two separate chromosomes.
The first chromosome would represent a permutation order to use in our
schedule builder, while the second chromosome developed would represent
a completion order to be used. A schedule builder (which will be discussed
in section 4), will then need to be developed to use information from both
chromosomes.

3.5 Schedule Builders

Genetic Algorithm implementations for the oversubscribed satellite schedul-
ing problem were not immediately apparent. Representing a solution as a
GA is difficult because there is no immediate way to represent the time each
task is scheduled. With insight from Laura Barbulescu, this problem was
addressed with the GA implementation described in section 3. In particular,
let the chromosomes represent a permutation of task requests for a given
time window and create a schedule builder which calculates the necessary
details not included in the chromosomes.

As our GA implementation relies heavily upon a schedule builder, much of our
research was conducted on developing efficient schedule builders for our GA’s
and implementing them in Matlab. Throughout the course of the semester,
we developed four main schedule builders which have been implemented in
Matlab. In addition, a fifth schedule builder has also been brainstormed for
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use in a double chromosome GA. The following sections detail the different
schedulers that we built and the specific uses for each.

3.5.1 Completion Order Schedule Builder

The first scheduler developed by our group was a completion order schedule
builder. This scheduler takes as input a chromosome, i.e. a permutation
of task requests for a given time window. The schedule builder develops
schedules or solutions for the satellite by utilizing both preferred and effective
start and end times stored in each gene.

This scheduler starts at the beginning of the permutation list (chromosome)
and schedules the first task (gene). It then moves to the next gene in the
chromosome and schedules that task if:

1. The task can be completed during its effective time window.

2. There is efficient time for the satellite to slew from the previous task
to the current task.

3. The task can be completed after all other tasks that have been sched-
uled.

The above requirements ensure that tasks will never be put on the schedule
before tasks that preceded it in the permutation or chromosome. This type
of scheduler was built specifically for our GA implementation. Although this
is a simple scheduler which does not involve task shifting, it works well for
our genetic algorithms which attempt to evolve chromosomes with the genes
arranged in terms of the best completion order. For details of the algorithm
and Matlab code, see Appendix A.

3.5.2 Permutation Order Schedule Builder

The second scheduler developed by our group was a greedy schedule builder
based upon the permutation order of the chromosome. This scheduler starts
at the beginning of the chromosome and schedules the first task. The sched-
uler then proceeds to attempt scheduling tasks based on the order provided
by the chromosome. For this scheduler, no constraints are placed on com-
pletion order and again shifting is not implemented. The schedule works by
placing tasks on the schedule if:
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1. The task can be completed during its effective time window.

2. There is sufficient time (as calculated by the Haversine Formula) to
slew from the preceding task on the schedule to the current task.

3. There is sufficient slew time available to slew from the given task to
the next task on the schedule.

Like the completion order scheduler, this schedule builder will not immedi-
ately produce tight schedules. However, this type of scheduler is effective
in our GA implementation for developing permutation orders of tasks which
produce good schedules.

It should be noted that this schedule builder does not perform quickly. Dur-
ing the GA procedure, the majority of time spent while evolving schedules
is due to the scheduler. Future work should involve improvements to the
scheduler code which could drastically speed up the convergence rate of the
GA.

For details of the algorithm and Matlab code, see Appendix A.

3.5.3 Heuristic Distance Based Scheduler

In our GA implementation, the speed of evolution was slowed by beginning
our initial population with random chromosomes representing any permuta-
tion of task requests for a given time window. In order to help speed up the
convergence of our solutions, we needed a more efficient way for choosing our
initial population. The heuristic distance based scheduler was developed to
contribute in this area.

This scheduler takes as input a structured array of tasks, the number of tasks
to be scheduled, and an arbitrarily chosen task with which to begin. From
this input, the scheduler arranged a schedule based on minimum distance
and effective start and end times. Therefore, once the arbitrary first task
is scheduled, the next task to be scheduled is chosen as the closest task (in
terms of slew time) to the current task. If the closest task can be scheduled
in its effective window, it is chosen, if not the algorithm looks for the next
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closest path. This heuristic based scheduler runs quicker than either of our
first two schedulers.

Once a schedule is obtained from the heuristic distance based scheduler, it
is appended to the beginning of a chromosome. The tasks that were not
scheduled are then placed in any order at the end of the chromosome. This
ensures that the chromosome is a valid permutation of the task requests
for the given time window. This chromosome is then used in our initial
population for the GA’s. The intent of using this chromosome is to start our
GA at a better initial solution than a random chromosome would provide.

For details and Matlab code see Appendix A.

3.5.4 Recursive Greedy Scheduler

Our final scheduler was built with the intention of improving upon the speed
of our other schedulers. This scheduler utilizes recursive programming to
do so. The schedule builder works by first sorting a structured array by
priority. This array serves as a stack from which the scheduler grabs the
highest priority task.

The scheduler works recursively and takes two inputs: an existing schedule (a
structured array) and a task to be placed (a structured array element). From
these inputs it returns two outputs: the output schedule(a structured array
that may or may not contain the input task) and a Boolean value (indicating
whether or not the input task was placed in the output schedule). The
scheduler is then run by a small master program that repeatedly calls the
schedule until it was of a required size.

For details and Matlab code see Appendix A.

3.5.5 Double Chromosome Scheduler

The final scheduler, that we do not have working code for, is a combination
of the completion order schedule builder and the permutation order schedule
builder. This scheduler would take as an input two separate chromosomes,
each evolved from separate genetic algorithms. The first chromosome would
give a permutation order which the schedule attempts to schedule tasks in.
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The second chromosome gives a completion order which the tasks must be
completed in. The schedule builder would then build a single schedule based
on the combination of the two chromosomes.

3.5.6 Scheduling with Dynamic Tasks

One of the most important aspects of the satellite scheduling problem, is
developing schedules that are conducive to incorporating dynamic tasks. Our
GA’s can be utilized in a unique way in order to efficiently handle these real
time requests.

Before any static schedules are developed for a particular geographical loca-
tion or a specific time window, prior knowledge should be used to estimate
typical dynamic tasking requests. Based on time of day and geographical
location, prior knowledge should be used to make an estimate of both an
expected volume of dynamic tasks and a range of priorities for those real
time requests.

Once initial estimates are made for dynamic tasks, ’dummy’ genes (tasks) can
be created to represent these potential real time requests. Before the genetic
algorithms are used to determine a schedule, insert and flag the ’dummy’
tasks into the chromosomes in the initial population. The initial goal being
to utilize the information that we expect random tasks and should make
room for them in the initial static schedule.

Once the ’dummy’ tasks are inserted into the chromosomes the genetic algo-
rithms will be run as usual and a good solution or schedule is evolved. The
goal of this algorithm is to have some of the ’dummy’ tasks that we inserted
into the chromosomes actually get scheduled in our solution. Once we attain
our solution, we scan the schedule for any of the ’dummy’ tasks that we have
flagged and pull them out of the schedule. Essentially, this process will have
left small holes throughout the schedule.

When dynamic tasks come in, we can now use a shifting algorithm to shift
tasks into the spaces we have created and make room for the high priority
dynamic requests. This could be achieved by creating a new scheduler which
works quickly and has the ability to shift tasks back and forth to make room
for new tasks.
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3.6 Chromosome Partitioning

Our group developed two novel chromosome partitioning ideas for implemen-
tation with GA’s. Both are different approaches which may lead to better
solutions. The first idea involves beginning with a priority ordered chromo-
some in which the genes of the chromosome are placed in order of priority,
from highest to lowest. Before GA’s are implemented, each chromosome is
separated into three partitions. Since the chromosome is priority ordered,
the first partition will contain the highest 1/3 priority tasks. The second
partition will contain the middle 1/3 priority tasks and the last partition will
contain the lowest 1/3 of the priority tasks.

Now that the chromosomes have been partitioned, we will only allow per-
mutations to occur within each of the three different partitions. This will
guarantee that all of the highest priority tasks will stay within the top 1/3
of the chromosome and the lowest priority tasks will stay in the last 1/3 of
the chromosome. Combining this idea with the permutation order scheduler
will provide two main advantages:

1. The solution space to search will be reduced

2. Higher priority tasks will always be input to the scheduler before lower
priority tasks

A second idea stems from partitioning each chromosome according to loca-
tion. Partitions will be made which include only tasks within a certain radius
of geographical location. By partitioning tasks according to location, we can
reduce the slew time in our schedules. In addition, these partitions can be
thought of as new genes for a new chromosome. A genetic algorithm could
then be used to determine which partitions to visit and schedule first.

3.7 Future Work

Future work on this problem would first involve optimizing the parameters
involved in the GA’s. We should re-examine the number of genes chosen
to use in the Syswerda crossover. Picking an optimal number of genes for
this crossover could help speed up the convergence of our GA’s. In addition,
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the number of genes chosen for the mutation random swap should also be
examined.

The majority of future work on this problem would involve generating re-
sults and testing our dynamic tasking ideas. Our group has generated four
good schedulers and now have working genetic algorithms which are ready
to be used to produce results and start exploring our dynamic tasking and
chromosome partitioning ideas.

3.8 Conclusions

Genetic algorithms are an effective technique for evolving solutions to the
satellite scheduling problem. Throughout our work with GA’s it has become
evident that they are highly dependent upon the schedule builder used to turn
chromosomes or permutations of task requests into actual schedules. The
majority of genetic algorithm run time is attributed to the time chromosomes
spend in the scheduler. Therefore, there is an evident need for fast, efficient
schedule builders which work together with GA’s to evolve optimal solutions.

Our group has developed four different schedulers which successively improve
our genetic algorithm implementations. In addition, promising ideas have
been outlined for using genetic algorithms to handle dynamic task requests.
Finally, our proposed double chromosome method which relies on a fifth
schedule builder is a promising idea which could yield vast improvements in
the satellite scheduling problem.
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3.9 Appendix A: Schedule Builder Code

3.9.1 Permutation Order Schedule Builder

function [schedule,notscheduled4,fitness]=scheduler9(prioritizedlist)

%This portion converts the times from a structured array into a scalar

%value representing the number of seconds for the time start and time end

%respectively.

time_start=[];

time_end=[];

for i=1:size(prioritizedlist,2)

time_start_i=datevec(prioritizedlist(i).preferStart);

time_end_i=datevec(prioritizedlist(i).preferEnd);

interval_start_i=datevec(prioritizedlist(i).effectiveStart);

interval_end_i=datevec(prioritizedlist(i).effectiveEnd);

time(i).start=time_start_i(4)*60*60+time_start_i(5)*60+

time_start_i(6);

time(i).end=time_end_i(4)*60*60+time_end_i(5)*60+time_end_i(6);

prioritizedlist(i).start=time(i).start;

prioritizedlist(i).end=time(i).end;

end

%This section finds the start and end of the interval for which the tasks

%are considered. It puts the interval start and end times into seconds.

intervalStart=time(4).start;

intervalEnd=time(4).end;

for i=1:size(prioritizedlist,2)

if interval_start_i(4)*60*60+interval_start_i(5)*60+interval_start_i(6) <=

intervalStart

intervalStart=interval_start_i;

end

if interval_end_i(4)*60*60+interval_end_i(5)*60+

interval_end_i(6) >= intervalEnd

intervalEnd=interval_end_i;

end
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end

intervalStart=intervalStart(4)*60*60+intervalStart(5)*60+intervalStart(6);

intervalEnd=intervalEnd(4)*60*60+intervalEnd(5)*60+intervalEnd(6);

for i=1:length(prioritizedlist)

prioritizedlist(i).EffectiveStartSeconds=intervalStart;

prioritizedlist(i).EffectiveEndSeconds=intervalEnd;

end

%This portion of the code schedules tasks

%These commands initialize the structured time array. Each cell represents

%a second in the time window of interest.

time_window=intervalEnd-intervalStart;

notscheduled=[];

notscheduled2=[];

notscheduled3=[];

notscheduled4=[];

notscheduledtaskindex=[];

notscheduledtaskindex2=[];

notscheduledtaskindex3=[];

%I initialize my schedule with the first task in the list i.e. the highest

%priority task.

schedule=[prioritizedlist(1)];

schedule(1).taskend=schedule(1).start+schedule(1).duration;

schedule(1).start=schedule(1).EffectiveStartSeconds;

%This is a simple function which aims to put just a few tasks on the

%schedule. Tasks are put on the schedule if their prefer start time comes

%after the taskend time of all other tasks on the schedule.

for i=2:length(prioritizedlist)

j=length(schedule);

firsttask=prioritizedlist(i-1);

secondtask=schedule(j);

if

prioritizedlist(i).start>schedule(j).start+haversine(firsttask,secondtask)

+schedule(j).duration

taskend=prioritizedlist(i).start+prioritizedlist(i).duration;

newtaskonschedule=prioritizedlist(i);

newtaskonschedule.taskend=taskend;

schedule=[schedule,newtaskonschedule];
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haversine(firsttask,secondtask);

else notscheduled=[notscheduled,prioritizedlist(i)];

end

end

%This schedules tasks before the first task in our schedule.

for i=1:length(notscheduled)

firsttask=notscheduled(i);

secondtask=schedule(1);

if

notscheduled(i).EffectiveStartSeconds+notscheduled(i).duration

+haversine(firsttask,secondtask)<=schedule(1).start

taskend=notscheduled(i).EffectiveStartSeconds

+notscheduled(i).duration;

newtaskonschedule=notscheduled(i);

newtaskonschedule.taskend=taskend;

schedule=[newtaskonschedule,schedule];

notscheduledtaskindex=[notscheduledtaskindex,i];

end

end

%This determines which tasks were not scheduled and stores them in

% the array notscheduled2.

for i=1:length(notscheduled)

count=0;

for j=1:length(notscheduledtaskindex)

if i==notscheduledtaskindex(j)

count=count+1;

end

end

if count==0

notscheduled2=[notscheduled2,notscheduled(i)];

end

end

%This schedules tasks between tasks that have already been scheduled.

for i=1:length(notscheduled2)

for j=1:length(schedule)-1

firsttask=schedule(j);

secondtask=notscheduled2(i);

thirdtask=schedule(j+1);

if

schedule(j+1).start-(schedule(j).taskend+haversine(firsttask,secondtask)
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)>notscheduled2(i).duration+haversine2(secondtask,thirdtask)

taskend=schedule(j).taskend+haversine(firsttask,secondtask)

+notscheduled2(i).duration;

newtaskonschedule=notscheduled2(i);

newtaskonschedule.taskend=taskend;

newtaskonschedule.start=schedule(j).taskend

+haversine(firsttask,secondtask);

schedule=[schedule(1:j),newtaskonschedule,

schedule(j+1:length(schedule))];

notscheduledtaskindex2=[notscheduledtaskindex2,i];

break

end

end

end

%This determines which tasks were not scheduled and stores them in the

%array notscheduled3.

for i=1:length(notscheduled2)

count=0;

for j=1:length(notscheduledtaskindex2)

if i==notscheduledtaskindex2(j)

count=count+1;

end

end

if count==0

notscheduled3=[notscheduled3,notscheduled2(i)];

end

end

%This schedules tasks after the last schedule on the list which still have

%an effective start time before the interval End time and can be performed

%in time.

for i=1:length(notscheduled3)

firsttask=schedule(length(schedule));

secondtask=notscheduled3(i);

if

firsttask.taskend+haversine(firsttask,secondtask)<intervalEnd

-notscheduled3(i).duration

taskend=firsttask.taskend+haversine(firsttask,secondtask)

+notscheduled3(i).duration;

newtaskonschedule=notscheduled3(i);

newtaskonschedule.taskend=taskend;

newtaskonschedule.start=schedule(length(schedule)).taskend
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+haversine(firsttask,secondtask);

schedule=[schedule(1:length(schedule)),newtaskonschedule];

notscheduledtaskindex3=[notscheduledtaskindex3,i];

end

end

%This determines the not scheduled tasks and stores them in the array

%notscheduled4.

for i=1:length(notscheduled3)

count=0;

for j=1:length(notscheduledtaskindex3)

if i==notscheduledtaskindex3(j)

count=count+1;

end

end

if count==0

notscheduled4=[notscheduled4,notscheduled3(i)];

end

end

fitness=fitnessfun(schedule);

function [SlewTime]=haversine(firsttask,secondtask)

SlewRate=.3;

Altitude=5000;

LongitudeDifference=(firsttask.longitude-secondtask.longitude);

LatitudeDifference=(firsttask.latitude-secondtask.latitude);

A=(sin(LatitudeDifference/2))^2+cos(secondtask.latitude)*cos(firsttask.latitude)

*(sin(LongitudeDifference/2))^2;

AngularDistance=2*atan(sqrt(A)/sqrt(1-A));

Distance_KM=AngularDistance*6367;

SlewTime=(360*(atan((Distance_KM/2)/Altitude)/pi))/SlewRate;

function [SlewTime]=haversine2(secondtask,thirdtask)

SlewRate=.3;

Altitude=5000;

LongitudeDifference=(secondtask.longitude-thirdtask.longitude);

LatitudeDifference=(secondtask.latitude-thirdtask.latitude);

A=(sin(LatitudeDifference/2))^2+cos(thirdtask.latitude)*cos(secondtask.latitude)
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*(sin(LongitudeDifference/2))^2;

AngularDistance=2*atan(sqrt(A)/sqrt(1-A));

Distance_KM=AngularDistance*6367;

SlewTime=(360*(atan((Distance_KM/2)/Altitude)/pi))/SlewRate;

function Z=fitnessfun(schedule)

Z=0;

for i=1:length(schedule)

if schedule(i).priority<=33

Z=Z+2*(100-schedule(i).priority);

elseif schedule(i).priority>=67

Z=Z+(100-schedule(i).priority);

else Z=Z+1.5*(100-schedule(i).priority);

end

end
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3.9.2 Completion Order Schedule Builder

function [schedule,notscheduled,fitness]=scheduler8(prioritizedlist)

%This portion converts the times from a structured array into a scalar

%value representing the number of seconds for the time start and time end

%respectively.

time_start=[];

time_end=[];

for i=1:size(prioritizedlist,2)

time_start_i=datevec(prioritizedlist(i).preferStart);

time_end_i=datevec(prioritizedlist(i).preferEnd);

interval_start_i=datevec(prioritizedlist(i).effectiveStart);

interval_end_i=datevec(prioritizedlist(i).effectiveEnd);

time(i).start=time_start_i(4)*60*60+time_start_i(5)*60+time_start_i(6);

time(i).end=time_end_i(4)*60*60+time_end_i(5)*60+time_end_i(6);

prioritizedlist(i).start=time(i).start;

prioritizedlist(i).end=time(i).end;

end

%This section finds the start and end of the interval for which the tasks

%are considered. It puts the interval start and end times into seconds.

intervalStart=time(4).start;

intervalEnd=time(4).end;

for i=1:size(prioritizedlist,2)

if interval_start_i(4)*60*60+interval_start_i(5)*60+

interval_start_i(6) <=intervalStart

intervalStart=interval_start_i;

end

if interval_end_i(4)*60*60+interval_end_i(5)*60+

interval_end_i(6) >= intervalEnd

intervalEnd=interval_end_i;

end

end

intervalStart=intervalStart(4)*60*60+

intervalStart(5)*60+intervalStart(6);

intervalEnd=intervalEnd(4)*60*60+intervalEnd(5)*60+
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intervalEnd(6);

%This portion of the code schedules tasks

%These commands initialize the structured time array. Each cell represents

%a second in the time window of interest.

time_window=intervalEnd-intervalStart;

notscheduled=[];

schedule=[prioritizedlist(1)];

for i=2:length(prioritizedlist)

j=length(schedule);

firsttask=prioritizedlist(i-1);

secondtask=prioritizedlist(i);

if

time(i).start>schedule(j).start+haversine(firsttask,secondtask)

+schedule(j).duration

schedule=[schedule,prioritizedlist(i)];

haversine(firsttask,secondtask)

else notscheduled=[notscheduled,prioritizedlist(i)];

end

end

fitness=fitnessfun(schedule)

function [SlewTime]=haversine(firsttask,secondtask)

SlewRate=.3;

Altitude=5000;

LongitudeDifference=(firsttask.longitude-secondtask.longitude);

LatitudeDifference=(firsttask.latitude-secondtask.latitude);

A=(sin(LatitudeDifference/2))^2+cos(secondtask.latitude)

*cos(firsttask.latitude)*(sin(LongitudeDifference/2))^2;

AngularDistance=2*atan(sqrt(A)/sqrt(1-A));

Distance_KM=AngularDistance*6367;

SlewTime=(360*(atan((Distance_KM/2)/Altitude)/pi))/SlewRate;

function Z=fitnessfun(schedule)

Z=0;

for i=1:length(schedule)
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if schedule(i).priority<=33

Z=Z+2*(100-schedule(i).priority);

elseif schedule(i).priority>=67

Z=Z+(100-schedule(i).priority);

else Z=Z+1.5*(100-schedule(i).priority);

end

end

3.9.3 Heuristic Distance Based Scheduler

% "crudeScheduler" schedules all tasks in an array and schedules them

% according to proximity alone, starting at an arbitrarily chosen task

%

% funcions called:

% *getDistance

%

% INPUT:

% *a structured task array made with parseTaskXml

% *the number of tasks you’d like to schedule

% *the taskID number of the initial task

%

% OUTPUT:

% *a structured array

function [structured_schedule] =

crudeScheduler(array, numberOfTasks, taskInit)

% initializing an empty array

schedule = [];

% adding first task, chosen arbitrarily

schedule = [schedule, taskInit];

% initializing last scheduled task

lastSchedTask = taskInit;

% initializing temporary distance placeholder

tempDist = 0;

% capturing the array length for looping purposes

arrayLength=length(array);

% for-loop "h" iterates over number of

tasks to schedule

for h=1:numberOfTasks-1

% initializing minimum distance

minDist=1000000;

% for loop "i" iterates over length of
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incoming task array

for i=1:arrayLength

% a boolean to ensure tasks aren’t repeated

flag = 0;

% a small for loop to check current

task "i" against schedule

for j=1:length(schedule)

if i==schedule(j)

flag = 1;

end % end if

end % end "j"-loop

% if task "i" is a repeat, we set tempDist

high so it won’t be considered

if flag == 1

tempDist=999999;

% task "i" is not a repeat, so it is

considered as a candidate for the

% next scheduled task, so the distance

between "i" and the last task is found

else if flag == 0

tempDist = getDistance(array, lastSchedTask, i);

end % end if

% this code runs through all "i" values that

haven’t been scheduled,

% and finds stores the closest "i" to the

last scheduled task in "min"

if tempDist < minDist

minDist = tempDist;

min = i;

end % end if

end % end if (i think this "end" is out of

place, but the program works!)

end % end "i"-loop

% now we add the closest "i" to the schedule

schedule=[schedule, min];

% lastSchedTask is set to min, the last task scheduled

lastSchedTask=min;

end % end "h"-loop, and now all tasks have been scheduled

% the array "schedule" has been collecting a list of where
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to place tasks,

% now this placement array is incorporated into the

outputted structured array

structured_schedule =[array(schedule(1:numberOfTasks))];
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3.9.4 Recursive Scheduler

"robustScheduler" takes an incoming task and tries to place

it in an incoming

% array based solely upon time constraints. can also be used

for dynamic tasking.

%

% INPUT:

% *a schedule (structured array of tasks)

% *an incoming task (taskIn)

%

% OUTPUT:

% *a schedule (structured array of tasks) that includes the

% incoming task if it fit, and that does not include it if

% the task did not fit

%

% FUTURE MODIFICATION: set boolean here to indicate that task will

% be scheduled. this boolean will eventually be part of the output

function [structured_schedule] = robustScheduler(array, taskIn)

% if incoming array is empty, taskIn is scheduled

if length(array)==0

structured_schedule = [array, taskIn];

end

% if incoming schedule has one task, robustScheduler attempts

% to schedule it

if length(array)==1

% computing slew time between scheduled task and taskIn

slew=getSlewTime(array(1),taskIn);

% checking to see if taskIn can be scheduled first

if taskIn.taskEnd + slew < array(1).taskStart

taskIn.slewEnd=slew;

structured_schedule = [array, array(1)];

structured_schedule(1) = taskIn;

% checking to see if taskIn can be scheduled first

else if slew+taskIn.taskStart>array(1).taskEnd

array(1).slewEnd=slew;

structured_schedule = [array, taskIn];

else structured_schedule = array;

% MODIFICATION: insert boolean here to indicate that

% taskIn was NOT scheduled

end%IF

end%IF

end%IF
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% if incoming schedule has 2 or more tasks scheduled, robustScheduler tries

% to insert taskIn between all tasks in schedule

% FUTURE MODIFICATION: forgot to check if taskIn can go at beginning or end

% of schedule! an easy fix! still, this section of code works just fine.

if length(array)>1

for h=1:length(array)-1

slew1=getSlewTime(array(h),taskIn);

slew2=getSlewTime(array(h+1),taskIn);

if taskIn.taskStart>array(h).slewEnd+slew1 && taskIn.taskEnd

+slew2<array(h+1).taskStart

structured_schedule = [array(1:h), taskIn,

array(h+1:length(array))];

else structured_schedule = array;%set boolean to fail

end%IF

end%FOR

end%IF
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3.10 Appendix B: Genetic Algorithms Code

3.10.1 Initial Population Code

function [relativefitness,fitness,elitegene,initialpopulation]

=initialpop2(tasks)

chromschedule=cell(1,5);

initialpopulation=zeros(5,length(tasks));

fitness=[];

scheduledtasks=[];

relativefitness=[];

for i=1:5

chromosome=tasks(randperm(length(tasks)));

chromschedule{i}=[scheduler9(chromosome)];

fitness=[fitness,fitnessfun(chromschedule{i})];

for j=1:length(tasks)

initialpopulation(i,j)=chromosome(j).TaskID2;

end

for k=1:length(chromschedule{i})

scheduledtasks(i,k)=chromschedule{i}(k).TaskID2;

end

end

totalfitness=sum([fitness]);

maxfitness=max([fitness]);

for i=1:length(fitness)

relativefitness=[relativefitness,fitness(i)/totalfitness];

if maxfitness==fitness(i)

elitegene=initialpopulation(i,:);

end

end

[schedule,initialpopulation1]=scheduler9(chromosome);

[Z]=fitnessfun(chromosome);

3.10.2 Fitness Function
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function [Z]=fitnessfun(scheduletobescored)

Z=0;

for i=1:length(scheduletobescored)

if scheduletobescored(i).priority<=33

Z=Z+2*(100-scheduletobescored(i).priority);

elseif scheduletobescored(i).priority>=67

Z=Z+(100-scheduletobescored(i).priority);

else Z=Z+1.5*(100-scheduletobescored(i).priority);

end

end

3.10.3 Roulette Wheel Selection Function

function [parentone,parenttwo]=roulette(initialpopulation,

fitness,relativefitness)

orderedpopulation=[];

[valstuff,IX]=sort(fitness,’descend’);

totalfitness=sum([fitness]);

relativefitness=relativefitness(IX);

for i=1:length(IX)

orderedpopulation(i,:)=[initialpopulation(IX(i),:)];

end

randomnumber=rand(1);

cumulativesum=0;

for i=1:length(relativefitness)

if randomnumber<=relativefitness(i)+cumulativesum

parentone=[orderedpopulation(i,:)];

break

else cumulativesum=cumulativesum+relativefitness(i);

end

end

cumulativesum2=0;

randomnumber2=rand(2);

for i=1:length(relativefitness)

if randomnumber2<=relativefitness(i)+cumulativesum2
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parenttwo=[orderedpopulation(i,:)];

break

else cumulativesum2=cumulativesum2+relativefitness(i);

end

end

3.10.4 Crossover Code

function [child]=crossover2(parentone,parenttwo)

%We choose two genes for the crossover to occur.

crossoverpoints=[zeros(1,2)];

child=[zeros(1,length(parentone))];

for i=1:length(crossoverpoints)

crossoverpoints(i)=[ceil(rand(1)*1000)];

end

for i=1:length(crossoverpoints)

child(crossoverpoints(i))=parentone(crossoverpoints(i));

end

[orderedcrossover,IX]=sort(crossoverpoints,’ascend’);

for i=1:orderedcrossover(1)-1

child(i)=parenttwo(i);

end

for i=orderedcrossover(1)+1:orderedcrossover(2)-1

child(i)=parenttwo(i-1);

end

for i=orderedcrossover(2)+1:length(parenttwo)

child(i)=parenttwo(i-2);

end

%Mutation Operator

for i=1:2

mutationpoints(i)=[ceil(rand(1)*1000)];

end

geneone=child(mutationpoints(1));
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genetwo=child(mutationpoints(2));

if rand(1)<.05

child(mutationpoints(1))=genetwo;

child(mutationpoints(2))=geneone;

end
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Chapter 4

Group 3: Genetic Algorithm
Approach 2

By Kurt Cordle, Yongxia Kuang, Ryan Pedersen, Jorge Silva

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Problem Description

The problem of satellite mission scheduling in general involves maximizing
the density of tasks assigned within a given interval of time. Raytheon’s
satellite scheduling problem with dynamic-tasking requires the ability to as-
sign in-coming, high-priority tasks to a standing schedule in real time. The
completion of a task consists of the satellite rotating, aiming at, and tak-
ing a photograph of a specific target on the Earth’s surface. Requests for
photographs of particular targets are initiated by Raytheon customers.
Each task has associated variables, such as latitude and longitude of the tar-
get, priority level of the request (typically dependent upon the importance
of the customer), preferred and effective time intervals for task completion,
and duration of time required to photograph target. The scheduling and
subsequent completion of a task is highly dependent upon its corresponding
priority level, which ranges from 0 (highest consideration) to 999 (lowest con-
sideration). The latitude and longitude of a target can influence its chances
of being included in an initial schedule, but once included, these variables in-
struct the satellite where to slew from one target to the next. The preferred
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time interval for task completion dictates a window of time in which the
task should be scheduled. The preferred time interval for task completion is
nested within the effective time interval for task completion. The latter is a
wider interval of time indicating the margins of time allowable for completion
outside of the preferred interval. Tasks fall in one of two categories: simple
and monitoring. A monitoring task will have associated with it a minimum
and maximum number of times a target must be revisited for photographing.
A simple task is merely a single photo request of a target.
Because the number of tasks needing completion exhausts the time available,
this problem is over-subscribed, and therefore, the objective is to complete
as many tasks as possible, knowing that not all tasks can be addressed. It is
also of utmost importance that the completion of higher priority tasks take
precedence over that of lower priority tasks. The goal is to have as little travel
time between tasks as possible. But there exist a multitude of constraints that
the satellite faces, such as its orbit position relative to a target (referred to as
the “window of opportunity”), other visibility obstacles like cloud coverings
or lack of sunlight, and physical limitations in terms of slew speed, energy,
memory and temporal resources. The scheduling is further restricted by each
task’s preferred time interval for completion.
Of particular interest is the desire to accommodate dynamic requests into an
existing initial schedule. Dynamic requests are new tasks with high priority
that need to be squeezed into a schedule currently being executed. This effort
also requires a re-tasking, or correcting, of the schedule in order to reduce
idle time between the completion of a dynamic task, and resumption of the
initial schedule.
The problem’s intricacies have been simplified by the supposition that our
satellite is at the point in its elliptical orbit in which it is the furthest from
the earth. This assumption allows us to consider the satellite stationary and
able to view a emmense number of targets of varying priority, location, and
preferred time window. The total time period for which an initial schedule
is generated is for an hour long window - the relative time that the satellite
would be at the far end of it’s elliptical orbit. We also make the adjustment
that tasks will vary in priority from 0 (highest) to only 99, as opposed to 999.
The aim is to generate an initial schedule for the satellite which maximizes the
number and priority of tasks scheduled, while ensuring that each scheduled
task is completed within its preferred time window. The desired result is a
densely-packed initial schedule having minimal slew time between targets,
and exhibiting an ability to adapt to and recover from dynamic requests.
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Judging the success of the schedule will involve a scoring system which re-
wards based on the priority of tasks completed, and linearly penalizes when
tasks are completed outside of their preferred due date.

4.1.2 Description of Difficulties

Throughout the enormous amount of applicable algorithms for scheduling,
none seem to perfectly lend themselves to scheduling oversubscribed satel-
lites. This particular problem is especially difficult for several reasons. First,
the sheer volume of tasks that we wish to schedule is indeed larger than
most scheduling problems. In fact the problem is in some cases so over-
subscribed that we are only able to schedule a very small percentage of the
tasks altogether. Secondly, the problem is not static like the more traditional
scheduling problems. Although there is a static portion, that must be com-
pleted first, we must also account for task requests that both arrive without
notice and must also be serviced quickly. These tasks are called dynamic
tasks, and are particularly difficult to schedule given both the short time pe-
riod in which we must try to place them in the schedule, as well as the high
density of the tasks that are on the schedule, resulting from the the original
over-subscription occurring in the static phase of scheduling.

4.1.3 Motivation for the Genetic Algorithm

Since there are many different solution techniques for satellite scheduling,
we had to sift through many approaches, and choose the one which we felt
was the most reasonable: a Genetic Algorithm (GA). A GA uses simple and
effective techniques to navigate the solution space, and since the space grows
exponentially with the number of tasks, an exhaustive search is not feasible,
so an intelligent approach is key to solving this problem. In addition, the dy-
namic scheduling aspect requires that good solutions be found in constantly
changing time requirements, considering some tasks might need immediate
collection. While the GA may not find a perfect solution in the needed
time frame, it can be stopped at any moment, so a fixed solving time is
not required, providing more flexibility than most deterministic approaches.
Finally, the GA is not limited by specific implementation requirements, allow-
ing us to add various improvements and even incorporate additional heuristi!
cs like local search [90].
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4.2 Genetic Algorithm Fundamentals: Selec-

tion, Crossover, and Mutation

4.2.1 The Genetic Algorithm Paradigm

Originally, the GA was designed to incorporate natural selection into com-
puter science as an adaptive optimization tool. Birds, as a simple example,
probably started as just one single type in the beginning. After many gener-
ations, certain birds developed features that enhanced their fitness, allowing
them to survive and procreate. Moreover, some birds mutate at birth, and if
the changes were beneficial, they would have a greater chance of surviving.
Thus, the cycle continues and fitter birds continue to procreate while the
weak, or unfit, birds die off.

4.2.2 Selection

Just like birds, a GA starts with a simple population of possible solutions
and starts matching higher fitness (better solutions) solutions together. In
order to create a diverse second population, a GA uses selection, which as-
signs a high or low probability of being selected to solutions that have a high
or low fitness, respectively. Specifically, most GAs employ roulette-wheel
selection to select members from a population [66]. This technique sums a
quantified fitness of each member in the population, and assigns a probability
to each member by taking an individuals fitness and dividing it by the sum.
In other words, the probability of selecting any member of the population
is directly proportional to their fitness, meaning that a GA works just like
natural selection.
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Roulette-Wheel Selection
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Figure 1

4.2.3 Crossover

After a GA selects two solutions from the population, it uses crossover to
group characteristics of two good solutions into a, usually, better solution.
For instance, suppose a GA was optimizing a real-valued function in 3-D
space, and it already had several solutions at local optima. For crossover, the
GA finds an approximate location near two solutions, but this is dependent
upon encoding. To illustrate, after converting a solution in base ten to base
two, and having some predetermined precision, the crossover operation takes
some portion of the base-two string from the two solutions and joins them
together into a single offspring, after the base two number is converted back
into base ten. Now, the offspring should be closer to the global optimum.

4.2.4 Mutation and Diversification

Since GAs mimic population growth and natural selection, a GA must
ensure that it maintains diverse solutions within each generation. Less suc-
cessful algorithms that rely on gradients alone usually get stuck at local
optima, but since a GA mutates solutions, it can jump out of optima and
have a better chance of finding the optimum. Just as chromosomes mutate
in evolution, a solution mutates by having some portion of its binary string
randomly swapped. Thus, a GA combines selection, crossover, and muta-
tion, similar to evolution, and moves a population of solutions through some
solution space.
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4.3 Application of the Genetic Algorithm

4.3.1 Description of the Chromosome Encoding

Since all GAs require some encoding scheme, we chose to encode each
chromosome as an ordered set of tasks, meaning that each task appears
once in a sequence and each task is present. However, this encoding scheme
presents several problems since we have to create our own crossover and
mutation methods as well as an algorithm to translate an ordered set of
tasks into a schedule. Aside from the encoding, we have two choices for
the meaning of the ordered set of tasks: either the order represents the order
tasks are scheduled or it is the order that tasks are visited. However, encoding
in this fashion and the following encoding techniques all rely on a seperate
scheduling algorithm to convert an order of tasks into a schedule or check to
see if the chromosome represents a feasible solution.

Instead of letting a scheduling algorithm convert a chromosome into a
schedule, we wanted to encode several different sets of information into a
single member of the population [25] such as a matrix, enabling a GA to
manipulate almost all of the information versus a GA that depends entirely
on a greedy scheduler. For instance, suppose we want to have all of the
information about a schedule to be stored within a member of a population.
As shown in Figure 2, we could use one chromosome to be the order that
tasks are allocated onto a schedule, and another chromosome with the times
each task is scheduled in their effective time window. Thus, the second
chromosome for a single member consists of real numbers, and we could add
a penalty function or a quick scheduler that moves solutions into the feasible
solution space. To elaborate, suppose tES and tEE denote the effective start
and end of some task, and let ti be the scheduled time of that ! task, then
we select ti, such that ti ∈ [0, tEE − tES].

Now, all we need is an algorithm that checks the task chromosome, from
left to right, and penalizes it for every task that cannot be scheduled. Task
one in figure 2 is scheduled, and if task two conflicts with task one, then
it is skipped and the next task is considered, continuing until all tasks are
checked and assigning a penalty for each task that is not scheduled.
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Task and Time Scheduled Encoding

Figure 2

However, a dual encoding of this type creates infeasible solutions, which
may render it useless unless a separate penalty function could be quickly
evaluated that would move the solution into a feasible space. Another en-
coding that Dr. Steven Billups, a Professor at the University of Colorado
of Denver considered, might prove useful is encoding one chromosome with
tasks and placing them on the schedule in that order, and another chromo-
some that specifies the temporal order that tasks are visited. Again, this
encoding relies on a greedy scheduler, but the GA might work better since
it can manipulate more of the information.

Order Allocated to Schedule and Order Visited
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Figure 3

4.3.2 Quantifying Fitness

As we mentioned, an ordered set of tasks is a chromosome in the GA, and
now we need some metric that evaluates how good, or the fitness, of that
particular chromosome. The priority of each task is ranked from zero being
the most important to 100, which is least important. After taking 100 and
subtracting a tasks priority, we want to maximize the sum of the priorities of
the individual tasks, which is still a subjective measurement. Instead of just
maximizing the sum because a difference in priorities of one is not actually
a difference in importance of one, we used a ranking approach designed by
Gary Smith from Raytheon [79]. Smith assigned a constant bonus to each
task that was high priority: priority of ten or less. Therefore, the function
assigning fitness sums 100 minus the priority and gives a bonus of 500 for
each priority equal to or below 10. Let ci be the ith chromosome with n
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tasks and ui be its priority, then our fitness function f is

f(ci) = 100n −
n

∑

i=1

(

ui + 500Iui∈[0,10]

)

.

4.3.3 Roulette-Wheel Selection with Elitism

While our GA uses roulette-wheel selection, we also incorporated elitism,
forcing the GA to retain some number of best solutions throughout each
generation [66]. For instance, when selecting members of the population for
mating, the best solutions may not be picked, so we always created the desired
population size minus one, and then added our best solution found back into
the population. As our research suggested, elitism drastically improved the
performance of the GA. In addition, we found that a priority ordering of
tasks, from highest to lowest, was the first elite chromosome in every schedule
we optimized, which came from Smiths work [79].

4.3.4 Various Crossover Operations for Acyclic Graphs

When using a GA, crossover usually takes half of the chromosome from
each parent and places the halves into a single child chromosome. However,
our problem does not allow a task to be visited twice, so we had to create a
new type of crossover operator, and currently we have tested one of several
different methods. Our first crossover operator, called Sywerdas Crossover,
explained that we should randomly select n genes from one parent and assign
them to the same position in a child chromosome. Next, the remaining genes
are filled in from the other parent sequentially, from left to right.

Sywerda’s Crossover Operation
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cf

t6t1 t2 t3 t4 t5c1

* * *

t3 t2 t4 t1 t6 t5c2

t6t2 t4 t5t3 t1

Figure 4

Another crossover method we implemented but did not test, takes the
first n

2
tasks from one parent and fills in the rest from the second parent.

Also, instead of using a predetermined locus (position in the chromosome),
a random number generator could select the position in [0, n]. However, we
have not tested this technique enough to show whether it is more or less
useful than the previous crossover operation shown in figure 4.

Another Variation of Crossover

t5

t6t1 t2 t3 t4 t5c1

*

t3 t2 t4 t1 t6 t5c2

t2 t4cf t1 t3 t6

Figure 5

Overall, we tested the first crossover technique only (figure 4), but the
others should be useful as well. Now that we have our encoding and crossover,
we need a way to convert a chromosome into a schedule and then we can
evaluate its fitness.
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4.3.5 Greedy Scheduling Algorithm

Once a GA uses crossover on two chromosomes, it needs to assign fitness
to the chromosomes, so we used a greedy scheduling algorithm, created by
Smith, since an ordering of tasks has no meaning until it is converted into
a schedule [79]. The scheduler allocates tasks to the schedule in the same
order they appear in the chromosome. Next, each task is placed at the first
available time within its preferred time window. While this scheduler is not
optimal, it is fast, allowing the important operations of the GA to work
without using up much time. Now that the GA has a permutation converted
into a schedule, the fitness function is applied and an iterative process begins.

4.3.6 Mutation in Our GA

Finally, our mutation operator randomly selects k loci within the chromo-
some, and extracts the genes from the chromosome at those positions. Then,
the genes are shuffled and replaced in the chromosome. Another mutation
operator that we wanted to explore selects one locus and its neighbor, and
swaps the two genes.

4.3.7 Future Work

Overall, we made strides in implementing a GA, but there still much more
work left. For instance, we made a central location in our program that stores
all of the parameters used in the GA, so that when we have enough time,
we can try to optimize them. Anything from the population size, number of
generations, to the probability of mutation and so on can all be optimized. In
addition, we presented several different encodings that should be explored, as
well as adding a local search or a fitness function that changes with respect
to population standard deviation [90].

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Our Algorithm Vs. The Priority Ordered List

The results in this section were obtained by running 80 generations of the
genetic algorithm described in section 4.3 on sets of task requests of various
sizes. The first thing that we decided to do was analyze the improvement
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over the initial priority ordered list. The results we obtained are given in the
table below.

Number

Of 50 60 70 80 100 150 200 250 300 500 750 900

Tasks

Percent

Increase

¿From 65.45 2.91 20.44 38.04 12.29 16.94 13.39 1.36 5.79 1.62 3.61 9.83

Priority

List

The first row is the number of task requests in the chromosomes, while the
second row is the average percent increase of the fitness of our elite chromo-
some after 80 generations versus the original priority ordered list. For each
data point, the percent increase in fitness is given by

f(C80) − f(C0)

f(C0)
· 100 %

where f is our fitness function, and C0 and C80 are the initial elite chro-
mosome and the elite chromosome after 80 generations respectively. It is
important to remember that our initial elite chromosome is the priorty or-
dered list mentioned previously.

There are a few things to notice here. First is that in a couple of the
cases, specifically when the number of tasks equals 60 and 250, the percent-
age increase is low due to the fact that we actually had a trial in each of
those cases in which we ran 80 generation and produced no improvement
whatsoever over the initial priority ordered chromosome. This was rather
dissapointing, but we believe that this was purely a product of the limita-
tion of only running 80 generations. We believe that if we had been able to
run more generations, we could have eliminated these incidences, and pro-
duced better schedules every time. The second thing to realize is that as the
number of tasks gets larger the number of generations required to improve
significantly will increase as well, and so 80 generations is really just getting
started when the number of tasks is significantly large.

4.4.2 Some Computing Times

For each of the trials above, we also computed the amount of time in milli-
seconds that it took for us to produce the 80 generations. The computer that
we ran our algorithm on had a Pentium 4 2.66 GHZ processor with 386 MB
of RAM. Using this we produce the following results in the graph below.
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We use Excel to both plot our data, and to obtain various regressions. We
tried to fit several curves to the data including exponential curves, and poly-
nomials of various degrees, and found that the best fit was a quadratic given
by the equation

T = 3.6077n2 − 57.541n + 8043.9

Given this equation, if we wished to run our algorithm on permutations
that contain 10,000 tasks, on the same computer, we would be looking at
approximately 100 hours for 80 generations. Of course again we need to
remember that for chromosomes that large, this would only be a fraction of
the number of generations that would be needed to produce a chromosome
that outscores the priorty ordered list by a significant percentage.

4.5 Handling Dynamic Tasks

4.5.1 The Elite Chromosome Method

The most promising technique that we pursued for handling dynamic tasks we
nicknamed “The Elite Chromosome Method.” This process involved saving
our elite chromosomes at several different points througout the process of
running our genetic algorithm, and using them to produce new schedules
that incorporate the dynamic task. We hoped to implement the following:
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1. Store a set number n elite genes from various generations ensuring that
they are chosen in a manner that increases the probability that they
have different characteristics.

2. Append the dynamic task to these n elite chromosomes in one of several
different methods:

(a) Place the dynamic task in the first position of the chromosome.
This may make sense since dynamic tasks tend to have higher
priorities than most tasks.

(b) Place the dynamic task in the chromosome following a fixed num-
ber or percentage of higher priority tasks.

(c) Insert the dynamic task into the chromosome in the position near-
est tasks with similar attributes (i.e. geographic location, effective
time window, priority, etc.)

3. Finally, run each of these modified elite chromosomes through the
schedule builder and choose the best schedule among these that was
obtained.

This process seems to make a lot of sense since it will utilize the work that
we have done in running the GA. This takes advantage of the fact that
although genitic algorithms take a long time to run, they produce several
good solutions along the way to the best one.

4.5.2 Dynamic Task Time Window Method

An alternate technique that we wished to consider was that of using our
genitic algorithm on a smaller set of data to handle dynamic tasks. This
process goes as follows:

1. Choose the tasks whose effective time windows intersect the effective
time window of our dynamic task, but are not currently scheduled
outside of the dynamic task’s effective window.

2. Place these tasks along with our dynamic task into a new population
consiting of random permutations of this new subset of task requests.

3. Run the genetic algorithm on this new population obtaining a new
schedule for the entire effective time window of the dynamic task.
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4. Replace the current corresponding portion of the schedule with this
new schedule.

The restraint in step 1 that doesn’t allow us to choose tasks that are scheduled
outside the dynamic task’s effective time window is in place to ensure that
one task does not get scheduled more than once. This process would allow
us to use our GA to both create an initial static schedule, and to repair a
schedule when a dynamic task is received as well.

4.6 Future Work

4.6.1 Optimizing the Parameters

One avenue that certainly needs to be pursued is that of optimizing the
parameter of our genetic algorithm. There are several parameters that we
could attempt to improve. For the crossover operation we could optimize
both the probibility of crossover, and the number n of random positions in
the chromosome used to perform the crossover. Similarly for the mutation
operation we could optimize both the probability of mutation along with the
number k of positions used in the random swap. Finally, we would like to
optimize the number of members in each generation.

4.6.2 Geographically Partitioning the Tasks

Another idea that we would have liked to pursue is a process in which we
partition the tasks according to their geographic location. We can then make
each set of tasks in the partition into a gene of a new chromosome, and then
run our genetic algorithm using these new types of chromosomes. This will
produce a schedule that will determine when we visit each geographic subset
of the tasks. After achieving this schedule we can then work within each
of the subsets to determine which of those tasks we wish to schedule in the
associated time window of the particular element of the partition in which
they lie. This would cut down the size of our permutation space dramatically,
allowing us to achieve better schedules much faster.
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4.7 Conclusion

In conclusion, it has been seen that genetic algorithms provide a good frame-
work for solving the sattelite scheduling problem. The genetic algorithm that
we implemented that utilizes elite chromosomes consistently produce better
schedules that a greedy scheduler. Also, genetic algorithms provide for us
many possibilities for improvment in areas such as modified schedule builder
implementation, along with the many possible avenues to handle dynamic
tasks. All in all, we are pleased with the progress that we made, and the
ideas that we generated working on this problem.
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Chapter 5

Group 4: Integer Programming
Based Approaches

By Sarah Braudrick, Swastika Jenniges, Jon Stranske,
Jennifer Ward, and Megan Yoder

5.1 Abstract

This report presents an integer programming model contrasted with a top-
priority path-dependent algorithm for solving an oversubscribed satellite
scheduling problem as posed by Raytheon, a defense and aerospace systems
supplier. Given the latitude and longitude, the simplified problem requires
that the satellite photographs various earth-bound targets, each of which has
a corresponding priority level, and a completion time window. The aim is
to maximize the number of high priority tasks completed by reducing the
overall slew time necessary between any pair of targets. In contrast, the top-
priority path-dependent scheduling algorithm is one which schedules tasks
in descending priority based on an initial slew path generated from the pre-
scribed time windows of all tasks of utmost priority.
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5.2 Introduction

This report will begin by describing the satellite scheduling problem in detail,
followed by a discussion of similar problems and common approaches. The
main results will then be summarized and a conclusion will be provided.
Lastly, we will give further avenues of study and exploration.

5.2.1 Problem Description

The problem of satellite mission scheduling in general involves maximizing
the density of tasks assigned within a given interval of time. Raytheon’s
satellite scheduling problem with dynamic-tasking requires the ability to as-
sign in-coming, high-priority tasks to a standing schedule in real time. The
completion of a task consists of the satellite rotating, aiming at, and tak-
ing a photograph of a specific target on the Earth’s surface. Requests for
photographs of particular targets are initiated by Raytheon customers.

Each task has associated variables, such as latitude and longitude of the
target, priority level of the request (typically dependent upon the importance
of the customer), preferred and effective time intervals for task completion,
and duration of time required to photograph target. The scheduling and
subsequent completion of a task is highly dependent upon its corresponding
priority level, which ranges from 0 (highest consideration) to 999 (lowest con-
sideration). The latitude and longitude of a target can influence its chances
of being included in an initial schedule, but once included in the schedule,
these variables instruct the satellite where to slew from one target to the
next. The preferred time interval for task completion dictates a window of
time in which the task should be scheduled. The preferred time interval for
task completion is nested within the effective time interval for task comple-
tion. The latter is a wider interval of time indicating the margins of time
allowable for completion outside of the preferred interval. Tasks fall in one
of two categories: simple and monitoring. A monitoring task will have asso-
ciated with it a minimum and maximum number of times a target must be
revisited for photographing. A simple task is merely a single photo request
of a target.

Because the number of tasks needing completion exhausts the time avail-
able, this problem is over-subscribed, and therefore, the objective is to com-
plete as many tasks as possible, knowing that not all tasks can be addressed.
It is also of utmost importance that the completion of higher priority tasks
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take precedence over that of lower priority tasks. The goal is to have as little
travel time between tasks as possible. But there exist a multitude of con-
straints that the satellite faces, such as its orbit position relative to a target
(referred to as the “window of opportunity”), other visibility obstacles like
cloud coverings or lack of sunlight, and physical limitations in terms of slew
speed, energy, memory and temporal resources. The scheduling is further
restricted by each task’s preferred time interval for completion.

Of particular interest is the desire to accommodate dynamic requests
into an existing initial schedule. Dynamic requests are new tasks with high
priority that need to be squeezed into a schedule currently being executed.
This effort also requires a re-tasking, or correcting, of the schedule in order to
reduce idle time between the completion of a dynamic task and resumption
of the initial schedule.

The problem’s intricacies have been simplified by the premise that our
satellite is at the point in its elliptical orbit in which it is furthest from the
earth. This assumption allows us to consider the satellite stationary, and it is
able to view an immense number of targets of varying priority, location, and
preferred time window. The total time period for which an initial schedule
is generated is for an hour long window - the relative time that the satellite
would be at the far end of it’s elliptical orbit. We also make the adjustment
that tasks will vary in priority from 0 (highest) to only 99, as opposed to 999.
The aim is to generate an initial schedule for the satellite which maximizes the
number and priority of tasks scheduled, while ensuring that each scheduled
task is completed within its preferred time window. The desired result is a
densely-packed initial schedule having minimal slew time between targets,
and exhibiting an ability to adapt to and recover from dynamic requests.

Judging the success of the schedule will involve a scoring system which
rewards based on the priority of tasks completed and linearly penalizes when
tasks are completed outside of their preferred due date.

5.3 Background

5.3.1 Integer Programming

Integer programming (IP) is a mathematical modeling technique that has
been used to model and solve a host of complex decision problems from di-
verse disciplines. Once the critical components of a problem are identified,
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algebraic equations can be formed to model these components. Multiple de-
cision variables are used to represent the choices which can be made within a
set of constraints. Taken as a whole, the constraints define all of the possible
feasible solutions to a problem. The constraints mathematically define the
realm of consideration within which decisions must be made. In addition to
constraints, integer programming models have an objective function. The
objective function is an equation composed of some combination of the deci-
sion variables from the constraints. This function represents some quantity
that we would like to minimize or maximize in real life. We solve the com-
bined problem of objective function and constraints using techniques from
mathematics to find a good plan for how to proceed.

Integer programming is a promising choice for modeling many schedul-
ing problems because of the wealth of different types of constraints it can
accommodate and because it offers the possibility of finding a provably opti-
mal solution to feasible IPs. Although the formulation of scheduling problems
can be relatively straight forward, finding an optimal solution to an integer
programming problem is NP-hard, meaning that the computational com-
plexity grows exponentially as a function of the problem size. Consequently,
many real-world problems require enough computation as to render a pure
IP solution approach impractical.

The satellite scheduling problem calls for both an initial feasible schedule
of tasks and a means to accommodate new tasks that were not know when
we developed the initial schedule. Due to time restrictions we have not
addressed the dynamic aspect of this problem. However, we believe that
our algorithm can be modified to handle dynamic requests. We expect this
approach to generate nearly optimal solutions in short order; dynamic tasks
could be added to the model with minimal extra computational complexity
by starting our search for a solution at the schedule we developed before
knowing of the dynamic tasks.

Although our IP model is unique, we drew inspiration for the solution
from two common problem types in the literature. We will briefly discuss the
traveling salesman problem with time windows (TSPTW) and the knapsack
problem (a.k.a. bin packing problem) because variations on them have shown
promising results for solving satellite scheduling problems.[3] [1]
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5.3.2 Traveling Salesman Problem

The travelling salesman problem is an approach that attempts to find the
shortest path whereby each of n cities (jobs) must be visited (completed)
exactly once. The goal is to find the shortest path by which to visit each
city. This culminates in a desire to decrease travel time between any two
cities. Suppose that some or all of these tasks have deadlines for completion.
This type of problem can be modelled as an extension of the TSP, whereby
each city (task) has a time window for completion. This is sometimes referred
to as the traveling salesman problem with time windows (TSP-TW). A TSP-
TW model calls for additional constraints that force task completion within
the recommended time intervals, and that ensure tasks are not overlapping.
The TSP-TW is similar to the satellite scheduling problem in that we desire
to complete a set of tasks in such as way as to keep slew time between any
two tasks at a minimum, while at the same time satsifying the preferred time
intervals for image collection.

5.3.3 Knapsack Problem

Another aspect of our integer program model is inspired by the knapsack
problem. The idea behind the knapsack problem is to maximize a defined
quality of items selected for a knapsack, or bin, while taking into considera-
tion the inherent cost of selecting any particular item. Its name comes from
the anecdote of a hiker wanting to pack as many useful items into her knap-
sack while keeping the overall weight of the pack within a specified amount.
The satellite scheduling problem is analogous to this in that we attempt to
fit as many high priority tasks as possible into an initial schedule, given that
there exist limited time intervals in which to do so. This entails that we
order tasks in such as way as to generate a densely packed itinerary for our
satellite.

5.3.4 Algorithmic Approach

The top-priority, path-dependent algorithm developed in this paper could
be compared to an effective day of errand-running. One has a set of must-
do errands, and a set of errands of lesser importance. The straight-forward
approach is to plan out the high priority errands in the proper order, e.g.,
errand i must be completed before 4 p.m., at which time the store closes.
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Once this schedule of top-priority errands is set, one would wisely attempt to
address the errands of lesser importance enroute between two high priority
errands. This is the general idea surrounding the algorithmic approach.

5.4 Main Results

5.4.1 Integer Programming Approach

IP Model Formulation

To formulate the satellite scheduling problem as an integer program we made
the following simplifications. Firstly, our basic model considers only simple
tasks (those that don’t require revisiting by the satellite). Secondly, the
model regards only a general task completion window - it does not account
for the interplay between preferred and effective time windows. Another
simplification made in the IP is that we did not consider monitoring tasks.
All tasks were simple.

We begin the modeling process by describing all of the constraints in
precise English. The constraints are as follows:

1. Begin and end times assigned to a scheduled task must fit inside it’s
prescribed completion window.

2. Tasks shall not overlap

(a) If task i precedes task j, then task i must be completed and allow
for enough slew time from i to j before task j begins.

(b) If task i and task j are both scheduled, then either i comes before
j or vice-versa.

Next we define the decision variables and represent these constraints math-
ematically.

Variables

xi =
{

1, if taski is scheduled
0, otherwise.

yij =
{

1, if task i precedes task j
0, otherwise.
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bi = time task i begins (in seconds)

Model Inputs

di = duration required to collect image for task i
sij = slew time from task i to task j

wBi = prescribed window begin time for task i
wEi = prescribed window end time for task i

Constraints

The requirement that begin and end times assigned to a scheduled task must
fit inside it’s prescribed completion window is enforced by the following con-
straints:

wBi ≤ bi + M( 1 − xi ) for all i (5.1)

bi + di ≤ wEi + M( 1 − xi ) (5.2)

for all i, where M is a very large number, sometimes referred to as a
“machine number”)

The necessity that when task i precedes task j, we must ensure that task i is
completed and there exists enough time for the satellite to slew from i to j
before task j is scheduled to begin, is represented by the following constraint:

bi + di + sij ≤ bj + M [(1 − xi) + (1 − xj) + (1 − yij)] (5.3)

for all i and j, i 6= j.

And the importance of determing order of scheduled tasks is controlled
by the following constraint:

yij + yji = 1, for all i and j, i < j. (5.4)

This formulation gives all the constraints needed to build an integer pro-
gramming task scheduler. The objective function is one which maximizes the
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sum of completed tasks weighted by their corresponding scaled priorities. We
assume each task is assigned a priority between 0 and 99. If we maximize the
sum of values 99 - pi (where pi is the priority for task i) for all tasks we place
on the schedule we have an effective and straight forward objective function.
When deciding which tasks to put on the schedule this function will pick
one task over another simply by choosing the one with highest priority. The
objective function is as follows:

Maximize: z =
∑

i=1

(100 − pi)xi (5.5)

IP Model Implementation

A commercial mathematical modeling language, GAMS, was used to imple-
ment the integer program. Generic Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) is
a very flexible and powerful optimization modeling environment. After in-
putting the general form of each constraint and defining a control set GAMS
propagates each constraint, saving considerable typing. This is evident when
you consider that constraint (3) alone will be invoked n2 - n instances, where
n is the number of tasks under consideration. After GAMS compiles a model
it passes the model to a choice of powerful commercial solvers. Most solvers
are built around the simplex and branch-and-bound algorithms. We omit the
details of these algorithms because they are readily available, but they are
some of the very best algorithms available for solving IPs and, more gener-
ally linear programs. One noteworthy detail about the algorithms however,
is that they typically provide verifiably optimal solutions.

Included in the appendix is the GAMS code used to solve this model,
as well as a data set for a small problem for demonstration purposes. The
data for our 6 tasks consisted of a 6x6 matrix of slew times between each
possible pair of tasks i and j, i = j. Each task has associated input data for
the priority, and for the given beginning and ending times of the mandatory
completion window.

5.4.2 Algorithmic Approach

Algorithm Formulation

We developed an algorithm for finding a solution to the satellite scheduling
problem. The algorithm attempts to find the best schedule utilizing the path
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created by scheduling all the highest priority tasks in the middle of their pre-
ferred time window. After adding these requests to the schedule, there exists
an initial path by which the satellite will travel. This is indicated by the solid
blue line in Figure 1. In order to maximize the number of requests scheduled,
there is a deviation threshold that controls the distance the satellite can slew
away from the original path. The objective is to schedule as many tasks
as possible during their preferred windows. In order to guarantee that the
highest priority tasks get scheduled before a lower priority task, the tasks
are first sorted by priority. The order in which the scheduler attempts to
put each task on the schedule is completely based on priority and the devi-
ation threshold. In Figure 1, above, the black tasks that have a broken line
between them are tasks that were added to the schedule because they were
close enough, according to the deviation threshold, to the original path.

5.4.3 Background for Algorithm Formulation

Doubly Linked List

A linked list is an algorithm for storing data in a list. The list is made up of
nodes, and each node has a pointer that links the nodes together. In a doubly
linked list, there is a pointer (link) both to the previous node and to the next
node. A doubly linked list is advantageous over just a linked list because
it allows the list to be sorted in both directions. Another attractive feature
of a linked list is that it is not restricted to a given size like a static array.

Figure 4.1: Modeling path building.
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Also, items can easily be inserted or removed from a linked list. Some of the
shortfalls of a linked list is its inefficiency in sorting and in locating specific
nodes. When finding the nth element of an array, it is simple to access the
data. However, it is more difficult to access data in a linked list because it
entails following the links in the list until the desired node is reached.[89]

Tasktype Structure

The Tasktype structure that was designed for the satellite scheduling problem
contains the information associated with each task request the algorithm
attempts to schedule. This structure contains the following items:

• int taskID

• int priority

• double latitude

• double longitude

• time type preferredStart

• time type preferredEnd

• time type effectiveStart

• time type effectiveEnd

• time type taskDuration

• bool monitor

• int minRevisit

• int maxRevisit

• bool dummyTask

This information is stored in each of the nodes of the linked list. By creating
the Tasktype structure, all the information that the functions need to access
is stored conveniently in each node, as in Figure 2.
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Figure 4.2: Model of doubly linked list for scheduling algorithm.

Nodetype structure

The Nodetype structure was created to store the information for creating
the nodes of the linked list. This includes the node pointers as well as the
Tasktype described above. The structure is made up of the following items:

• timetype task

• timetype scheduledStart

• Nodetype nextNode

• Nodetype prevNode

• int windowScheduled (preferred = 1 and effective = 2)

Since the scheduledStart and windowScheduled are determined at the
time of evaluation and insertion, these items are stored in the Nodetype
structure. The linked list can be conceptualized by Figure 2 above.

Scheduler Class

A class is a method of organizing both data parameters and functions. For
the scheduling problem at hand, a scheduler class is a convenient way of
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classifying all the functions and parameters needed to create a schedule of the
task requests. The scheduling class developed to solve the satellite scheduling
algorithm includes the following functions: a constructor, destructor, and an
add function. The constructor and destructor create and remove task nodes
in the linked list. The add function evaluates a task’s insertion feasibility
and inserts it when possible. The class also contains secondary functions,
such as a print function and a getnumberScheduled function, which accesses
private member data.

Shifting Tasks

In order to improve the optimality of the schedule, it is imperative that the
scheduled start times of previously scheduled tasks be adjusted in order to
add more tasks to the schedule. In order to accomplish this, the amount of
free time (sum of slack times) must be calculated on both the left and right
side of the point of insertion. The limiting factor in determining free time
occurs when a task gets pushed to the edge of its preferred time window. At
this point no more slack times can be added. This is depicted by Figure 5. If
by shifting there is enough time to insert the task, then the shifting functions
will be used and the task will be inserted. These functions physically change
the scheduled start times of the tasks that are shifted.

Figure 4.3: Schedule before shifting.

In the figure above, the task on the left of the one being inserted can only
move to the end of its preferred time window, indicated by the light blue box
behind the node. This is a depiction of the limiting factor described above.
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Figure 4.4: Node is shifted to the right to create more space for task being
inserted.

Figure 4.5: New task has space for insertion with both previous and next
nodes being shifted.
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Algorithm Implementation in Microsoft Visual C++ version 6.0

This section describes the implementation of the algorithm. The imple-
mentation is based on the use of a doubly linked list. First the test data is
converted from an XML file to a tab delimited text file using Microsoft Excel.
After converting the data to a text file it is ready to be read by the program.
The program first acquires all the data from the text file and temporarily
stores it in memory. Then the data is sorted according to its priority.

After the list is sorted, it is time to begin scheduling. In the order of their
position in the sorted list, each task is evaluated to see if it can be added
to the schedule. For a task to be added to the schedule, it must meet the
criteria below:

• There must be enough time to slew from the previous task to the task
being inserted.

• There must also be enough time to slew from the task being inserted
to the next task that is already scheduled.

• The slew distance must not exceed the deviation threshold. The figure
below depicts the decisions process for inserting a new task.

Figure 4.6: Decision process for inserting a task.
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The doubly linked list is traversed once to determine which nodes are con-
tained in the preferred time window of the task being inserted. The distance
in time is calculated from the middle of the overlap of the preferred time
window of the task being inserted and the slack time between the adjacent
nodes. The figure below depicts how the insertion point is determined.

Insertion points are evaluated in order of shortest distance to the middle
of the preferred window (see Figure 7). Insertion feasability is checked, and
a task is added when it fits in a feasible insertion point. The insertion
feasability is determined by calculating the slew time from the previous task
to the task being inserted and from the task being inserted to the next
task. If there is enough time after subtracting the slew times from this
overlapping window, then the task is scheduled. If there is not enough time
to schedule the task, the next pair of nodes, closest to the preferred window,
is considered. This continues until the task is scheduled or the preferred
window is exceeded. If the task does not get inserted between any of the
previously scheduled nodes then it still may fit in its effective window, or
some shifting may need to be done in order to get the task on the schedule.

Figure 4.7: Inserting a new task in the schedule.

5.4.4 Summary of Results

Integer Programming Approach

The IP model formulation was tested and verified on a small data set. The
data set was designed to expose flaws in the formulation by including tasks
which compete for the same time slots. For the example data used, task 1
and task 2 complete for an overlapping time window, but task 1 is assigned
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over task 2 since task 1 has a higher priority. This model is scalable in that it
does not need to be altered to be applied to a larger data set. Theoretically,
the model is sound. Given enough solve time the model would provide a
listing of the tasks to be scheduled and the times at which to schedule them.
However, a realistic problem size, with over 3000 integer variables, cannot
be solved in a reasonable amount of time because any algorithm designed
to provide an exact solution to an IP problem is combinatorially explosive.
This is why we present two approaches in the Avenues of Further Study
section that we believe could potentially provide nearly optimal solutions in
a reasonable amount of time.

Problems Encountered with Integer Programming Approach

If time permitted we would have liked to have expanded the model to in-
clude the preferred and effective time windows for completion, as well as
accomodate monitor tasks. However, these extensions of the model are not
of greatest concern. More pressing is how we might handle the combinatorial
explosiveness of the solution algorithm. Our group spent considerable time
researching a Lagrangian Relaxation (LR) approach. Although we began to
understand how to relax constraints using LR methods we were frustrated by
the advanced mathematics required to solve the relaxed problems. Because
these solutions are so problem specific we could not find software that would
aid us in implementing the relaxation.

Algorithmic Approach

The deviation threshold has a substantial impact on the number of tasks
scheduled. A threshold value of 1 means the task being scheduled falls di-
rectly on the slew path of the previously scheduled tasks, a value of 2 corre-
sponds to the farthest a task could possibly be from the original path. As
the deviation threshold is adjusted, the number of tasks scheduled varies. If
the angle is too acute or too obtuse then few tasks get scheduled. See ap-
pendicies to compare deviation thresholds for a data set of 500 task requests.
The maximum tasks scheduled occured in the data set of 500 when the devi-
ation threshold was 1.73. At this threshold, 68 tasks were scheduled without
shifting and 95 were scheduled with shifting. For more details on the number
of tasks scheduled in their preferred time windows see tables in appendicies.
For a comparison of tasks scheduled with varying deviation thresholds, see
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Figure 8.

Figure 4.8: Comparison of data sets - after shifting imposed.

Problems Encountered with Algorithmic Approach

When implementing the high priority path dependent scheduling algorithm,
we found it difficult to schedule monitoring tasks. This is because they are
more constrained, since they must essentially move as one unit when being
inserted or shifted. This can be seen by Figure 9 on the next page.

Figure 4.9: Monitoring task.
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5.5 Avenues for Further Study

5.5.1 Divide and Conquer

A promising approach for improving the performance of the integer program
would be to break the IP into levels of priority in such a way that there
would essentially be sub-IP models working on one priority level at a time, in
descending order.The appeal of this method is that we would be significantly
reducing the number of integer variables considered at any one time. This
would certainly decrease computation time in that only the tasks within the
current priority level would be considered for scheduling. This proved very
difficult to implement in GAMS. With more time, we believe we could have
implemented this aspect of our IP model in MATLAB.

5.5.2 Lagrangian Relaxation

The optimal solution provided by an integer programming approach comes
at a price; recall that the algorithms used to solve IPs are NP-hard, meaning
that the computational complexity grows exponentially as a function of the
problem size. Our toy-size problem above solves relatively quickly, but a real
problem could very likely require several lifetimes to compute with the same
methods. Knowing this, our group spent considerable time investigating
one of several prominent techniques for ”relaxing” the problem. Literature
searches teemed with a method called Lagrangian relaxation (LR). This spe-
cial technique of IP model relaxation has been used to plan the schedule for
the Taiwanese earth observing satellite ROCSAT-II[61]. Further, the tech-
nique has been used in large manufacturing scheduling problems to quickly
find solutions that are within 4% of optimality. [24]

Lagrangian relaxation allows integer capacity and precedence constraints
to be decomposed, creating a set of smaller, and thus more tractable, linear
programs. Linear programs are much less computationally intensive to solve
than IPs. The other nice feature of Lagrangian relaxation is that it requires
the calculation of a bound on the optimality of the objective function. This
can serve as a baseline by which to measure the quality of the near-optimal
solution provided when Lagrangian relaxation is implemented. The lack
of such a baseline is a typical shortcoming of most heuristic approaches to
solving scheduling problems.

This technique requires a high level of advanced mathematics, and is
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complicated by the fact that the technique is largely problem specific; there
exists no cookie-cutter approach for applying Lagrangian relaxation to any
given IP model. However, based on the literature, we have reason to believe
that applying LR to our original IP model may quickly find solutions within
a provable tolerance of optimality, and to do so for a large number of tasks.
Whether this model would then be swift enough to tackle dynamic tasking
could only be determined through experimentation, but it does seem reason-
able to believe that such a model could provide a very good initial plan for
a time horizon several hours in advance.
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5.6 Appendix A: Integer Programming

5.6.1 GAMS Code for Integer Program

******************************************************************

* *

* Simple IP formulation for Satellite Scheduling Problem *

* *

******************************************************************

* the scheduling horizon is 1 hour = 3600 seconds

Set

i all tasks in consideration /task1*task6/;

Alias (i,j);

Table s(i,j) slew times from i to j

task1 task2 task3 task4 task5 task6

task1 3 4 1 7 10

task2 3 5 4 2 5

task3 4 5 5 4 8

task4 1 4 5 4 1

task5 7 2 4 4 3

task6 10 5 8 1 3 ;

Parameter

c(i) priority of task i

/task1 1

task2 2

task3 3

task4 1

task5 2

task6 3/

wb(i) begin time of task i

/task1 103

task2 105

task3 300

task4 100

task5 200

task6 300/

we(i) end time of task i

/task1 110

task2 111

task3 600
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task4 1200

task5 400

task6 350/

d(i) duration of task i

/task1 5

task2 5

task3 5

task4 5

task5 5

task6 5/;

Variables

x(i) 1 if task i is scheduled - zero else

y(i,j) 1 if task i preceeds task j - zero else

b(i) time task i begins

z summed priority of path;

Binary Variables x, y;

Equations

begintime(i) begin time is after window starts

endtime(i) end time is after window ends

nooverlap(i,j) tasks cannot overlap

precidence(i,j) either i or j comes first

cost obj function;

begintime(i).. wb(i) =l= b(i) + 10000*(1 - x(i));

endtime(i).. b(i) + d(i) =l= we(i) + 10000*(1 - x(i));

nooverlap(i,j)$(ord(i) <> ord(j)).. b(i) + d(i) + s(i,j) =l= b(j)

+ 10000*(3-x(i)-x(j)-y(i,j)); $not part of code

precidence(i,j)$(ord(i) < ord(j)).. y(i,j) + y(j,i) =e= 1; $not part of code

cost.. z =e= sum(i, (100-c(i))*x(i));

Model satellite /all/;

y.l(i,j)$(ord(i)<ord(j))=1; $not part of code

Solve satellite using mip maximizing z;

display x.l, b.l, x.m;
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5.7 Appendix B: Top Priority Path Depen-

dent Scheduling Algorithm

5.7.1 Results from deviation threshold test on sample
test data of 500 task requests

deviation threshold before shifting after shifting
1 9 9
1.01 14 15
1.02 20 21
1.03 25 29
1.04 26 28
1.05 33 51
1.06 33 51
1.07 31 40
1.08 31 50
1.09 38 51
1.1 44 60
1.11 42 62
1.12 43 63
1.13 47 65
1.14 50 68
1.15 50 66
1.16 51 71
1.17 55 77
1.18 68 89
1.19 68 88
1.2 68 89
1.21 59 71
1.22 59 74
1.23 64 80
1.24 62 74
1.25 62 74
1.26 54 66
1.27 53 67
1.28 53 66
1.29 53 66
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deviation threshold before shifting after shifting
1.3 53 70
1.31 54 66
1.32 54 66
1.33 54 65
1.34 54 65
1.35 54 65
1.36 54 65
1.37 54 68
1.38 54 68
1.39 54 68
1.4 54 68
1.41 54 68
1.42 54 68
1.43 53 67
1.44 53 69
1.45 54 67
1.46 54 67
1.47 54 68
1.48 55 68
1.49 55 68
1.5 55 64
1.51 51 57
1.52 51 57
1.53 51 57
1.54 51 57
1.55 51 57
1.56 51 57
1.57 51 57
1.58 51 57
1.59 51 57
1.6 52 58
1.61 52 57
1.62 52 57
1.63 52 57
1.64 54 59
1.65 54 59
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deviation threshold before shifting after shifting
1.66 54 59
1.67 54 59
1.68 54 59
1.69 54 59
1.7 54 59
1.71 54 59
1.72 76 95
1.73 76 95
1.74 49 55
1.75 49 55
1.76 49 55
1.77 49 55
1.78 44 51
1.79 44 51
1.8 44 51
1.81 44 51
1.82 44 51
1.83 44 51
1.84 44 51
1.85 44 51
1.86 44 51
1.87 44 51
1.88 44 51
1.89 46 51
1.9 46 51
1.91 46 51
1.92 46 51
1.93 46 51
1.94 46 51
1.95 46 51
1.96 46 51
1.97 46 51
1.98 46 51
1.99 47 51
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5.7.2 Schedule without shifting - 500 task requests

(times are in seconds of a day)
Task ID Priority Start time Slew to Prev Slew to Next Pstart Pend Estart Eend

333 12 14412.9 0 43.2788 14400 16261 14400 18000
320 7 14474.1 43.2788 90.6512 14963 17195 14400 18000
253 26 14571.8 90.6512 15.6219 14400 17509 14400 18000
83 10 14594.5 15.6219 4.61259 14400 18000 14400 18000
88 96 14605.1 4.61259 3.43194 14574 16712 14400 18000
332 14 14614.5 3.43194 17.4198 14433 17148 14400 18000
64 50 14637.7 17.4198 8.22841 14400 16540 14400 18000
433 1 14651.7 8.22841 0.445159 14400 17966 14400 18000
468 75 14715.4 0.445159 3.02532 14400 16249 14400 18000
483 1 14781.6 3.02532 5.56633 14400 17310 14400 18000
327 43 14795.3 5.56633 14.7898 14873 17486 14400 18000
162 34 14818.3 14.7898 19.0134 14400 17956 14400 18000
408 8 14853.7 19.0134 61.5851 14400 16225 14400 18000
126 25 14925.2 61.5851 11.6246 14837 16588 14400 18000
124 15 14946.7 11.6246 11.5754 16046 16844 14400 18000
476 17 14967.7 11.5754 26.9881 14484 17698 14400 18000
147 1 15004.2 26.9881 311.501 14400 17588 14400 18000
347 1 15326.4 311.501 221.863 14400 17993 14400 18000
283 1 15559.1 221.863 14.3176 14400 16787 14400 18000
360 38 15582.4 14.3176 9.01152 16050 17264 14400 18000
222 11 15600.5 9.01152 98.6571 15673 16937 14400 18000
122 2 15718 98.6571 192.702 14635 18000 14400 18000
248 61 15917 192.702 19.401 14400 17437 14400 18000
116 47 15942.8 19.401 33.6618 14487 16217 14400 18000
120 0 15994 33.6618 52.4678 14400 17593 14400 18000
339 17 16058 52.4678 60.6064 15702 17645 14400 18000
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Task ID Priority Start time Slew to Prev Slew to Next Pstart Pend Estart Eend

349 52 16124.2 60.6064 5.4514 14400 17078 14400 18000
173 8 16135.3 5.4514 0.0343015 14400 16760 14400 18000
479 58 16140.4 0.0343015 10.5376 15228 16910 14400 18000
232 21 16155.9 10.5376 17.5999 14400 18000 14400 18000
474 1 16183.6 17.5999 41.0355 16098 16269 14400 18000
394 8 16230.1 41.0355 56.457 15163 17671 14400 18000
331 3 16291.9 56.457 148.334 15898 17749 14400 18000
480 32 16447 148.334 51.2211 15598 16359 14400 18000
302 3 16504.9 51.2211 16.285 14400 18000 14400 18000
246 38 16526.8 16.285 1.50247 14828 16604 14400 18000
255 31 16533.9 1.50247 1.68156 16055 17319 14400 18000
470 38 16541.6 1.68156 3.18978 14927 17705 14400 18000
399 14 16550.8 3.18978 1.476 14617 17695 14400 18000
91 27 16560.1 1.476 6.2417 15463 18000 14400 18000
241 18 16574.2 6.2417 1.0313 15048 16761 14400 18000
277 40 16583 1.0313 0.288759 14400 16436 14400 18000
238 13 16591.2 0.288759 5.69318 14400 17064 14400 18000
158 45 16602.8 5.69318 1.78379 15129 16439 14400 18000
31 35 16610.5 1.78379 3.17304 15144 17788 14400 18000
361 50 16620 3.17304 1.56586 14400 18000 14400 18000
500 13 16627.8 1.56586 2.00345 14400 18000 14400 18000
10 53 16636 2.00345 19.2422 16090 18000 14400 18000
228 25 16661.4 19.2422 4.36063 14681 17655 14400 18000
213 3 16679.2 4.36063 21.9024 14400 17999 14400 18000
166 11 16710.8 21.9024 36.2131 14400 17339 14400 18000
405 3 16756.8 36.2131 77.2662 14400 17827 14400 18000
261 44 16841 77.2662 1.27188 14637 16309 14400 18000
84 30 16849.3 1.27188 5.68305 14400 16284 14400 18000
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Task ID Priority Start time Slew to Prev Slew to Next Pstart Pend Estart Eend

439 31 16861.8 5.68305 11.3308 15613 18000 14400 18000
330 3 16879.9 11.3308 203.638 15072 17875 14400 18000
169 17 17091.4 203.638 9.55604 15352 17040 14400 18000
19 6 17108.7 9.55604 23.9694 16148 18000 14400 18000
396 13 17143.7 23.9694 115.124 16091 16291 14400 18000
36 2 17269.7 115.124 331.272 16025 18000 14400 18000
485 27 17607.7 331.272 3.69164 15103 17591 14400 18000
284 3 17618.1 3.69164 29.0082 14400 16675 14400 18000
440 3 17654.5 29.0082 14.9764 16169 17123 14400 18000
498 2 17676.8 14.9764 30.9258 14631 16818 14400 18000
16 40 17721.2 30.9258 6.33174 14400 17180 14400 18000
217 33 17741 6.33174 14.3557 14690 17687 14400 18000
30 98 17773.1 14.3557 2.08178 14400 16931 14400 18000
223 2 17792.9 2.08178 18.4421 15966 18000 14400 18000
230 37 17826.8 18.4421 6.12117 14400 17107 14400 18000
475 10 17848.3 6.12117 22.3093 14400 16373 14400 18000
181 13 17875.9 22.3093 7.2868 15346 18000 14400 18000
245 12 17888.5 7.2868 13.8918 14943 17188 14400 18000
21 4 17913.1 13.8918 60.802 15111 17364 14400 18000
34 10 17980 60.802 1.20674 16092 18000 14400 18000
285 5 17987.4 1.20674 1.92194 14400 18000 14400 18000
437 21 17994.7 1.92194 0 14400 16526 14400 18000
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5.7.3 Schedule with shifting - 500 requests

Task ID Priority Start time Slew to Prev Slew to Next Pstart Pend Estart Eend

333 12 14404.4 0 43.2788 14400 16261 14400 18000
320 7 14452.7 43.2788 102.673 14963 17195 14400 18000
102 42 14560.4 102.673 28.2577 15503 17927 14400 18000
253 26 14593.7 28.2577 15.6219 14400 17509 14400 18000
83 10 14614.3 15.6219 4.61259 14400 18000 14400 18000
88 96 14623.9 4.61259 3.43194 14574 16712 14400 18000
332 14 14632.3 3.43194 11.2876 14433 17148 14400 18000
154 46 14648.6 11.2876 14.9823 14943 16252 14400 18000
64 50 14668.6 14.9823 2.12339 14400 16540 14400 18000
304 74 14675.7 2.12339 8.63833 14400 16390 14400 18000
256 83 14689.4 8.63833 1.94235 14400 18000 14400 18000
433 1 14696.3 1.94235 0.445159 14400 17966 14400 18000
468 75 14715.4 0.445159 3.02532 14400 16249 14400 18000
483 1 14731.9 3.02532 2.17288 14400 17310 14400 18000
491 72 14739.1 2.17288 5.64957 14471 16748 14400 18000
327 43 14749.7 5.64957 6.74516 14873 17486 14400 18000
175 66 14761.5 6.74516 18.4069 14400 16762 14400 18000
162 34 14784.9 18.4069 19.0134 14400 17956 14400 18000
408 8 14808.9 19.0134 71.9605 14400 16225 14400 18000
66 29 14885.8 71.9605 13.0312 15012 16858 14400 18000
126 25 14903.9 13.0312 11.6246 14837 16588 14400 18000
124 15 14920.5 11.6246 11.5754 16046 16844 14400 18000
476 17 14937.1 11.5754 26.9881 14484 17698 14400 18000
147 1 14969.1 26.9881 311.501 14400 17588 14400 18000
347 1 15285.6 311.501 125.089 14400 17993 14400 18000
368 5 15415.7 125.089 51.965 15261 17038 14400 18000
262 5 15472.6 51.965 35.1131 15859 18000 14400 18000
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Task ID Priority Start time Slew to Prev Slew to Next Pstart Pend Estart Eend

107 13 15512.7 35.1131 73.0943 15443 18000 14400 18000
283 1 15590.8 73.0943 14.3176 14400 16787 14400 18000
360 38 15610.1 14.3176 9.01152 16050 17264 14400 18000
222 11 15624.2 9.01152 98.6571 15673 16937 14400 18000
122 2 15727.8 98.6571 192.702 14635 18000 14400 18000
248 61 15925.5 192.702 19.401 14400 17437 14400 18000
116 47 15949.9 19.401 33.6618 14487 16217 14400 18000
120 0 15992.7 33.6618 52.4678 14400 17593 14400 18000
339 17 16050.2 52.4678 60.6064 15702 17645 14400 18000
349 52 16115.8 60.6064 5.4514 14400 17078 14400 18000
173 8 16126.3 5.4514 0.0343015 14400 16760 14400 18000
479 58 16131.3 0.0343015 10.5376 15228 16910 14400 18000
232 21 16146.9 10.5376 17.5999 14400 18000 14400 18000
474 1 16169.5 17.5999 41.0355 16098 16269 14400 18000
394 8 16215.5 41.0355 68.5261 15163 17671 14400 18000
1 4 16289 68.5261 12.6979 14404 17969 14400 18000

331 3 16306.7 12.6979 74.6489 15898 17749 14400 18000
141 6 16386.4 74.6489 93.4801 15934 16541 14400 18000
480 32 16484.9 93.4801 51.2211 15598 16359 14400 18000
302 3 16541.1 51.2211 16.285 14400 18000 14400 18000
246 38 16562.4 16.285 1.50247 14828 16604 14400 18000
255 31 16568.9 1.50247 1.68156 16055 17319 14400 18000
470 38 16575.6 1.68156 3.18978 14927 17705 14400 18000
399 14 16583.8 3.18978 1.476 14617 17695 14400 18000
91 27 16590.2 1.476 6.2417 15463 18000 14400 18000
241 18 16601.5 6.2417 1.0313 15048 16761 14400 18000
277 40 16607.5 1.0313 0.288759 14400 16436 14400 18000
238 13 16612.8 0.288759 5.69318 14400 17064 14400 18000
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5.7.4 Schedule with shifting - 500 requests

Task ID Priority Start time Slew to Prev Slew to Next Pstart Pend Estart Eend

158 45 16623.5 5.69318 1.78379 15129 16439 14400 18000
31 35 16630.3 1.78379 3.17304 15144 17788 14400 18000
361 50 16638.4 3.17304 1.56586 14400 18000 14400 18000
500 13 16645 1.56586 2.00345 14400 18000 14400 18000
10 53 16652 2.00345 19.2422 16090 18000 14400 18000
228 25 16676.3 19.2422 4.36063 14681 17655 14400 18000
213 3 16685.6 4.36063 21.9024 14400 17999 14400 18000
166 11 16712.5 21.9024 2.97863 14400 17339 14400 18000
168 38 16720.5 2.97863 36.0498 14400 17671 14400 18000
405 3 16761.5 36.0498 77.2662 14400 17827 14400 18000
261 44 16843.8 77.2662 1.27188 14637 16309 14400 18000
84 30 16850.1 1.27188 5.68305 14400 16284 14400 18000
439 31 16861.6 5.68305 11.3308 15613 18000 14400 18000
330 3 16877.9 11.3308 203.638 15072 17875 14400 18000
169 17 17086.6 203.638 9.55604 15352 17040 14400 18000
19 6 17101.1 9.55604 23.9694 16148 18000 14400 18000
396 13 17130.1 23.9694 58.4673 16091 16291 14400 18000
63 18 17193.6 58.4673 59.8387 14475 16371 14400 18000
36 2 17258.4 59.8387 323.891 16025 18000 14400 18000
413 5 17587.3 323.891 26.9544 15291 16886 14400 18000
485 27 17619.2 26.9544 3.69164 15103 17591 14400 18000
284 3 17627.9 3.69164 26.0599 14400 16675 14400 18000
383 16 17659 26.0599 3.22017 16085 17733 14400 18000
440 3 17667.2 3.22017 14.9764 16169 17123 14400 18000
498 2 17687.2 14.9764 30.9258 14631 16818 14400 18000
16 40 17723.1 30.9258 6.33174 14400 17180 14400 18000

Task ID Priority Start time Slew to Prev Slew to Next Pstart Pend Estart Eend

217 33 17737.7 6.33174 14.3557 14690 17687 14400 18000
30 98 17757.1 14.3557 2.08178 14400 16931 14400 18000
223 2 17764.2 2.08178 21.974 15966 18000 14400 18000
240 47 17791.2 21.974 5.96562 14400 16494 14400 18000
230 37 17802.2 5.96562 6.12117 14400 17107 14400 18000
475 10 17813.3 6.12117 19.0446 14400 16373 14400 18000
200 24 17837.3 19.0446 4.49488 15163 17857 14400 18000
181 13 17846.8 4.49488 7.2868 15346 18000 14400 18000
245 12 17859.1 7.2868 13.8918 14943 17188 14400 18000
21 4 17878 13.8918 41.2403 15111 17364 14400 18000
134 7 17924.2 41.2403 52.2809 14530 16581 14400 18000
34 10 17981.5 52.2809 1.20674 16092 18000 14400 18000
285 5 17987.7 1.20674 1.92194 14400 18000 14400 18000
437 21 17994.7 1.92194 0 14400 16526 14400 18000
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5.7.5 76 of 500 Tasks scheduled without shifting (De-
viation threshold = 1.73)

Priority 0 1 of 1
Priority 1 6 of 6
Priority 2 4 of 4
Priority 3 7 of 7
Priority 4 1 of 3
Priority 5 1 of 7
Priority 6 1 of 6
Priority 7 1 of 6
Priority 8 3 of 4
Priority 9 0 of 3
Priority 10 3 of 9
Priority 11 2 of 5
Priority 12 2 of 4
Priority 13 4 of 8
Priority 14 2 of 8
Priority 15 1 of 2
Priority 16 0 of 5
Priority 17 3 of 6
Priority 18 1 of 5
Priority 19 0 of 4
Priority 20 0 of 3
Priority 21 2 of 6
Priority 22 0 of 4
Priority 23 0 of 2
Priority 24 0 of 4
Priority 25 2 of 7
Priority 26 1 of 2
Priority 27 2 of 7
Priority 28 0 of 1
Priority 29 0 of 3
Priority 30 1 of 5
Priority 31 2 of 8
Priority 32 1 of 5
Priority 33 1 of 6
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Priority 34 1 of 8
Priority 35 1 of 5
Priority 36 0 of 6
Priority 37 1 of 6
Priority 38 3 of 6
Priority 39 0 of 5
Priority 40 2 of 6
Priority 41 0 of 4
Priority 42 0 of 4
Priority 43 1 of 7
Priority 44 1 of 4
Priority 45 1 of 2
Priority 46 0 of 6
Priority 47 1 of 6
Priority 48 0 of 5
Priority 49 0 of 3
Priority 50 2 of 6
Priority 51 0 of 4
Priority 52 1 of 6
Priority 53 1 of 7
Priority 54 0 of 2
Priority 55 0 of 3
Priority 56 0 of 3
Priority 58 1 of 6
Priority 59 0 of 2
Priority 60 0 of 9
Priority 61 1 of 4
Priority 62 0 of 5
Priority 63 0 of 4
Priority 64 0 of 5
Priority 65 0 of 7
Priority 66 0 of 4
Priority 67 0 of 4
Priority 68 0 of 6
Priority 69 0 of 6
Priority 70 0 of 4
Priority 71 0 of 9
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Priority 72 0 of 9
Priority 73 0 of 6
Priority 74 0 of 4
Priority 75 1 of 7
Priority 76 0 of 5
Priority 77 0 of 7
Priority 78 0 of 7
Priority 79 0 of 6
Priority 80 0 of 6
Priority 82 0 of 1
Priority 83 0 of 8
Priority 85 0 of 5
Priority 86 0 of 4
Priority 87 0 of 4
Priority 88 0 of 3
Priority 89 0 of 5
Priority 90 0 of 4
Priority 91 0 of 9
Priority 92 0 of 5
Priority 93 0 of 8
Priority 94 0 of 6
Priority 95 0 of 5
Priority 96 1 of 7
Priority 97 0 of 2
Priority 98 1 of 7
Priority 99 0 of 5
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5.7.6 95 of 500 Tasks scheduled with shifting (Devia-
tion threshold = 1.73)

Priority 0 1 of 1
Priority 1 6 of 6
Priority 2 4 of 4
Priority 3 7 of 7
Priority 4 2 of 3
Priority 5 4 of 7
Priority 6 2 of 6
Priority 7 2 of 6
Priority 8 3 of 4
Priority 9 0 of 3
Priority 10 3 of 9
Priority 11 2 of 5
Priority 12 2 of 4
Priority 13 5 of 8
Priority 14 2 of 8
Priority 15 1 of 2
Priority 16 1 of 5
Priority 17 3 of 6
Priority 18 2 of 5
Priority 19 0 of 4
Priority 20 0 of 3
Priority 21 2 of 6
Priority 22 0 of 4
Priority 23 0 of 2
Priority 24 1 of 4
Priority 25 2 of 7
Priority 26 1 of 2
Priority 27 2 of 7
Priority 28 0 of 1
Priority 29 1 of 3
Priority 30 1 of 5
Priority 31 2 of 8
Priority 32 1 of 5
Priority 33 1 of 6
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Priority 34 1 of 8
Priority 35 1 of 5
Priority 36 0 of 6
Priority 37 1 of 6
Priority 38 4 of 6
Priority 39 0 of 5
Priority 40 2 of 6
Priority 41 0 of 4
Priority 42 1 of 4
Priority 43 1 of 7
Priority 44 1 of 4
Priority 45 1 of 2
Priority 46 1 of 6
Priority 47 2 of 6
Priority 48 0 of 5
Priority 49 0 of 3
Priority 50 2 of 6
Priority 51 0 of 4
Priority 52 1 of 6
Priority 53 1 of 7
Priority 54 0 of 2
Priority 55 0 of 3
Priority 56 0 of 3
Priority 58 1 of 6
Priority 59 0 of 2
Priority 60 0 of 9
Priority 61 1 of 4
Priority 62 0 of 5
Priority 63 0 of 4
Priority 64 0 of 5
Priority 65 0 of 7
Priority 66 1 of 4
Priority 67 0 of 4
Priority 68 0 of 6
Priority 69 0 of 6
Priority 70 0 of 4
Priority 71 0 of 9
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Priority 72 1 of 9
Priority 73 0 of 6
Priority 74 1 of 4
Priority 75 1 of 7
Priority 76 0 of 5
Priority 77 0 of 7
Priority 78 0 of 7
Priority 79 0 of 6
Priority 80 0 of 6
Priority 82 0 of 1
Priority 83 1 of 8
Priority 85 0 of 5
Priority 86 0 of 4
Priority 87 0 of 4
Priority 88 0 of 3
Priority 89 0 of 5
Priority 90 0 of 4
Priority 91 0 of 9
Priority 92 0 of 5
Priority 93 0 of 8
Priority 94 0 of 6
Priority 95 0 of 5
Priority 96 1 of 7
Priority 97 0 of 2
Priority 98 1 of 7
Priority 99 0 of 5
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5.7.7 Tasks scheduled in preferred time window - 500
requests (before shifting)

Priority Scheduled in Preferred Window
0 1 of 1
1 6 of 6
2 3 of 4
3 5 of 7
4 1 of 2
5 2 of 4
6 2 of 2
7 0 of 2
8 3 of 3
9 0 of 0
10 2 of 3
11 1 of 2
12 1 of 2
13 4 of 5
14 2 of 2
15 0 of 1
16 1 of 1
17 2 of 3
18 1 of 2
21 1 of 2
24 1 of 1
25 2 of 2
26 1 of 1
27 1 of 2
29 0 of 1
30 0 of 1
31 2 0f 2
32 0 of 1
33 0 of 1
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Priority Scheduled in Preferred Window
34 1 of 1
35 1 of 1
37 0 of 1
38 3 of 4
40 0 of 2
42 0 of 1
43 0 of 1
44 0 of 1
45 0 of 1
46 0 of 1
47 1 of 2
50 2 of 2
52 1 of 1
53 1 of 1
58 1 of 1
61 1 of 1
66 1 of 1
72 1 of 1
74 1 of 1
75 1 of 1
83 1 of 1
96 1 of 1
98 0 of 1
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5.7.8 Tasks scheduled in preferred time window - 500
requests (after shifting)

Priority Scheduled in Preferred Window
0 1 of 1
1 6 of 6
2 3 of 4
3 5 of 7
4 1 of 2
5 2 of 4
6 2 of 2
7 0 of 2
8 3 of 3
9 0 of 0
10 2 of 3
11 1 of 2
12 1 of 2
13 4 of 5
14 2 of 2
15 0 of 1
16 1 of 1
17 2 of 3
18 1 of 2
21 1 of 2
24 1 of 1
25 2 of 2
26 1 of 1
27 1 of 2
29 0 of 1
30 0 of 1
31 2 0f 2
32 0 of 1
33 0 of 1
34 1 of 1
35 1 of 1
37 0 of 1
38 3 of 4
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Priority Scheduled in Preferred Window
40 0 of 2
42 0 of 1
43 0 of 1
44 0 of 1
45 0 of 1
46 0 of 1
47 1 of 2
50 2 of 2
52 1 of 1
53 1 of 1
58 1 of 1
61 1 of 1
66 1 of 1
72 1 of 1
74 1 of 1
75 1 of 1
83 1 of 1
96 1 of 1
98 0 of 1
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5.7.9 Graphical Results

Figure 7.10: Data for 200 task requests.
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Figure 7.11: Data for 500 task requests.
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The follow two graphs demonstrate the difference in schedules for two
different deviation thresholds. The data in the graphs are a subset of the
500 task data set with tasks of priority 11-40. The larger the target is, the
higher its priority.

Figure 7.12: Path of scheduled tasks - deviation threshold 1.1
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Figure 7.13: Path of scheduled tasks - deviation threshold 1.73
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5.7.10 C++ Code

//sched_input.cpp

#include <cmath>

#include <cstdlib>

#include <iostream.h>

#include <fstream.h>

#include "sched_class.h"

int input_tasks(Task_type tasks[], char *filename);

double parse_get_double(char *string);

void parse_get_string(char *string, char *target);

int input_tasks(Task_type tasks[], char *filename)

{

ifstream inFile;

char buffer[2047];

int task_num = 0;

const char temp_tab[] = {’\t’, ’\0’};

char temp_s[255];

int temp_i;

int done=0;

inFile.open(filename, ios::in);

if (inFile.good())

{

while(!inFile.eof() && done==0)

{

inFile.getline(buffer, 2047);

// Get duration

tasks[task_num].taskDuration = parse_get_double(buffer);

temp_i = strcspn(buffer, temp_tab);

if (temp_i != 0)

{

// Get effective end

parse_get_string((char*)((long)buffer+temp_i+1), temp_s);

buffer[temp_i] = ’:’;

temp_s[14] = ’\0’;

temp_s[17] = ’\0’;

tasks[task_num].effectiveEnd = atoi(&temp_s[12])*3600+atoi(&temp_s[15])

*60+atoi(&temp_s[18]);

temp_i = strcspn(buffer, temp_tab);

// Get effective start

parse_get_string((char*)((long)buffer+temp_i+1), temp_s);

buffer[temp_i] = ’:’;
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temp_s[14] = ’\0’;

temp_s[17] = ’\0’;

tasks[task_num].effectiveStart = atoi(&temp_s[12])*3600+atoi(&temp_s[15])

*60+atoi(&temp_s[18]);

temp_i = strcspn(buffer, temp_tab);

// Get max revisit

tasks[task_num].maxRevisit =

parse_get_double((char *)((long)buffer+temp_i+1));

if (tasks[task_num].maxRevisit == 0)

tasks[task_num].monitor = false;

buffer[temp_i] = ’:’;

temp_i = strcspn(buffer, temp_tab);

// Get min revisit

tasks[task_num].minRevisit =

parse_get_double((char *)((long)buffer+temp_i+1));

buffer[temp_i] = ’:’;

temp_i = strcspn(buffer, temp_tab);

// Get preferred end

parse_get_string((char*)((long)buffer+temp_i+1), temp_s);

buffer[temp_i] = ’:’;

temp_s[14] = ’\0’;

temp_s[17] = ’\0’;

tasks[task_num].preferredEnd = atoi(&temp_s[12])*3600+atoi(&temp_s[15])

*60+atoi(&temp_s[18]);

temp_i = strcspn(buffer, temp_tab);

// Get preferred start

parse_get_string((char*)((long)buffer+temp_i+1), temp_s);

buffer[temp_i] = ’:’;

temp_s[14] = ’\0’;

temp_s[17] = ’\0’;

tasks[task_num].preferredStart = atoi(&temp_s[12])*3600+atoi(&temp_s[15])

*60+atoi(&temp_s[18]);

temp_i = strcspn(buffer, temp_tab);

// Get priority

tasks[task_num].priority =

parse_get_double((char *)((long)buffer+temp_i+1));

buffer[temp_i] = ’:’;

temp_i = strcspn(buffer, temp_tab);

// Ignore quality

buffer[temp_i] = ’:’;

temp_i = strcspn(buffer, temp_tab);

// Ignore requester

buffer[temp_i] = ’:’;

temp_i = strcspn(buffer, temp_tab);

// Ignore strategy
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buffer[temp_i] = ’:’;

temp_i = strcspn(buffer, temp_tab);

// Get task ID number

tasks[task_num].taskID = parse_get_double((char *)((long)buffer+temp_i+1));

buffer[temp_i] = ’:’;

temp_i = strcspn(buffer, temp_tab);

// Ignore timeCritical

buffer[temp_i] = ’:’;

temp_i = strcspn(buffer, temp_tab);

// Ignore type

buffer[temp_i] = ’:’;

temp_i = strcspn(buffer, temp_tab);

// Get latitude

tasks[task_num].latitude = parse_get_double((char *)((long)buffer+temp_i+1));

buffer[temp_i] = ’:’;

temp_i = strcspn(buffer, temp_tab);

// Ignore agg#

buffer[temp_i] = ’:’;

temp_i = strcspn(buffer, temp_tab);

// Get longitude

tasks[task_num].longitude = parse_get_double((char *)((long)buffer+temp_i+1));

buffer[temp_i] = ’:’;

temp_i = strcspn(buffer, temp_tab);

// Set dummytask = false

tasks[task_num].dummyTask = false;

task_num++;

}

else

{

done = 1;

}

}

inFile.close();

return task_num;

}

else

return -1;

}

double parse_get_double(char *string)

{

int temp_i;

const char temp_tab[] = {’\t’, ’\0’};
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char temp_s[255];

double temp;

temp_i = strcspn(string, temp_tab);

for (int i=0; i<temp_i; i++)

{

temp_s[i] = *(char *)((int)string + i);

}

temp_s[i] = ’\0’;

temp=atof(temp_s);

return temp;

}

void parse_get_string(char *string, char *target)

{

int temp_i;

const char temp_tab[] = {’\t’, ’\0’};

temp_i = strcspn(string, temp_tab);

for (int i=0; i<temp_i; i++)

{

*(char *)((int)target+i) = *(char *)((int)string + i);

}

*(char *)((int)target+i) = ’\0’;

}

//sched_class.h

typedef double time_type;

#ifndef SCHED_CLASS_TYPES

#define SCHED_CLASS_TYPES

#define ALTITUDE 5000 // in KM

#define SLEWRATE 0.30 // in deg/sec

#define DEVIATION_THRESHOLD 1.10 // very close to original path

#define PREFERRED 1

#define EFFECTIVE 2

#define MAX_TASKS 2500

#define MAX_PRIORITY 100
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// Show lots of text output (for debug)

#define VERBOSE false

typedef double time_type;

struct Task_type

{

int taskID;

int priority;

double latitude;

double longitude;

time_type preferredStart;

time_type preferredEnd;

time_type effectiveStart;

time_type effectiveEnd;

time_type taskDuration;

bool monitor;

int minRevisit;

int maxRevisit;

bool dummyTask; //End or start task

};

struct Node_type

{

Task_type task;

time_type scheduledStart; //This is the time the task is scheduled

Node_type *nextNode;

Node_type *prevNode;

int windowScheduled; // 0 = not scheduled

// 1 = preferred

// 2 = effective

};

class scheduler

{

public:

scheduler(); //constructor - creates a new node

~scheduler(); //destructor - deletes the linked list

//determines if task is added to schedule

bool addTask(Task_type &t, int PorE, bool tryShifting, double thresh);

void printSchedule(bool CSV); // print schedule

int printPriTotal(int p); // print schedule

int getNumScheduled(); // print schedule

int isScheduled(int TaskID); // Find out if a certain task is scheduled
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private:

//determines the slew time between two targets

time_type getSlewTime(Task_type &t1, Task_type &t2);

time_type maxShiftLeft(Node_type *node);

time_type maxShiftRight(Node_type *node);

time_type shiftLeft(Node_type *node, time_type amount);

time_type shiftRight(Node_type *node, time_type amount);

//determines distance between targets

double getDistance(Task_type &t1, Task_type &t2);

int numberTasksScheduled;

Node_type *firstNode;

Node_type *lastNode;

};

#endif

//sched_class.cpp

#include <cmath>

#include <cstdlib>

#include <iostream.h>

#include <fstream.h>

#include "sched_class.h"

scheduler::scheduler()

{

numberTasksScheduled = 0;

firstNode = new Node_type;

lastNode = new Node_type;

firstNode->task.dummyTask = true;

firstNode->scheduledStart = 0;

firstNode->task.taskDuration = 0;

firstNode->task.taskID = -1;

firstNode->prevNode = NULL;

firstNode->nextNode = lastNode;

lastNode->task.dummyTask = true;

lastNode->scheduledStart = 86400; // Seconds in a day

lastNode->task.taskDuration = 0;

lastNode->task.taskID = -2;

lastNode->prevNode = firstNode;

lastNode->nextNode = NULL;

}

scheduler::~scheduler()
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{

Node_type *thisNode;

Node_type *cursor;

thisNode = firstNode;

while (thisNode != NULL)

{

cursor = thisNode->nextNode;

delete thisNode;

thisNode = cursor;

}

}

bool scheduler::addTask(Task_type &newTask, int PorE, bool tryShifting, double thresh)

{

Node_type *previous = lastNode;

Node_type *newNode = NULL;

Node_type *tempNode = NULL;

// Node pointers to setup search pattern

Node_type *midNode = NULL;

Node_type *leftNode = NULL;

Node_type *rightNode = NULL;

Node_type *testingOrder[MAX_TASKS];

time_type distFromCenter[MAX_TASKS];

time_type slew_to_prev;

time_type slew_to_next;

time_type slew_prev_to_next;

time_type leftSlack;

time_type rightSlack;

time_type totalSlack;

time_type neededSlack;

time_type startOfWindow;

time_type endOfWindow;

time_type middleOfWindow;

time_type middleOfPreferred;

time_type desiredEntryPoint;

time_type midPoint;

bool done = false;

bool scheduled = false;

bool skip = false;

time_type taskWindowStart;

time_type taskWindowEnd;
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int i, j, count;

time_type temp;

if (VERBOSE)

cout << "Scheduling task " << newTask.taskID;

// Checking preferred or effective?

if (PorE == PREFERRED)

{

taskWindowStart = newTask.preferredStart;

taskWindowEnd = newTask.preferredEnd;

}

else

{

taskWindowStart = newTask.effectiveStart;

taskWindowEnd = newTask.effectiveEnd;

}

middleOfPreferred = (taskWindowEnd-taskWindowStart)/2 + taskWindowStart;

// Find the node pairs closest to the start, middle, and end of preferred

previous = lastNode;

while (previous != NULL)

{

if (previous->scheduledStart < middleOfPreferred && midNode == NULL)

midNode = previous;

if (previous->scheduledStart < taskWindowEnd && rightNode == NULL)

rightNode = previous;

if (previous->scheduledStart < taskWindowStart && leftNode == NULL)

leftNode = previous;

previous = previous->prevNode;

}

// Setup node testing order

previous = leftNode;

count = 0;

while (previous != rightNode->nextNode)

{

testingOrder[count] = previous;

midPoint = ((previous->nextNode->scheduledStart -

previous->scheduledStart)/2 + previous->scheduledStart);

distFromCenter[count] = middleOfPreferred - midPoint;

if (distFromCenter[count] < 0)

distFromCenter[count] = -distFromCenter[count];

count++;
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previous = previous->nextNode;

}

// Sort by distance from middleOfPreferred

for (j=count-1; j>0; j--)

for(i=0; i<j-1; i++)

if (distFromCenter[i]>distFromCenter[i+1])

{

temp = distFromCenter[i+1];

distFromCenter[i+1] = distFromCenter[i];

distFromCenter[i] = temp;

tempNode = testingOrder[i+1];

testingOrder[i+1] = testingOrder[i];

testingOrder[i] = tempNode;

}

// Try to schedule task in the order determined above

// (try closest to middleOfPreferred first)

for (i=0; i<count; i++)

{

previous = testingOrder[i];

if (VERBOSE)

{

cout << " between " << previous->task.taskID << " and "

<< previous->nextNode->task.taskID << "\n";

cout << " middleOfPreferred = " << middleOfPreferred << "\n";

cout << " startOfPreferred = " << taskWindowStart << "\n";

cout << " endOfPreferred = " << taskWindowEnd << "\n";

}

slew_to_prev = getSlewTime(newTask, previous->task);

slew_to_next = getSlewTime(newTask, previous->nextNode->task);

slew_prev_to_next = getSlewTime(previous->task, previous->nextNode->task);

startOfWindow = previous->scheduledStart+previous->task.taskDuration

+slew_to_prev;

endOfWindow = previous->nextNode->scheduledStart-slew_to_next;

middleOfWindow = (endOfWindow - startOfWindow)/2 + startOfWindow;

desiredEntryPoint = middleOfPreferred;

if (taskWindowStart > startOfWindow && taskWindowEnd < endOfWindow)

desiredEntryPoint = middleOfPreferred - newTask.taskDuration/2;

else if (taskWindowStart < endOfWindow && taskWindowStart > startOfWindow)

desiredEntryPoint = (endOfWindow - taskWindowStart)/2

+ taskWindowStart - newTask.taskDuration/2;

else if (taskWindowEnd > startOfWindow && taskWindowEnd < endOfWindow)
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desiredEntryPoint = (taskWindowEnd - startOfWindow)/2

+ startOfWindow - newTask.taskDuration/2;

else

desiredEntryPoint = middleOfWindow - newTask.taskDuration/2;

// Calculate alternate entry point (in effective window)

if (VERBOSE) {

cout << " startOfWindow = " << startOfWindow << "\n";

cout << " endOfWindow = " << endOfWindow << "\n";

cout << " midOfWindow = " << middleOfWindow << "\n";

cout << " slew_to_prev = " << slew_to_prev << "\n";

cout << " slew_to_next = " << slew_to_next << "\n";

cout << " slew_prev_to_next = " << slew_prev_to_next << "\n";

cout << " desiredEntryPoint = " << desiredEntryPoint << "\n";

}

skip = false;

// Check deviation from path. If too great, don’t try to schedule

if (newTask.priority>0 && slew_to_prev != 0 && slew_to_next != 0)

if (slew_to_prev+slew_to_next > (thresh)*slew_prev_to_next)

{

if (VERBOSE)

cout << "Task " << newTask.taskID

<< " (preferred = " << taskWindowStart

<< ") not feasible - too much slew!\n";

skip = true;

}

// Check suggested entry point

if (!skip && (previous->scheduledStart+previous->task.taskDuration

+slew_to_prev < desiredEntryPoint && desiredEntryPoint

< previous->nextNode->scheduledStart - newTask.taskDuration

- slew_to_next)

&& (desiredEntryPoint > taskWindowStart

&& desiredEntryPoint+newTask.taskDuration < taskWindowEnd))

{

// There is sufficient time for inserting the task, and middleOfWindow

// is in Preferred Window

// no shifting is needed

newNode = new Node_type;

newNode->nextNode = previous->nextNode;

newNode->prevNode = previous;

newNode->task = newTask;

previous->nextNode->prevNode = newNode;
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previous->nextNode = newNode;

newNode->scheduledStart = desiredEntryPoint;

if (PorE == PREFERRED)

{

newNode->windowScheduled = PREFERRED;

if (VERBOSE)

cout << "Task " << newTask.taskID << " scheduled in preferred.\n";

}

else

{

newNode->windowScheduled = EFFECTIVE;

if (VERBOSE)

cout << "Task " << newTask.taskID << " scheduled in effective.\n";

}

done = true;

scheduled = true;

numberTasksScheduled++;

return true;

} // Else cannot schedule without shifting

// Try shifting...

if (!skip && tryShifting && (desiredEntryPoint > taskWindowStart

&& desiredEntryPoint+newTask.taskDuration < taskWindowEnd))

{

leftSlack = maxShiftLeft(previous);

rightSlack = maxShiftRight(previous->nextNode);

totalSlack = leftSlack + rightSlack;

neededSlack = -(previous->nextNode->scheduledStart-previous->scheduledStart)

+ (previous->task.taskDuration + slew_to_prev

+ newTask.taskDuration + slew_to_next);

if (VERBOSE)

cout << "Needed: " << neededSlack << " Total: " << totalSlack

<< " = " << leftSlack << " + " << rightSlack << "\n";

if (totalSlack > (neededSlack*1.02))

{

temp = (neededSlack*1.01)/2;

if (leftSlack < temp)

{

temp = leftSlack;
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shiftLeft(previous, temp);

shiftRight(previous->nextNode, neededSlack - temp);

}

else if (rightSlack < temp)

{

temp = rightSlack;

shiftLeft(previous, neededSlack - temp);

shiftRight(previous->nextNode, temp);

}

else

{

shiftLeft(previous, neededSlack - temp);

shiftRight(previous->nextNode, temp);

}

// The task was scheduled successfully with shifting

newNode = new Node_type;

newNode->nextNode = previous->nextNode;

newNode->prevNode = previous;

newNode->task = newTask;

previous->nextNode->prevNode = newNode;

previous->nextNode = newNode;

newNode->scheduledStart = previous->scheduledStart

+ previous->task.taskDuration + slew_to_prev;

if (PorE == PREFERRED)

{

newNode->windowScheduled = PREFERRED;

if (VERBOSE)

cout << "Task " << newTask.taskID

<< " scheduled in preferred.\n";

}

else

{

newNode->windowScheduled = EFFECTIVE;

if (VERBOSE)

cout << "Task " << newTask.taskID

<< " scheduled in effective.\n";

}

done = true;

scheduled = true;

numberTasksScheduled++;

return true;
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}

}

} // End of for

// The task cannot be scheduled without shifting the current contents, so

if (VERBOSE && !scheduled)

cout << "Task " << newTask.taskID << " (preferred = "

<< newTask.preferredStart << ") not feasible without shifting!\n";

return false;

// still need to deal with shifting

}

time_type scheduler::getSlewTime(Task_type &t1, Task_type &t2)

{

double difLong, difLat;

double A, angularDist, distInKM;

time_type duration;

// If task is the first or last "dummy" task,

// there is no slew time

if (t1.dummyTask || t2.dummyTask)

return 0;

difLong = (t1.longitude - t2.longitude);

difLat = (t1.latitude - t2.latitude);

A = pow(sin(difLat/2),2) + cos(t2.latitude)*cos(t1.latitude)*pow(sin(difLong/2),2);

angularDist = 2*atan(sqrt(A)/sqrt(1-A));

distInKM = angularDist * 6367;

duration = (360*(atan((distInKM/2)/ALTITUDE)/3.1415926))/SLEWRATE;

return duration;

}

void scheduler::printSchedule(bool CSV)

{

Node_type *cursor = firstNode;

ofstream OutFile;

if (CSV)

OutFile.open("out.csv");

while (cursor->nextNode != NULL)
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{

if (!cursor->task.dummyTask)

{

if (CSV)

OutFile << cursor->task.taskID << "," << cursor->task.priority

<< "," << cursor->scheduledStart << ","

<< getSlewTime(cursor->task, cursor->prevNode->task)

<< "," << getSlewTime(cursor->task, cursor->nextNode->task)

<< "," << cursor->task.preferredStart << ","

<< cursor->task.preferredEnd << ","

<< cursor->task.effectiveStart << ","

<< cursor->task.effectiveEnd << ", "

<< cursor->task.latitude << ", "

<< cursor->task.longitude << "\n";

else

cout << "Task id:" << cursor->task.taskID

<< ", pri: " << cursor->task.priority

<< " sch: " << cursor->scheduledStart

<< " slew_prev: " << getSlewTime(cursor->task, cursor->prevNode->task)

<< " slew_next: " << getSlewTime(cursor->task, cursor->nextNode->task)

<< "\n";

}

cursor = cursor->nextNode;

}

if (CSV)

OutFile.close();

}

int scheduler::printPriTotal(int p)

{

Node_type *cursor = firstNode;

int count = 0;

while (cursor->nextNode != NULL)

{

if (!cursor->task.dummyTask)

{

if (cursor->task.priority == p) count++;

}

cursor = cursor->nextNode;

}

return count;

}
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int scheduler::getNumScheduled()

{

return numberTasksScheduled;

}

time_type scheduler::maxShiftLeft(Node_type *node)

{

time_type slackToSlew;

time_type slackToWindow;

time_type windowEdge;

time_type previousMoved;

if (node->task.dummyTask)

return 0; // Can’t shift the dummy task

// If a task is in its preferred window, keep it there

if (node->windowScheduled == PREFERRED)

windowEdge = node->task.preferredStart;

else

windowEdge = node->task.effectiveStart;

// The limiting factor will be slack to the window, or

// slack to slew, which is recursive, because slew moves

// if the previous tasks move

slackToWindow = (node->scheduledStart - windowEdge)*.99;

if (node->prevNode == NULL)

slackToSlew = 0;

else

slackToSlew = node->scheduledStart - (node->prevNode->scheduledStart

+ node->prevNode->task.taskDuration

+ getSlewTime(node->prevNode->task, node->task));

slackToSlew *= .99;

if (slackToWindow < -0.01)

{

cout << "Error!\n";

slackToWindow = 0;

}

if (slackToSlew < -0.01)

{

cout << "Error!\n";

slackToSlew = 0;

}
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if (slackToWindow < slackToSlew)

return slackToWindow;

else if (slackToSlew < 0.001)

return 0;

else

{

previousMoved = maxShiftLeft(node->prevNode);

slackToSlew = slackToSlew + previousMoved;

if (slackToWindow < slackToSlew)

return slackToWindow;

else

return slackToSlew;

}

}

time_type scheduler::maxShiftRight(Node_type *node)

{

time_type slackToSlew;

time_type slackToWindow;

time_type windowEdge;

time_type nextMoved;

if (node->task.dummyTask)

return 0; // Can’t shift the dummy task

// If a task is in its preferred window, keep it there

if (node->windowScheduled == PREFERRED)

windowEdge = node->task.preferredEnd;

else

windowEdge = node->task.effectiveEnd;

// The limiting factor will be slack to the window, or

// slack to slew, which is recursive, because slew moves

// if the next tasks move

slackToWindow = (windowEdge -

(node->scheduledStart+node->task.taskDuration))*.99;

if (node->nextNode->nextNode == NULL || node->nextNode == NULL)

slackToSlew = 0;

else

slackToSlew = node->nextNode->scheduledStart

- (node->scheduledStart + node->task.taskDuration

+ getSlewTime(node->task, node->nextNode->task));

slackToSlew *= .99;

if (slackToWindow < -0.01)
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{

cout << "Error!\n";

slackToWindow = 0;

}

if (slackToSlew < -0.010)

{

cout << "Error!\n";

slackToSlew = 0;

}

if (slackToWindow < slackToSlew)

return slackToWindow;

else if (slackToSlew < 0.001)

return 0;

else

{

nextMoved = maxShiftRight(node->nextNode);

slackToSlew = slackToSlew + nextMoved;

if (slackToWindow < slackToSlew)

return slackToWindow;

else

return slackToSlew;

}

}

// Returns the amount shifted (for recursive nature)

time_type scheduler::shiftLeft(Node_type *node, time_type amount)

{

time_type slackToSlew;

time_type slackToWindow;

time_type windowEdge;

time_type shiftedAmt;

if (amount < 1E-10)

return amount;

if (node->task.dummyTask)

return 0; // Can’t shift the dummy task

// If a task is in its preferred window, keep it there

if (node->windowScheduled == PREFERRED)

windowEdge = node->task.preferredStart;

else

windowEdge = node->task.effectiveStart;
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// Non-recursive slackToSlew

slackToWindow = (node->scheduledStart - windowEdge)*.995;

if (node->prevNode == NULL)

slackToSlew = 0;

else

slackToSlew = node->scheduledStart - (node->prevNode->scheduledStart

+ node->prevNode->task.taskDuration

+ getSlewTime(node->prevNode->task, node->task));

slackToSlew *=.995;

if (amount < slackToWindow && amount < slackToSlew)

{

node->scheduledStart = node->scheduledStart-amount;

if (VERBOSE)

cout << "Task " << node->task.taskID << " shifted left by "

<< amount << "!!\n";

return amount;

}

else if (amount > slackToSlew && slackToSlew < slackToWindow)

{

shiftedAmt = slackToSlew + shiftLeft(node->prevNode, amount-slackToSlew);

node->scheduledStart = node->scheduledStart - shiftedAmt;

if (VERBOSE)

cout << "Task " << node->task.taskID << " shifted left by "

<< shiftedAmt << "...\n";

return shiftedAmt;

}

else

{

cout << "Error!\n";

return 0;

}

}

// Returns the amount shifted (for recursive nature)

time_type scheduler::shiftRight(Node_type *node, time_type amount)

{

time_type slackToSlew;

time_type slackToWindow;

time_type windowEdge;

time_type shiftedAmt;

if (amount < 1E-10)

return amount;
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if (node->task.dummyTask)

return 0; // Can’t shift the dummy task

// If a task is in its preferred window, keep it there

if (node->windowScheduled == PREFERRED)

windowEdge = node->task.preferredEnd;

else

windowEdge = node->task.effectiveEnd;

// Non-recursive slackToSlew

slackToWindow = (windowEdge - (node->scheduledStart+node->task.taskDuration))*.995;

if (node->nextNode->nextNode == NULL || node->nextNode == NULL)

slackToSlew = 0;

else

slackToSlew = node->nextNode->scheduledStart - (node->scheduledStart

+ node->task.taskDuration + getSlewTime(node->task, node->nextNode->task));

slackToSlew *=.995;

if (amount < slackToWindow && amount < slackToSlew)

{

node->scheduledStart = node->scheduledStart+amount;

if (VERBOSE)

cout << "Task " << node->task.taskID << " shifted right by "

<< amount << "!!\n";

return amount;

}

else if (amount > slackToSlew && slackToSlew < slackToWindow)

{

shiftedAmt = slackToSlew + shiftRight(node->nextNode, amount-slackToSlew);

node->scheduledStart = node->scheduledStart + shiftedAmt;

if (VERBOSE)

cout << "Task " << node->task.taskID << " shifted right by "

<< shiftedAmt << "...\n";

return shiftedAmt;

}

else

{

cout << "Error!\n";

return 0;

}

}

int scheduler::isScheduled(int TaskID)

{

Node_type *cursor = firstNode;
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while (cursor->nextNode != NULL)

{

if (!cursor->task.dummyTask)

if (cursor->task.taskID == TaskID)

return cursor->windowScheduled;

cursor = cursor->nextNode;

}

return 0;

// scheduler.cpp : Defines the entry point for the console application.

#include "stdafx.h"

#include <cmath>

#include <cstdlib>

#include <iostream.h>

#include <fstream.h>

#include <string.h>

#include "sched_input.cpp"

#include "sched_class.cpp"

typedef double time_type;

int main()

{

int num_tasks;

int i, j;

int pri_cnt[MAX_PRIORITY+1];

double thresh;

for (i=0; i<MAX_PRIORITY+1; i++) pri_cnt[i] = 0;

Task_type temp_task;

Task_type tasks[MAX_TASKS];

const char filename[] =

{ ’t’, ’a’, ’s’, ’k’, ’s’, ’_’, ’5’, ’0’, ’0’, ’.’, ’t’, ’x’, ’t’, ’\0’};

scheduler *test;

//input tasks

num_tasks = input_tasks(tasks, (char *) &filename);

if (num_tasks > 0)

{

cout << "Read " << num_tasks << " tasks... Sorting!\n";
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// Sort tasks

for (int j=0; j<num_tasks; j++)

for (i=0; i<num_tasks-1; i++)

if (tasks[i].priority > tasks[i+1].priority)

{

temp_task = tasks[i];

tasks[i] = tasks[i+1];

tasks[i+1] = temp_task;

}

}

else

{

cout << "Could not open input file!\n";

return 1;

}

for (thresh=1.73; thresh <= 1.73; thresh += .01)

{

// cout << "THRESHOLD: " << thresh << "\n";

test = new scheduler;

// Count number of each priority

for (i=0; i<num_tasks; i++)

pri_cnt[tasks[i].priority]++;

// Add tasks to schedule (try preferred first)

for (i=0; i<num_tasks; i++)

if (!test->addTask(tasks[i], PREFERRED, false, thresh))

test->addTask(tasks[i], EFFECTIVE, false, thresh);

//test->printSchedule(true);

j = test->getNumScheduled();

// Add tasks to schedule (try effective)

for (i=0; i<num_tasks; i++)

if (test->isScheduled(tasks[i].taskID) == 0)

if (!test->addTask(tasks[i], PREFERRED, true, thresh))

test->addTask(tasks[i], EFFECTIVE, true, thresh);

cout << thresh << ", " << j << ", " << test->getNumScheduled() << "\n";

// schedule

// output schedule

// cout << "All done. Scheduled " << test->getNumScheduled() << " tasks.\n";

test->printSchedule(true);
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// for (i=0; i<MAX_PRIORITY+1; i++)

// if (pri_cnt[i] != 0) cout << "Priority " << i << ", "

// << test->printPriTotal(i) << " of " << pri_cnt[i] << "\n";

delete test;

}

return 0;

}

}
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Chapter 6

Group 5: A Graph Theory
Approach to Scheduling
Satellite Tasks with Integration
of Real-Time Processing

By Mike Klein, Billy Phare, and Nick Tussing

6.1 Abstract

The purpose of this project is to create a real-time scheduling algorithm for
Raytheon, utilizing known algorithms in graph theory. By creating methods
to sort and organize tasks and turn tasks into nodes for a graphical repre-
sentation, the idea is to use a breadth-first search and beam search to find
optimal paths. The use of flag points to break the schedule time window
into smaller pieces is an essential part of this project in order to simplify the
problem. After creating some MATLAB programs from scratch, there really
was nothing to conclude. The project as a whole is not yet complete, but
some of the algorithms are working, as outlined in the results sections. We
hope that this project will bring the idea of graph theory into this rather
complicated problem.
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6.2 Introduction

Have you ever had a day when you are trying to fit as many errands into your
schedule as possible? This is the task presented by Raytheon for schedul-
ing tasks for their Earth orbiting satellites. However, the biggest difference
here is that instead of a few tasks, Raytheon deals with thousands of tasks.
While there are literally hundreds of ways to approach this dilemma, we have
decided to turn those scheduled tasks into points on a graph, and then use
graph theory to find a way to get as many of those points into a schedule
as possible. In other words, welcome to a very complicated game of connect
the dots.

This project is divided into five sections: Section 1 is the introduction,
Section 2 gives background and other pertinent information, Section 3 details
our algorithms (or pseudocode) and gives results, Section 4 goes into our
conclusions and further studies, and Section 5 is the appendix.

6.3 Background

Here are some terms and their definitions that will arise throughout this
project and may be explained further:

• Static program: the domain of the problem does not change. Here,
this refers to dealing with scheduling tasks received before the schedule
must be made.

• Slew time: the time required to reposition the camera between points.

• Duration: the time required for completion of the task.

• Window of opportunity: the time slot in which the task can be com-
pleted. This can be different from the duration.

• Batching: a means of clumping multiple requests together into one
entry, thus preventing the algorithm program from resetting every time
a new task arrives.

• Sorting: a way to filter the tasks and then plot the points in a graphical
representation of geography and time.
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• Flag points: points that will drive our program. These are high priority
tasks with small windows of opportunity, and these points enable us to
break one long task schedule into multiple shorter schedules.

• Real-time: refers to scheduling that needs to be completed as new tasks
arise.

Before going too deeply into this idea, it is important to understand what
exactly we are trying to accomplish. The underlying motivation for this
project is that we are trying to figure out a way that Raytheon can take
thousands of tasks for their satellites, and then turn those into a schedule of
tasks that maximizes the number of high priority tasks. The tasks are, for
purposes here, to take pictures of a variety of geographic locations at various
times, some of which require different amounts of time to complete. Tasks are
given a priority (or score) of 0 to 99, with 0 being the highest priority, and
are classified as simple (one execution) or monitor (repeated executions).
Raytheon also considers that a higher priority task will outweigh multiple
lower priority tasks. For instance, one 0 priority task is better than five 10
priority tasks. In addition, Raytheon presented this problem as a dynamic
problem, meaning that tasks are scheduled through a sequence of processes.
Lastly, Raytheon wants a densely packed schedule as possible because every
time their satellites are not being used for a task means time (and money)
that has been wasted.

In order to greatly simplify the problem, Raytheon has allowed a number
of assumptions. To begin with, we are assuming that the satellite always
has full power, full visibility, and perfect reception of our schedule messages.
This means that instead of worrying about the satellite itself, our focus is to
develop a way to schedule the tasks as they come in. We are assuming that
all of the tasks have a fixed duration, which means that all tasks require the
same amount of time to complete, one task can be completed at a time, and
there is a transition cost between any two tasks. What this last assumption
is saying is that between any two tasks, the satellite must slew the camera
to change position, and this slew time is a function of the distance between
the two tasks.

Our project is an idea to fulfill Raytheon’s desires, and in a way that is
different than anything before it. In fact, our idea is so different that there
was no literature for us; rather, we utilized known graph theory algorithms
along with other algorithms to come up with a project from scratch. The
best way to understand our project is that you have to think show business.
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A movie is made up of lots of ”frames,” or pictures, which when run at high-
speed turns into fluid motion. In most movies, frames run somewhere around
thirty frames per second. In our case, think of it as one frame per second,
and every frame will show the geographical layout of all tasks with a window
of opportunity contained in that second. For instance, let us say that we
have 30 frames, thus 30 seconds of time to be scheduled. Task A needs to be
completed between second 1 to second 8, has a duration of 5 seconds, and it
is located in the upper right portion of the frame. This means that it will
appear as a point in the first 8 frames, and as long as there are 5 continuous
frames where task A is chosen, the task is complete. Task B needs to be
completed between second 23 to 29, has a duration of 5 seconds, and is in
the center of the frame. Task C needs to be completed between second 12
to 17, has a duration of 5 seconds, and is in the lower left portion of the
frame. Now, the goal is to get one continuous path among the tasks. In
other words, we want to create a smooth ”movie” of our tasks. The first 5
frames would be reserved for task A, frames 6 through 11 would be assigned
as slew time from task A to task C, frames 12 through 16 would be reserved
for task C, frames 17 through 22 would be assigned as slew time from task
C to task B, and frames 23 through 27 for task B. If you were to put this on
30 pieces of paper and then flip through it like a rudimentary cartoon, you
would see that this makes a nice smooth path. Basically, we want to create
a smooth ”movie” in order to minimize moving the camera too many times
and missing possible tasks.

For our project, we have some rather specific terms. Sorting is a means
of filtering out tasks that are highly unlikely. When dealing with, at times,
3000 tasks to be scheduled in an hour, it makes no sense to consider every
task that comes in. Batching will be used to clump the tasks together, thus
eliminating the program from restarting every time a new task comes in. Flag
points are points which will drive our program. Arguably, this is part of the
backbone of our project because a flag point will be a point to help break
time and the graph into smaller sections. For our graph, we will be using an
overhead snapshot of the Earth, and within the field of view are all the tasks
that need to be completed in the given schedule time window. Every task
will be represented as a node on a graph, and the overhead snapshot will be
represented by the graph itself. Essentially, this will look like a graph with
thousands of points on it that represent tasks which need to be completed.
This graphical mess can be rather difficult to deal with, thus we will break
the field of view into three parallel regions: a center, left, and right region.
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There will be one flag point from each region, and each flag point will have,
ideally, the same high priority, window of opportunity, and duration. A flag
point (one of the three) must be reached and completed before the schedule
will move on. The purpose of the flag points is that when paths are created,
there will be an optimal path or paths for each region. These optimal paths
will be determined using our analyzer algorithm, and then stored in a library
of possible paths for flexible scheduling. As real-time tasks come in, it is
probable that the schedule will delineate from the chosen static paths and
may require a switch from one path to another. In order to prevent this
altered schedule from going off on a tangent away from optimal tasks, the
flag points will basically reset the schedule. Also, we will set a minimum
amount of time between flag points to ensure that the program does not run
like a greedy algorithm, which just completes the next task with the highest
score and is not very efficient.

T
IM

E

CHOSEN PATH

TASK

STORED PATH

Sample of Geographical Layout with Regions, Tasks, and Flag Points

FLAG POINT

FIELD OF VIEW/GEOGRAPHICAL LAYOUT OF TASKS

When considering the above figure, we can see how the real-time pro-
cessing will work for this project. Let us assume that we are following the
bold line for our schedule, and the dotted lines represent schedules stored in
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the libraries for each region. After completing our first flag point in the left
region, we move to the first task in the center region. Suddenly, we receive
a task in the right region with priority 0, which is higher than any other
task anywhere in the graph for the given window of opportunity. The pro-
gram will then shift the schedule to the new task in the right region. Once
completed, the schedule will continue along the stored schedule in the right
region until the next flag point or the next high priority real-time task. Thus,
as real-time tasks are factored into the schedule, the program will essentially
shift between stored schedules to allow the greatest flexibility within a library
of optimal schedules.

Though there are many theorems and definitions that are involved with
graph theory, there are only a few choice selections for this project. The
graph used here is basically the geographical layout of all tasks within the
camera’s field of view. We are assuming that the camera will have one field
of view, regardless of the time window, due to the height of its orbit. Since
the orbit is high enough above the Earth, elapsed time will not mean that the
geography of the field of view has changed. What we call tasks or points are
commonly known as nodes in a graph. Lines that exist between two nodes
are called arcs, and these arcs will be arranged to make a scheduled path for
the satellite to follow. In order to determine measured values and distances,
latitude and longitude will determine point location. The haversine formula
used to determine distances between points will be based on geographical
data.

As we continue, pieces of the report will be explained in detail and this
is done to avoid confusion made by later algorithms.

6.4 Results and Explanations

The algorithms which are described here are constructed in MATLAB format.
The actual programs can be found in the appendix.

6.4.1 Batching Algorithm

Start time at 0:00.
Wait t seconds.
Send received inputs to sorting algorithm.
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This algorithm will be used to cluster data inputs together. It is much
more efficient for the program to run groups of data at once, instead of
resetting itself every time a new task comes along. The wait time t can
be adjusted to allow for flexibility, but the algorithm is essentially simple.
Currently, there are no results for this because it has not yet been created.

6.4.2 Sorting Algorithm

Input: the point which we are working with at the moment
Calculate the value of some function of: the distance from the point in

question to all other points in the graph, and the priority of the other points.
Eliminate all points with too low priority and/or require too much slew time
to complete.

Output: a list of data that will be considered for the input to the schedul-
ing algorithm

With this algorithm, we are trying to eliminate any points on a graph
that cannot feasibly be worked into the schedule. Since Raytheon often deals
with thousands of points, of which approximately 10 percent will be used,
it is helpful to eliminate some points. This algorithm will take the input
tasks and then filter out and organize the data. The algorithm will sort
based on window of opportunity, duration, geographical location, slew time
between points, and priority to create a sorted list. This list will have the
most optimal points at the top, where optimal is defined in whatever means
necessary. In our case, it will focus on points close together with a high
priority and windows of opportunity. Currently, this program is complete.
On average, the program will reduce the number of tasks in consideration by
eighty percent. This reduction is based on multiplying the distance from the
point in question by the priority of the task considered. This product must
be less than 200 for the task to be considered. These paramters can also be
adjusted as necessary.

6.4.3 Flag Point Algorithm

Create a list of tasks for possible flag points. All tasks in the list must not
be monitor and must have priority less than or equal to 10.

Sort the list by shortest window of opportunity (preferred window) first.
Choose the task with the smallest window as the first flag point.
Remove the first flag point from the list of possible flag points.
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Compare the remaining tasks in the list so that windows of opportunity
do not overlap and there is at least 5 minutes between potential flag points.
This parameter can be adjusted as necessary.

If a task’s window does not overlap with any existing flagged points, then
it will also become a flagged point.

Otherwise, remove the task from the list.
Continue until the list of possible flagged points is empty.
This algorithm is the only one which actually works well. The algorithm

sorts the data and creates flag points for our schedule, as described above,
and helps to establish the basis of our project. Since we are breaking the
large schedule time window into smaller pieces, it is essential to have ways
to actually break up the time. Flag points accomplish this goal. This al-
gorithm, along with the breadth-first search algorithm, is what makes this
project unique and different from anything else. Though the code may seem
confusing, all it is doing is defining the flag points for use later. Currently,
the algorithm is able to extract 6 flag points from 5000 data inputs in a
matter of a few seconds.

9 04 7 1 5 9

0 4 0 505 4

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 Minutes

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 Minutes

Priority<10 (priority of each task is above the flag)

Priority<5 (priority of each task is above the flag)

There are things that need to be considered for this algorithm to work
more optimally, but we have not been able to integrate them as of yet. With
our algorithm still being modified, three problems are likely to come up that
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need attention. First, the algorithm will need to run until the desired number
of flag points are attained. Second, there are no more combinations of three
flag points. Third, time windows between flag points are simply too large
to be useful. If the first part is true, then the algorithm is finished. If the
second part is true, then the algorithm will search for combinations of two
flag points or will determine the efficiency of a longer time window between
flag points. If the third part is true, then the algorithm will find one flag
point to be used by all three regions, and then proceed from there.

We do not yet know how well this works compared with other algorithms,
but we do know that our program works. It just needs to be applied and ad-
justed more. Currently, this program works in regards to only one geographic
region, not all three as described above.

6.4.4 Breadth-First Search Algorithm

Input: a list of incomplete non-cyclic paths from the starting point to the
ending point (to start is the starting point).

Loop over the list: run the sorting algorithm with the first entry in the
first path on the list;add to the list the output from the sorting algorithm as
the first entry in a path, thenfollowed by the whole path of the first path in
the list. Remove this path fromthe list. Check to see if the time total is too
long, or if the first point in a path is theendpoint. If so then remove it from
the list. Store the paths that end at the endpoint.

Output: A list of all possible paths from start point to endpoint.
This is an algorithm that is very well-defined in graph theory. What it

does is incorporate all of the nodes and arcs of a graph, in our case tasks and
slew time respectively, and try to find a path to connect them. A breadth-
first search algorithm begins by fanning out as far as possible along arcs until
it either reaches every node or it is stopped by some constraint. In our case,
it will be constrained by time between flag points. If a path found by this
algorithm takes more time than allotted between flag points, it is eliminated.
Once all possible paths have been created and stored, the scores of the tasks
will be retained for later use to determine an optimal path for each region.
The algorithm will run from flag point to flag point in order to determine
schedule paths. Currently, we have no working program for this algorithm.
We do have some coding completed, but not enough to establish a working
program.
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6.4.5 Beam Search Algorithm

We have no code for this yet, but it runs similarly to the breadth-first search
algorithm. The major difference between a beam search and a breadth-first
search is that a beam search considers only the highest priority nodes at each
level. In our case, we will have guidelines for tasks to be considered. Tasks in
close proximity will be considered even if their priority is lower. The benefit
here is that there will be less slew time between tasks. As tasks lie farther
from each other, their priority has to be much higher to be considered by the
beam search. Thus, tasks which lie far from points will still be considered
if their priority simply outweighs those of other tasks, as described in the
objectives above.

This is meant to serve as an alternate to the breadth-first search algo-
rithm, and in fact it may not even be necessary.

6.4.6 Completed Task Algorithm

For a simple task(x):
Once x is completed, find the first entry in the list of possible schedules.
Look at the first task in the first possible schedule.
If x = first task, remove possible schedule from the list
Otherwise, look at the next task in the first possible schedule
Continue until all tasks in the first possible schedule are looked at.
The possible schedule is either removed from or left in the list.
Find the next entry in the list of possible schedules.
Repeat the steps above until all entries in the list have been checked.
Repeat the process for every list of possible schedules.
For a monitor task(y):
Once y is completed,
If visits to y ¡ minimum revisits, then end (the algorithm is done).
Otherwise, treat y like a simple task.
This algorithm has not yet been created, but the idea behind it is simple.

Once a task has been completed and/or the time window has passed, it is
removed from the data so that it will not be revisited (unless it is a monitor
task). Again, we currently do not have results for this algorithm because it
has not been coded.
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6.4.7 Real-Time Algorithm

If score new task is strictly greater than score old task, send new task to
repair program.

Otherwise, continue with current schedule.
Another algorithm yet to be coded properly, this will allow for there to

be modifications to the static path already scheduled. This will compare the
value of a new task with that of a previously scheduled task, both of which
have the same or similar windows of opportunity. If the new task has higher
value, then it will be selected and the repair algorithm will be used. If it
has lower or equal value, then the current static path will be selected. This
is done to ensure that every new task is not just thrown into the schedule,
but rather it measures effectiveness of changing from an established path to
a modified path.

We do not yet have results for this algorithm because it has not been
coded.

6.4.8 Repair Algorithm

From the completed real-time task x:
Find a path and choose the first uncompleted task y.
Calculate slew time from x to y.
Total time = slew time + time on-demand task is completed.
If total time is greater than preferred start time of y, go to the next task

in the path.
Continue until a task z is found.
Calculate and record the score of the path from x to z to the next flagged

point.
Find another path and repeat the process.
Once all paths have been found, compare scores.
Choose path with the highest score
As stated above, there will be times when it is necessary to delineate from

a static path to accommodate a higher priority task. When this happens, it
is essential to get back to one of the three static paths in order to proceed
as planned. This algorithm will do that by measuring the distance from the
task to each of the stored optimal paths for each region. Taking into account
the fact that time continues to elapse, this will figure out how long it will
take to get to each path, and then where the path will be at that point in
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time. This is used to ensure that the schedule does not proceed along a
potentially inefficient path. It works by calculating slew time from a point
to a scheduled path based on distance obtained from latitude and longitude.

Currently, there is no algorithm for this and we have no resulting infor-
mation of how well it works.

6.4.9 Analyzer Algorithm

For all scheduled paths:
Determine paths with the highest number of 0 priority tasks. Select those

first. If there are ties, look for those paths with highest number of 1 priority
tasks. Select these. Continue until there is a library of paths for each region,
where each path has the most high priority tasks available. This library will
be ordered with the most optimal paths at the top.

The analyzer algorithm is going to be the only perpetual algorithm. As
paths are created, this algorithm will find those with the most 0 priority
tasks, then the most 1 priority tasks, and so on. What this will do is meet
Raytheon’s requirement that they prefer one higher priority task over multi-
ple lower priority tasks. This will always run because schedules may change
as tasks are added due to real-time format. It will always tell the most opti-
mal paths from the current time to a designated time in the future, such as a
flag point. The static path chosen for each region will be the most valuable
path determined by this algorithm. Since it prefers higher priority tasks over
lower priority ones, the path with the most high priority tasks will always be
chosen.

This algorithm has been coded, but not properly. Thus, there is no
current data or results which can be obtained from its use. We are also not
sure if the algorithm will actually find the most optimal paths, so as of now
the results are simply hypothetical.

6.4.10 Greedy Algorithm

This is meant to be our fallback plan and the benchmark for our project.
Our results will be compared against those obtained from a greedy algorithm,
measured according to our analyzer algorithm.

Though there are greedy algorithms available, we have not yet made one
for our project.
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6.5 Conclusions

When looking at the algorithms which make up the whole of our project,
there really is nothing to conclude. We know that our flag point algorithm
does work, and it works relatively well. However, since we only have pseu-
docode for many of our algorithms, it is difficult to compare its effectiveness
to that of other methods. We believe that our idea is new and innovative and
will work well. Our lack of programming skills and time has been a major
setback in allowing our project to reach its full potential. Keep in mind that
the algorithms created above were made almost entirely from scratch.

Any further study that we would do is yet to be determined. As with any
project, there is always room for improvement. Since we do not actually have
a finished product, it is difficult to see where adjustments need to be made.
One idea is to increase our geographic regions to nine, but it was difficult
enough to get the program to run for one region. Our project resembles
nothing done before, thus it is difficult to determine just how well it will
work. We believe that it will work well so long as the programming is done
correctly. The fundamental idea is simple and efficient, and the main idea is
to make the experience of watching the scheduling path and completed tasks
similar to that of watching a well-animated movie. Only time and computer
programs will tell the real value of our project.

6.6 Appendices

6.6.1 Sorting Algorithm

function [TempA]=sorting(PiQ, tasks, Startpoint, Endpoint)

TempA = Startpoint;

for i=(1:length(tasks))

if (tasks(i).preferEnd > Startpoint(1).preferEnd) &

(tasks(i).preferStart < Endpoint(1).preferEnd)

if sqrt((tasks(i).latitude - PiQ(1).latitude) *

(tasks(i).latitude - PiQ(1).latitude) +

(tasks(i).longitude - PiQ(1).longitude) *

(tasks(i).longitude - PiQ(1).longitude)) *

tasks(i).priority < 200

TempA(length(TempA)+1) = tasks(i);

else
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end

else

end

end

TempA(1) = [];

return

6.6.2 Flag Point Algorithm

%Create arrays to track data

e_start = [];

e_end = [];

e_win = [];

e_dur = [];

p_win =[];

p_start = [];

p_end = [];

p_dur = [];

ps_time = [];

pe_time = [];

fplist = [];

flags = [];

fp = [];

for i=1:numel(tasks)

tasks(i).TaskID = i;

e_start = [e_start; datevec(tasks(i).effectiveStart)];

e_end = [e_end; datevec(tasks(i).effectiveEnd)];

e_win = [e_win; datevec(tasks(i).effectiveEnd)-

datevec(tasks(i).effectiveStart)];

e_dur = [e_dur; e_win(i,4)*3600 + e_win(i,5)*60 + e_win(i,6)];

p_start = [p_start; datevec(tasks(i).preferStart)];

p_end = [p_end; datevec(tasks(i).preferEnd)];

p_win = [p_win; datevec(tasks(i).preferEnd)-datevec(tasks(i).preferStart)];

p_dur = [p_dur; p_win(i,4)*3600 + p_win(i,5)*60 + p_win(i,6)];

ps_time = [ps_time; p_start(i,5)*60 + p_start(i,6)];

pe_time = [pe_time; ps_time(i) + p_dur(i)];

%Create a list of tasks that are not monitor, have high priority, and

%do not have a preferred start time = 0 for possible flagged points.

if tasks(i).strategy(1) ~= ’m’ && tasks(i).priority <= 10
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&& ps_time(i) > 0

fplist =

[fplist; tasks(i).priority p_dur(i) ps_time(i) tasks(i).TaskID];

end

end

%Sort the list by smallest window. Choose the task with the smallest

%window as the first flagged point and remove it from the list.

fplist = sortrows(fplist,[2,1]);

fp(1,:) = fplist(1,:);

fplist(1,:) = [];

%Compare the remaining tasks in the list so that windows do not overlap.

%If a task’s window does not overlap with any existing flagged points,

%then it will also become a flagged point. Continue until the list of

%possible flagged points is empty.

while numel(fplist)/4 > 0

i = 1;

while numel(fplist)/4 >= i

if fplist(i,3) + fplist(i,2) < fp(numel(fp)/4,3)||

fplist(i,3) > fp(numel(fp)/4,3) + fp(numel(fp)/4,2)

i = i+1;

else

fplist(i,:) = [];

end

end

fp = [fp; fplist(1,:)];

fplist(1,:) = [];

end

%Create a new array called flags that contains all the flagged points.

for i =1:numel(fp)/4

flags = [flags; tasks(fp(i,4))];

end

%Note: This program creates flagged points where the windows are completely

%disjoint. The final program will have flagged points where windows may

%overlap.(we’ll use the time in the middle of the window instead of the

%start and end times)
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6.6.3 Breadth-First Search Algorithm

while length(Path) > 0

for i = 1:length(tasks)

if tasks(i).TaskID == Path(1,1)

PiQ = tasks(i);

else

end

end

TempA = sorting(PiQ, tasks, Startpoint, Endpoint);

for i = 1:length(TempA)

Path(1+i,1) = TempA(i).TaskID;

end

for i = 1:length(TempA)

Path(length(Path)-length(TempA)+i,2:29) = Path(1,1:28);

end

for i = 1:length(TempA)

Path(length(Path)-length(TempA)+i,29) = Path(1,29) + (5) +

TempA(i).duration;

Path(length(Path)-length(TempA)+i,30) = Path(1,30)+TempA(i).priority;

end

while length(Path) > 0

i = 1;

while length(Path) > i

if Path(i,29) > (Endpoint(1).preferEnd - Startpoint(1).schedEnd)

Path(i,:) = [];

elseif Path(i,1) == Endpoint(1).TaskID

PosPath(length(PosPath)+1,:) = Path(i);

Path(i,:) = [];

else

i = i +1;

end

end

end

Path(1,:) = [];

SPath = size(Path)

end

6.6.4 Analyzer Algorithm

A = sort(scores)

sum(A)

B = sort(sum(A))

disp(B)

for B
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max(indx=0)

output1 15

if output<15

output1

max(indx=1)

output2= 15 - output1

end

if output1>15

max(indx=1)

output 15

end
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

This investigation generated some promising ideas for tackling the SMS and
SMS-DT problems. These are highlighted below:

Importance of Altitude The assumed altitude of the satellite has a sig-
nificant impact on the nature of the resulting optimization problem. In
particular, for low altitude orbits, the effective time windows of tasks are
relatively short, since the target will be in view for only a short time. Under
these conditions, the problem may be amenable to a dynamic programming
solution. In contrast, in a high altitude orbit, targets will be visible for much
longer periods of time. This results in many more choices of targets at any
given instant in time, and makes dynamic programming solutions impracti-
cal.

Schedulers An key ingredient to a genetic algorithm approach is a sched-
uler. This is an algorithm that is used to convert chromosomes into feasible
schedules. Thus, the chromosomes can be used only to represent part of
the information needed to specify the schedule (such as the priorities, or the
time-orderings of tasks). The scheduler then translates this information, in
some well-defined way, into a feasible schedule. The use of the scheduler has
two fundamental advantages: first, it ensures that all chromosomes in the
population correspond to feasible schedules; and second, it allows for many
decisions to be made within the scheduler that cannot be handled efficiently
by the crossover and mutation operators of the genetic algorithm.
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Chromosomal Representations There are fundamentally two types of
combinatorial decisions to be made in the scheduling problem. The first
decision is which tasks to perform. The second is what order the tasks
should be performed in.

Two different approaches were explored in this project for representing
this information in chromosomes. The first is a priority ordering in which
the chromosomes represent the order in which the scheduler will attempt to
add tasks to the schedule. A theoretical deficiency of this approach is that
the scheduler is having to make oombinatorial decisions in the sense that it
has to determine where in the existing schedule to insert the next task.

Under this approach, there are a number of details about the scheduler
that deserve further investigation. First, given a priority ordering, what is
the most sensible greedy scheduler? One approach is greedy in the sense that
both the decision to include a task, and the exact timing of the task are fixed
never undone once decided. Another approach is to be greedy with respect
only to the ordering of the tasks, and allow the exact timing to be flexible.
That is, tasks can be shifted in time if necessary so long as the relative order
of the tasks remain unchanged.

Another approach that deserves exploration is to use chromosomes to
represent the time ordering of the tasks. This could be implemented two
different ways. In the first approach the chromosome could list the scheduled
activities first (in the order they will be processed), followed by listing all the
unscheduled activities. In this approach, the scheduler would only have to
determine the start times and durations of the activities (since the choice of
tasks and ordering of those tasks is specified in the chromosome).

In the second approach, the chromosome would represent an ordering
of the tasks without regard to whether they are actually scheduled. Here
the scheduler would have to decide which tasks to include in the schedule,
but the relative ordering of the scheduled tasks would be specified by the
chromosome.

It is tempting to think that the first of these two approaches would be
superior since the work of the scheduler would be minimized. However, it
is apparent that most of the chromosomes generated in this approach would
not represent feasible schedules. In contrast, with the second approach, every
chromosome would be translated into a feasible schedule by the scheduler.
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Two Chromosome Model A third approach is to combine the first two
paradigms by incorporating a two chromosome model. One chromosome
would represent the priority ordering, and the second would represent the
time ordering. Under this model, the scheduler would work by attempting to
schedule the tasks in a greedy fashion in the order they appear in the priority
order chromosome. But the schedule would preserve the ordering specified in
the time-order chromosome. At any stage in building the schedule, the tasks
scheduled so far will be in the same order as they appear in the time-order
chromosome. The next chromosome (in the priority list) will be scheduled
only if it can be inserted into the existing schedule in the position uniquely
specified by the time-ordering chromosome.

Crossover and Mutation Operators The efficiency of the genetic algo-
rithms could be improved by more sophisticated recombination and mutation
operators that exploit the task priorities given in the task requests. For ex-
ample, the crossover operator for the priority order chromosome could be
biased to choose the crossover location less frequently at the beginning of
the chromosome, and more frequently near the end. The mutation operator
could be similarly biased.

Extensions to Dynamic Tasking In dynamic tasking, an initial schedule
is built, which is then modified to handle dynamic task requests as they
arrive. Here, the objective isn’t to have the highest quality initial schedule,
but rather to have a flexible enough initial schedule that the final schedule is
of the highest quality. This idea can be implemented using genetic algorithms
by using simulation to evaluate the fitness of each chromosome. Specifically,
to evaluate the fitness of a chromosome, the scheduler would translate the
chromosome into an initial schedule. This schedule would then be evaluated
by generating several sets of simulated dynamic task requests. For each set,
a fast schedule repair algorithm would be used to create a final schedule,
and the quality of this final schedule would be evaluated. Averaging the
quality of each of these final schedules would result in a fitness measure for
the chromosome.

Another promising idea for using genetic algorithms in dynamic tasking
is to incorporate the last generation of chromosomes (which will all be high
quality) to aid in the schedule repair.
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Integer Programming Integer programming models allow the problem
to be modeled precisely as an optimization problem, and for small instances
to be solved exactly using state-of-the-art solvers. While these algorithms
are computationally too expensive to solve a full-scale SMS, there is, nev-
ertheless, a valuable role for integer programming. First, it can be used to
efficiently solve subproblems as part of a heuristic algorithm. Second, the
integer programming paradigm allows greater control over what constitutes
a good schedule.

Top priority path dependent scheduling The Top Priority Path De-
pendent Scheduling Algorithm described in Chapter 5 is a fundamentally
new approach to the problem that attempts to build a path of tasks that is
as smooth as possible. That is, tasks will be incorporated into the schedule
only if they don’t require a too large a deviation from the rest of the path.
This approach appears to hold great promise.

Dynamic Tasking Repair Algorithms A fundamental component of
any algorithm to handle dynamic tasking is a schedule repair algorithm.
Such an algorithm will “fix” a schedule on the fly after a new dynamic task
request is received. Because of the need to do this in real-time, the repair
algorithm needs to be very fast. Thus, a sensible approach is to use a greedy
algorithm to do the repair. The effectiveness of a greedy algorithm depends
critically on the order in which tasks are traversed. At this time, it is not
clear what the best ordering should be. There are at least three possibilities:
time ordering, priority ordering, and proximity ordering.

Partial Schedule Libraries Another interesting idea explored in Chap-
ter 6 is to generate libraries of partial schedules to aid dynamic tasking. The
idea here is that if a dynamic task request arrives that forces a large deviation
from the initial schedule, it may be better to abandon the rest of the planned
schedule in favor of servicing requests that are near the dynamic task.

Another important concept introduced in Chapter 6 is the idea of filtering
tasks and edges from the problem based on distance and priority. That
is, after a task is scheduled, only tasks that are sufficiently close will be
considered as a possible next path. However, the definition of “sufficiently
close” depends on task priorities; higher priority tasks are allowed to be
farther away.
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large amounts of requests. This document contains data tables
and graphs from several evaluations.
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Control Network to test and compare the performances of
heuristic, local search and genetic algorithms on the problem
of satellite scheduling. They find that the heuristic approach
is not successful for complex and large-scale problems. The
authors find evidence that the genetic algorithm GENITOR
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problems.
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multi-resource oversubscribed scheduling problem. web page
www.cc.gatech.edu/fac/Sven.Koenig/icaps/icaps04/icapspapers/
ICAPS04BarbulescuL.pdf.
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This paper presents applications of the genetic algorithm. The
authors provide details about the crossover method and how
this might be a better approach because there are more pair-
wise changes. Also, there is evidence that the genetic algo-
rithm is learning and presenting results of a heauristic based
on itself. Lastly, this paper gives a comparison of the genetic
algorithm to other algorithms, such as, the greedy, hill climb-
ing, random, and Gooley algorithms. This paper can help with
our project because of the results that are given from each of
the algorithms that the genetic algoritm was compared to.

[13] Colin E. Bell. Scheduling deep-space network data transmissions: a
lagrangian relaxation approach. SPIE, 1963:330–340, 1993.

The paper discusses an IP model for scheduling the transmis-
sion of data from a constellation of satellites to a receiving
center on earth. It demonstrates the problem formulation and
solution by Lagrangian relaxation using real data from a week.
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isfaction techniques to job shop scheduling. CMU Robotics Institute,
pages 4–41, 1995.

This paper, the authors investigate the applicability of a con-
straint satisfaction problem solving(CSP) model, recently de-
veloped for deadline scheduling, to more commonly studied
problems of schedule optimization.
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[18] Jie Cheng, Russell Greiner, Jonathan Kelly, David Bell, and Weiru Liu.
Learning bayesian networks from data: An information-theory based
approach. Artificial Intelligence, 137:43–90, 2002.

Provides algorithms that use information theory to learn
Bayesian networks. The algorithms are said to be efficient,
and have been demonstrated to work in real world applica-
tions, not just theoretically. Although scheduling is not men-
tioned, these ideas could be useful in creating a model that
learns each attempt in scheduling.

[19] Nello Christianini and John Shane Taylor. An Introduction to Support
Vector Machines and other kernel based learning methods. Cambridge
University Press, United Kingdom at University Press, Cambridge, 2000.

This explains how data is classified with a set of hypothe-
sis which uses functions to transform the data into a form
appropiate for learning and classification. It uses a learning
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[20] R. Cigolini, M. Perona, A. Portioli, and T. Zambelli. A new dynamic
look-ahead scheduling procedure for batching machines. Journal of
Scheduling, 5:185–204, 2002.

In this article a new procedure is proposed for batching re-
quests. It focuses on this problem as related to shop floor con-
trol in the manufacturing of semiconductors. This paper deals
with the problem of when to run our algorithm when less than
a full load is queuing at that given time. Do we run our al-
gorithm, or wait until more request come in? The procedure
uses parallel batching machines.

[21] William Cook. Traveling salesman problem. World Wide Web, 2005.

[22] Corinna Cortes, Daryl Pregibon, and Chris Volinsky. Computational
methods for dynamic graphs. Journal of Computational and Graphical
Statistics, 12(4):950–970, 2003.

This paper considers some problems mainly in the area of
communication between network ID’s . The manner in which
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these problems are attacked, however, uses Dynamic Graphs
which are basically graphs in which the nodes and edges are
appearing, disappearing, and continually changing with time.
This could be helpful in developing tools to deal with the
graph that we may end up with in our problem.

[23] Andrew Davenport and Edward Tsang. Solving constraint satisfaction
sequencing problems by iterative repair. Computer Sciences, University
of Essex Wivenhoe Park, Colchster, United Kingdom.
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This article focuses on four areas of machine learning: en-
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ing algorithms, reinforcement learning, and learning complex
stochastic models. The section on reinforcement learning re-
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ular interest is the section on probabilistic networks. Here,
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probability distributions, and fitting training data and pa-
rameters from node probability distributions. The third step
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relationships between variables to produce a graphical struc-
ture, and obtaining probabilities.
Two ways of using available data to learn the graphical struc-
ture are suggested: constraint-based and a Bayesian search
using the graph with the highest posterior probability. Nu-
merical inaccuracies effecting the graphical structure’s net-
work output is addressed by evaluating output using sensitiv-
ity and uncertainty analysis. In addition to numerical uncer-
tainty comes density of the graph. With increased connectiv-
ity comes exponentially many probabilities per variable. The
number of probabilities can be reduced using a parametric
probability distribution.

[28] J. Dungan, J. Frank, A. Jonsson, R. Morris, and D. Smith. Advances in
planning and scheduling of remote sensing instruments for fleets of earth
observing satellites. Technical report, Computational Sciences Division,
NASA Ames, 2002.
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flow algorithms. Operations Research Letters, 23:71–80, 1998.

This paper extends upon solutions of discrete-time dynamic
flow algorithms and explores continuous-time dynamic flow
problems. It also provides a good introduction to dynamic
flows and dynamic network problems. Also of interest is the
look into maximum dynamic flows and quickest flows.
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Journal on Computing, 14:403–417, 2002.
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selection of efficient paths in a multiple criteria graph for scheduling
an earth observing satellite. European Journal of Operational Research,
139:533–542, 2002.

This journal article has a focus on creating algorithms for
satellite scheduling, and does so with a shortest path algo-
rithm. The algorithm takes a variety of vertices and combines
them. The vertices are all placed into subgraphs, and then
the final algorithm takes all of the vertices into consideration.
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In a model conducted with 500 vertices, 258 were efficiently
utilized into a schedule that took the computer 13 minutes
to compute. The algorithm and path was not allowed to cir-
cuit, while it was allowed to be flexible to efficiently solve the
problem.
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The report examines four algorithms, showing the benefits of
each when applied to satellite scheduling: hill climbing, sim-
ulated annealing, steady-state tournament selection genetic
algorithm, and a generational elitist genetic algorithm. Fur-
thermore, the show the specific fitness curve they used during
their simulations, which accounted for the set of unscheduled
observation requests, the observation’s priority, the mean off-
nadir pointing angle, and weighted each of them for varying
importance. While simulating, they examine ten realistically-
sized Earth Observing Satellite (EOS) scheduling problems to
determine that simulated annealing outperformed hill climb-
ing, which out performed the genetic algorithms. Their swap
strategies included a simple random swap mutation and a
more intelligent squeaky mutation.

[39] Timothy D. Gooley. Automating the satellite range scheduling. Master’s
thesis, United States Air Force, 1993.

[40] Jonathan Gross and Jay Yellen. Graph Theory and Its Applications.
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useful concepts in dynamic programming.
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Modelling, 25(7):79–87, 1997.

Some more theoretical results about properties of dynamic
graphs in general. Although more theory than application,
the goals are application driven. A good source for just some
basic theory about dynamic graphs, but would require a good
deal of work to relate results to our specific problem.

[42] William Hart. Mixed integer programming. In-
teger Programming, Sandia National Labratories,
http://www.cs.sandia.gov/opt/survey/mip.html, 1997.

This is a report on how mixed integer programming works.
It starts by showing the form of a mixed integer program
with n variables and m constraints. They explain the branch
and bound method which is the most widely used method for
solving integer programs. It goes into some detail about how
the variables have only two possible restrictions, one and zero.
There’s also some mention of the branch and cut method as
well as the branch and price method.
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2 edition, 2004.
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gressive scheduling techniques for power-aware real-time systems. web
page www.cs.pitt.edu/PARTS/papers/RTSS01 aydin.pdf.

This article pursues the options of a static solution, an online
speed reduction mechanism and an online adaptive and spec-
ulative speed adjustment mechanism. Each of the options ex-
plore power saving options in a real-time system. The authors
conclude that the reclaiming algorithm saves 50-70 percent
of power used over the static power-aware algorithm and the
reward based scheduling algoritm.

[45] Mhand Hifi, Hedi M’Hallab, and Slim Sadfia. An exact algorithm for
the knapsack sharing problem. Computers and Operations Research,
32:1311–1324, 2005.
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This article goes into depth about the knapsack algorithm,
and discusses how it can efficiently place a given number of
tasks into a discrete block of time or space. The group comes
up with an efficient means to solve the problem with a binary
algorithm which can be used in two steps. The first step ba-
sically takes the input data and sorts it in a favorable way,
while the second part of the algorithm turns the data into an
efficient and desirable order. The article also compares this
algorithm and its solution with similar algorithms.

[46] W. Hock and K. Schittkowski. Test Examples for Nonlinear Program-
ming Codes, volume 187 of Lecture Notes in Economics and Mathemat-
ical Systems. Springer Verlag, Berlin, Germany, 1981.

[47] Karla Hoffman. Traveling salesman problem. World Wide Web, 2005.

[48] Debra J. Hoitomt, Peter B. Luh, and Krishna R. Pattipati. A practi-
cal approach to job-shop scheduling problems. IEEE Transactions on
Robotics and Automation, 9, 1993.

This describes the use of Lagrangian Relaxation to find a near
optimal solution, within 4 percent to integer programs. The
problem is decomposed into operation-level subproblems. The
authors demonstrate a method for calculating the theoretical
optimum and use this to measure the quality of their solution.

[49] S. Irani, X. Lu, and A. Regan. On-line algorithms for the dynamic
traveling repair problem. Journal of Scheduling, 7(3):243–258, 2004.

Since the satellite scheduling problems is dynamic in nature,
and we need to learn about current research, dynamic trav-
eling repair problems create an almost analogous scenario to
explore. The on-line algorithms used to find solutions incorpo-
rates windows of various sizes, a notification time, a bounded
diameter in a metric space, and a service time. While they
focus on uniform window sizes, they state that their BATCH
and Double-Gain can be applied to more general situations
such as satellite scheduling. They also explain that another al-
gorithm to consider for solving these problems is the BATCH
algorithm with insertions, where the algorithm can service a
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newly arrived request or a request which is about to expire if
it can be handled without having to drop any of the requests
in the current BATCH path.

[50] P. Jensen and J. F. Bard. Operations Research Models and Methods.
John Wiley and Sons, Chickester, England, 2003.

This book contains an awesome overview of the many different
approaches available to the field of operations research. More-
over, the book covers linear and dynamic programming, each
of which are extremely important for learning how to solve the
satellite scheduling problem. The book gives simple, but very
detailed examples, building quickly, and exploring numerous
variations that can occur with a single problem.

[51] A. Jones and J. C. Rabelo. Survey of job shop scheduling techniques.
Technical report, National Institute of Standards and Technology, 1998.

Jones and Rabelo examine several different methods that have
been applied to the problem of scheduling. The mathematical
techniques include the use of decomposition strategies, La-
grangian relaxation and constraint-based models in optimiz-
ing scheduling problems. They discuss heuristic approaches
such as dispatching (or sequencing) rules. The authors give
an overview of the use of artificial intelligence, artificial neural
networks and neighborhood search methods such as simulated
annealing and genetic algorithms.

[52] A. Jonsson, P. Morris, N. Muscettola, K. Rajan, and B. Smith. Plan-
ning in interplanetary space: Theory and practice. In Proceedings of
the Fifth International Conference on Artificial Intelligence Planning
Systems, 2000.

Jonsson et al. describe the Remote Agent Experiment Plan-
ner/Scheduler (RAX-PS) activated by NASA in May of 1999.
This AI-based planner/scheduler runs of the flight processor
of a spacecraft. The RAX-PS plans consist of networks of con-
straints and are generated as temporarily flexible to allow for
adjustments to actual plan execution. The result of the RAX-
PS is a system that builds concurrent plans, or schedules, with
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more than a hundred tasks within the requirements of perfor-
mance.

[53] Kent. Greedy introduction. web page
www.personal.kent.edu/r̃muhamma/Algorithms/MyAlgorithms/Greedy/.

This is an article on the greedy algorithm approach. It breaks
it down and shows an example computer program that looks
like it might be in C language. The exmaple he uses is a pro-
gram that makes change for a given amount entered. He then
shows that the program makes change using the largest coins
possible. It follows that the program just did its job for that
one step and took no consideration of what kind of change
would be best. That is, it solved the problem at hand with-
out looking into the future for what would be overall the best
solution. It also has some definitions on feasibility.

[54] L. Khatib, J. Frank, D. Smith, R. Morris, and J. Dungan. Interleaved
observation execution and rescheduling on earth observing systems. In
Proceedings of the ICAPS Workshop on Planning and Execution, 2003.

Khatib et al. explore the benefits of on-board scheduling com-
pared to scheduling dictated from the ground. They argue that
since the priority of tasks change dramatically due to meteo-
rological conditions, natural disasters and ground or satellite
capabilities, and further, since contact between the satellite
and the ground is feasible only about 5 to 10 percent of the
time, it is necessary for the on-board system to be able to exe-
cute revisions in scheduling. The authors discuss an approach
which involves interleaving schedule execution with dynamic
shedule revisions that are based upon changes in the expected
priority of tasks.

[55] Bettina Klinz and Gerhard J. Woeginger. Minimum-cost dynamic flows:
The series-parallel case. Networks, 43:153–162, 2004.

This paper gives a good introduction to dynamic networks
which consist of a directed graph with capacities, costs, and
transit times on the arcs. In particular the authors make use of
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an interesting greedy algorithm which yields optimal solutions
in polynomial time.

[56] L. Kramer and S. F. Smith. Maximizing flexibility: A retraction heuris-
tic for oversubscribed scheduling problems. In In Proceedings Eigh-
teenth International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Aca-
pulco, Mexico, 2003. Springer-Verlag.

Kramer and Smith apply a controlled, iterative repair search
method to an oversubscribed scheluling problem. Their ap-
proach uses a new retraction heuristic they call ”max-
flexibility.” This heuristic identifies which tasks to temporarily
extract from the existing schedule for reassignment in order to
add other tasks into the schedule. The max-flexibility heuristic
selects tasks that have the greatest amount of flexibility for as-
signment within corresponding feasible windows of time. The
researchers find that, when tested upon problem data from a
fielded airlift mission, their heuristic performs better than two
other contention- based retraction heuristic methods.

[57] M. Lemaite, G. Verfaille, F. Jouhaud, J. Lachiver, and N. Bataille. Se-
lecting and scheduling observations of agile satellites. Aerospace Science
and Technology, 6:367–381, 2002.

[58] M. Lemaitre, G. Verfaille, F. Jouhaud, J. Lachiver, and N. Bataille. Se-
lecting and scheduling observations of agile satellites. Aerospace Science
and Technology, 6:367–381, 2002.

This article explores four different approaches to satellite
scheduling and task completion. The algorithms addressed
are: greedy, dynamic programming, constraint programming,
and local search method. It begins by outlining the prob-
lem and stating possible constraints that affect the choice of
completing a task, similar to our discussion about scoring. It
itemizes input data, decision variables, constraints (time), and
quality criteria.
This paper does not score nodes but, instead, puts two values
on the edges between nodes: transition time and weight from
origin. It also gives some numerical data to work with and
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pseudocode for all algorithms discussed. This may be a good
jumping off point.

[59] Thomas Lewis. Collection planning system: A multi-source satellite
imagery collection optimization application. An overview of software
capabilities, World Wide Web, 2003.

The figure of merit equation(FOM),on page 11,determines
how “optimum” may be defined. This formula also allows us
to add other functions and the constants may be customised
for each problem.

[60] Wei-Cheng Lin and Da-Yin Liao. A tabu search al-
gorithm for satellite imaging scheduling. web page
http://gra103.aca.ntu.edu.tw/gdoc/D86921013a.pdf.

In this paper, Lin and Liao claim that for high complexity,
dynamic programming and search techniques thereof are too
time-consuming or impractical for optimal solutions. A greedy
heuristic, with the help of Lagrangian multipliers, was de-
veloped to re-allocate imaging tasks into a reasonable sched-
ule. However, this proved to be expensive as compared to the
Tabu search algorithm. The Tabu search is a meta-heuristic
approach to combinatorial optimization problems. The Tabu
search algorithm developed by Lin and Liao combines ideas
to make searching effective and efficient.

[61] Wei-Cheng Lin, Da-Yin Liao, Chung-Yang Liu, and Yung-Yao Lee.
Daily imaging scheduling of an earth observation satellite. IEEE Trans-
actions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics - Part A: Systems and Hu-
mans, 35(2), March 2005.

[62] Wei-Cheng Lin, Chung-Yang Liu, Da-Yin Liao, and Yung-Yao Lee.
Daily imaging scheduling of an earth observation satellite. IEEE Trans-
actions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, 35(2):213–223, 2005.

This report discusses the solution to a problem very much
like the one in our clinic. Using Lagrangian relaxation, the
authors define a robust MIP to handel many of the tasks under
consideration in our course.
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[63] A. Lindgren, A. Doia, and O. Schelen. Poster: probabilistic routing in
intermittently connected networks. MobiHoc, 2003.

This poster presentation gives some good ideas as to different
ways to think about our project. Specifically, the idea that
if a location has been visited in the past, it will most likely
be visited again. This leads to probabilistic routing and deliv-
ery predictability. Each node is given a delivery predictability,
specifying the node’s probability of being requested. This can
assist in ”scoring” our nodes and allows for ways to decide
which tasks to fulfill.
This poster is concerned with communication between nodes
and passing on messages, but I found it to be a good starting
point to thinking about node request and visitation probabil-
ity.

[64] Sushil J. Louis and Gong Li. Case injected genetic algorithms for trav-
eling salesman problems. Information Sciences, pages 201–225, 2000.

[65] Dr. Michael Mascagni. Introduction to greedy algorithms, 2005. World
Wide Web.

This site is a tutorial on greedy algorithms. The site provides
definitions, examples, and proofs. This is a good resource for
beginners on greedy algorithms.

[66] Melanie Mitchell. An Introduction To Genetic Algorithms. A Bradford
Book The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, London, England,
1999.

[67] Lars Monch and Ilka Habenicht. Simulation-based assessment of batch-
ing heuristics in semiconductor manufacturing. web page www.informs-
cs.org/wsc03papers/167.pdf.

Monch and Habenicht, from the Technical University of Ilme-
nau, composed this paper on the performance of dispatching
and scheduling heuristics for batching tools in semiconductor
wafer fabrication. The authors investigated the performance
of modifications to Apparent Tardiness Cost, this process does
not take into account future arrivals. Second, they looked at
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the process of future arrivals. Finally, the authors combined
a genetic algorithm with the ATC results. The authors con-
clude that in comparing their three heuristic approaches to the
problem, that Dynamic Batch Dispatching Heuristics offered
the most usefull results. The authors suggest that in using
a genetic algoritm-based scheduling heuristic and the DBDH
system, the user will get the most optimal results.

[68] Gur Mosheiov. Minimizing total completion time and total deviation of
job completion times from a restrictive due-date. European Journal of
Operational Research, 165:20–33, 2005.

Within this article are many things which are important to
the proposed problems with satellite scheduling. This algo-
rithm tackles the task of trying to come up with an algorithm
which has due-dates for inputs, and where time scheduling
can change as tasks are completed, either by the due-date
or tardy. It also allows for efficient dynamic programming.
The researchers tested the algorithm, which can be solved in
polynomial time, and found that it actually did very well, nu-
merically, when compared with an optimal schedule that was
NP-hard.

[69] Enrico Motta, Dynanesh Rajpathak, Zdenek Zdrahal, and Rajkumar
Roy. The epistemology of scheduling problems. In Proceedings of the
15th European Conference on Artificial Intelligence, ECAI ’02, pages
76–80, Lyon, 2002.

This article specifies the parameters for any scheduling prob-
lem. It lays a good foundation for outlining scheduling prob-
lems regardless of application.

[70] N.C.Audsley, A.Burns, M.F.Richardson, and A.J.Wellings. Hard
real-time scheduling: The deadline-monotonic approach. web page
www.dimap.ufrn.br/ jair/dstr/artigos/deadlinemonotonic.pdf.

This paper, from the University of York, takes a look at
deadline-monotonic scheduling theory and scheduling spo-
radic processes. The authors compare process computation
times and schedulability constraints for determining if a
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scheduling sporadic process will give the same level of rela-
bility as a deadline-monotonic approach. It was found that
the use of sporadic servers required one extra periodic server
process and second, an extra run-time overhead was required.
The deadline monotonic approach gets rid of these extra steps
and the outcomes are just as reliable.

[71] Giselher Pankratz. A grouping genetic algorithm for the
pickup and delivery problem with time windows. OR
Spectrum, pages 21–41, 2005. Available on the web at:
http://www.springerlink.com/app/home/contribution.

[72] J. Pemberton and III F. Galiber. A constraint-based approach to satel-
lite scheduling. In DIMACS workshop on Constraint Programming and
Large Scale Discrete Optimization, pages 101–114. American Mathemat-
ical Society, 2000.

This technical report begins by outlining the problem, item-
izing constraints, and then briefly discussing approaches to
solving the satellite scheduling problem. The authors begin
by stating that the problem consists of a start time and a
duration time for completing a task, designating the prob-
lem as a form of Constraint Satisfaction Problem. They sug-
gest approaching the problem by creating a model for tasks,
resources, events, and constraints by translating them into
variables with ranges. A solution is said to be found using
heuristic-search with constraint propagation utilizing Generic
Resource, Event, and Activity Scheduler (GREAS), but fur-
ther description of GREAS and the use of heuristic-search is
lacking.

[73] J. Pemberton and L. Greenwald. On the need for dynamic scheduling
of imaging satellites. In Future Intelligent Earth Observing Satellites
Symposium, 2002.

Pemberton and Greenwald argue that dynamic scheduling
techniques are superior to purely static techniques because
dynamic scheduling allows the satellite system to utilize in-
formation obtained during schedule execution and to react
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to changes in the environment, prioritization, and resource
availability. The authors discuss conditions under which the
scheduling problem can become dynamic. The claim is that
dynamic schedules improve mission outcomes and reduce mis-
sion costs.

[74] Christian Prins. A simple and effective evolutionary algorithm for the
vehicle routing problem. Computers & Operations Research 31, pages
1985–2002, 2004.

[75] Sheldon Ross. Simulation, Second Edition. Academic Press Inc., 525 B
Street,Suite 1900, San Diego, CA 92101 and 1300 Boylston St., Chestnut
Hill, MA 02167, 1997.

This book explains how to use random numbers to simulate
various probability distributions. It also explains Monte Carlo
methods.

[76] Benjamin Van Roy, Dimimtri P. Bertsekas, Yuchun Lee, and John N.
Tsitsiklis. A neuro-dynamic programming approach to retailer inven-
tory management. web page www.mit.edu:8001/people/jnt/Papers/R-
96-bvr-retail.pdf.

This paper combines two ideas that came about from the opti-
mization seminar. Our problem at hand has been compared to
the retailer inventory management problem. This paper uses
neuro-dynamic programming techniques to attack this prob-
lem. These are approximate dynamic programming algorithms
which can deal with larger state spaces.

[77] Steven Skiena. The Algorithm Design Manual. Springer-Verlag, New
York, 1997.

[78] David K. Smith. Dynamic Programming: A Practical Introduction. Ellis
Horwood, Dhichester, England, 1991.

This book gives a very basic introduction to dynamic program-
ming. It introduces dynamic programming using classic prob-
lems such as the knapsack problem and determining shortes
routes. Also included are examples of production problems
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used to exhibit recursion in dynamic programming. It starts
with deterministic models then moves to stochastic models
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